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EDITORIAL
In the west our attachment to the pursuit of knowledge outstrips our
digestion of knowledge. It is like pouring liquid into a full cup. But we
have "Pataphysics, with its new improved double elision mark!
"Pataphysics, the imaginary science of impossible solutions, can offer
instant and gentle relief to clogged mind passages. Digestion of
knowledge improves dramatically with regular doses of "Pataphysics. By
admitting the impossible, or the possibility of the unknown, a vast
frontier suddenly opens. Lewis Carroll knew this when he wrote Through
the Looking Glass. Clearly, there is no such thing as clockwise or
counter-clockwise. In his book Synergetics Buckminster Fuller has ·
explained the nonsense of up and Clown. Sunrise? Absurd. The earth
turns. But the mind is a pataphysical camera. Sometimes it invents what it
sees. Time was invented by people. Set the pataphysical camera's shutter
speed to 1/infinity in order to catch the universal everlasting moment. Is
there life after death? After all, space is only a concept. Is transcending
space and time possible? The notion of television may seem absurd to
natives of the rainforest But the pataphysical camera has only one
moving part-the mind. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle questions
the degree to which we affect our perception of things when we try to
examine them. When did the notion of telekinesis first reach
consciousness? Einstein pointed out that a triangle on the surface of a.
globe has 270 interior degrees. The flat earth 'society was appalled. These
words were found written on the surface of a Mobius strip: "There is a lie
written on the other side of this paper." Playwright Alfred Jarry's insane
anti-hero Ubu has become a reporter for so-called news tabloids;
''Mermaid Armada Attacks Nuclear Submarine off Virgin Islands." Our
perception of the world has always been at least partly pataphysical and in
this issue of RAMPIKE we celebrate the wonder of the impossible. A
child may ask why the sky is blue, why the grass is green. Don't answer.
Instead, put your shoes on your head and jump through the window.

Dans les pays occidentaux, la poursuite achamee de la connaissance
depasse la capacite de digestion: c'est essayer de remplir une tasse deja
pleine! Heureusement, i1 y a la ''Pataphysique, avec sa double elision, la
''Pataphysique nouvelle et amelioree, la science des solutions imaginaires
qui peut soulager instantanement et en douceur les circuits mentaux
surcharges! La digestion de la connaissance s'ameliore nettement, a
condition de l'accompagner d'une dose reguliere de la ''Pataphysique. En
admettant !'impossible ou la possibilite de l'inconnu, un immense champ
d'experi~nce s'ouvre. Lewis. Carroll ne l'igno~t ~as en ecnvant Through
the l.LJoking Glass. ll est clair que le sens des mguilles d'une montre n'a
pas de sens. Dans son livre Synergetic's, Buckminster Fuller montre
l'absurdite des notions de haut et de bas. Le solei! se leve? C'est absurde.
~·est la terre 9-ui.to~e! ~s resprit est.une camera pataphysique qui
mvente parfo~s ce qu il vo1t. L homme a mvente le temps. n suffit done
de regler la Vltesse de la camera pataphysique sur l{mfini pour saisir le
moment eternel et universe!. Y a-t-il une vie apres la mort? Apres tout,
l'espace n'est qu'une representation de l'esprit. Peut-on transcender la
notion d'espace et de temps? Pour les habitants de lajungle, l'idee de la
television est absurde! Mais la camera pataphysique n'a qu'une piece
mobile: l'esprit. Et, selon le principe d'incertitude d'Heisenberg, I' esprit
modifie sa propre perception des choses des qu 'il essaie de les examiner.
Quand l'idee de telekinesie s'est-elle formee pour la premiere fois?
Einstein soulignait que Ia somme des angles d'un triangle trace a 1a
surface du globe etait superieure a 180•. La societe pour la defense de 1a
Terre plate en etait horrifiee! "ll y a un mensonge sur I'autre oote de cette
bande de papier," trouve-t-on ecnt sur une bande de Mobius. Ubu
I'anti-heros de l'absurde d' Alfred Jarry, est devenu le redacteur en'chef
des "tabloids"! ''Des sirenes attaquent un sous-marin nucleaire au large
des lles Vierges!" Notre perception du monde a toujours ete partiellement
pataphysique et, dans ce numero de RAMPIKE, nous celebrons les
metveilles de 1'imaginaire. Si un enfant vous demande pourquoi le ciel est
bleu, pourquoi l'herbe est verte, ne repondez pas. Mettez-vous vos
chaussures sur la rete et sortez par la fenetre!
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PROBABLE SYSTEMS 22:
TRANSLATION <a continuation orPs 11)
by bpNichol
In "Probable Systems 11"1 I constructed a table of alphabetic bases. In the process a
number of questions were raised which this system will attempt to deal with. To re-cap
briefly: the existing alphabet (if considered in numerical tenns) is base 27 or, as I prefer
to call it, base alphabet; to achieve the concept "alphabet" (now revealed to be the name
of the next letter beyond z)2 we must write it thus-a¥-where Y denotes the empty place
(&. thus the letter after a¥ would have to be written aa, the next letter ab, &. so on). Now
having constructed such a table the possibility of translating texts into other bases instantly emerges. That is what this system proposes to examine.
Let us use as an example RentS Daumal's 1938 poem, "Originie de l'astronomie." We
will take the first line and use two different approaches in our ttanslating of it:
1) translate it into a different base
2) consider reach word as the complex expression .of a single letter.
a word of explanation ~ in Order. In base alphabet the first
Before proceeding
seven places have the following numerical values (expressed in base 10, of course):

I

I

But we talked about also translating the line into a single word by considering each word
in the original line as being the complex expression of a single letter. Thus in this line
from Daumal, which I have taken as being written in base V, we have the 269th letter,
followed by the 9540th letter, followed by the 109th letter, followed by the 124,645,214th leter, followed by the 53,083rd letter, followed by the 10,024th letter, followed,
finally, by the 1,061,408th letter. As can be seen the application of this particular system raises a number of fascinating concepblal problems not the least of which is the
comprehension of a letter 124,645,213 letters beyond A. Seuss's On Beyond Zebra becomes a reality. The alphabet (a closed system) is opened up to the discovery of letters
beyond Z.. Since contsining an infinite number of signs within the mind appears to be an
impossibility, the majority of concepts are expressed as a combination of 26 basic
signs. 8 But why 26? The very concept of base alphabet makes us aware of the existence
of other signs, of a larger set of possibilities, even as the concept of base J makes us
aware of a more compact set. If, for instance, in base J itself we were to replace ~'¥" (the
sign for the empty place) with "0" (which is not used in the limited ten-character se~).
we would generate the following trsnslation of Daumal's line:

r
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"Bfi iedo aoi abdfdebad echoc aoobd aofadoh"
This one simple step increases the vowels available to us jn base J to four. Then by the
broader application of base J we could rapidly decrease the number of excess words and
increase the measurable nuance in the differentiation between the degrees of things thru,
for instance, the increase of duration, etc. One way this might work could be:

T

IF: GREAT= DOGHOGC
THEN: GREATER= DOGHOOCC
AND: GREATEST =DOGHOGCCC

s
K
y

Using the nonsense phrase, "Great dogs bark loudly,'' we can illustrate what is memt by
the notion of a single word being the complex expression of a single letter. The ''G" in
"Great," for instance, in numerical tenns would be expressed as 7 (its place in the alphabet) x 531,441 (the position it occupies in base alphabet). To continue, the "R" would
be expressed as 18 x 19,683. And so on. In order to do the translation which follows it
is first necessary then to translate the letters out of the particular bases they are in, into
their numerical equivalents (numerical base 10). I show you one such operation in order
to make the meehanics of this method of translation clear.
Multiplying the place value of the letter (in the alphabet) times the value of the place it
occupies in base alphaet, we arrive at the following answers.
G [7] X 531,441 = 3720087
R [18] X 19,683 = 354294
E [5] X 729 = 3645
A [1] X 27 = 27
Tl20JX1= 20
GREAT = 4078073 (n,umerical base 10)
,.
To translate GREAT into another base we simply mi,ke a series of divisions by the value
of the equivalent places in the base we are ttanslating into. For example, if we were translating GREAT into base J (the easiest base to trllllllate into since its numerical equivalent is 10~ the computations would go as follows:~ ·

1000000/4078073 = 4
4000000
100000/21Jm = 0
000000
1oooon8o13 = 1

Since the ten-letter code could, in fact, be any ten letters (I've rather arbitrarily chosen
the first nine letters and then interpolated 0), an optimum sound maximum flexibility
code could be worked out.
However, the very act of considering words as complex expressions of single letters
leads us to reconsider the nature of the sentence or, in this case, the line. Applying this
system to the opening line of Daumal's ''Originie de l'astronomie" we generated a word
com~sed of a sequence of unwriteable letters (letters for which there is no known
sign). 9 But what happens if we then take the generated word an4 consider it as the coinplex expression of an even higher letter? We are forced to once again assign an arbitrary
base to the word we have made from Daumal's line.lO But giving it the assigned base
value of the 2,000,000th letter (which is. to say "base 2,000,000th letter'') we arrive,
thru translation, at:
the 17,216,305,280,002,741,161,712,212,332,020,049,069,407th letter beyond A
By extension, then, we could, by considering the sequence of sentences which compose
stanzas or paragraphs, generate even more difficult-to-conceive letters, arriving at,
finally, a point where, for instance, a novel like Proust's Remembrance of Things Past
could be considered as simply the complex expression of a single letter an unimaginable
distance beyond A. There is certainly a sense in which any novel or poem is nothing
more than one complex operating sign and, indeed, looking at works of literature in such
a. way gives us fresh access to such obviously complex works as Victor Coleman's

America.
Those of you who have followed my researches will recall that in an earlier "Probable
System" I referred to the concept of nearest whole letter. In America Coleman appears to
be using the double acrostic form, beginning each line with (in sequence) the letters from
the words QUEEN OF CUPS, KING OF CUPS, etc., so that the left and right hand margins
of the poems spell out the same words:

7..Wl!lD..
1000/lQ2l= 8

.Question: Political? IraQ
u
u

lJlM
100/.Q1l= 0
.QQ!l
10113.= 7
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Next we translate the numerical equivalents anived at back into their alphabetic equivalents:5

C-------------c

u

u
P-------:P

4078073 = DYGH¥GC6

8----

s

In adapting the system illustrated here to a different base simply begin your division
with the first-place numerical equivalent lower in value than the concept you are dividing
into. For example, in base V (a base we'll be using in a moment) the first division would
be
.
23456/4078073

\.
Where 23456 is the value of the 5th place in base v.1:·

But it is my contention that what Coleman has really done in these poems is to enter the
microcosm of our ordinary base alphabet world. Looking at the first line of QUEEN OF
CUPS we see how he has charted what lies between the ''Q" and the "q,'' which is to say
what lies within the letter, its component parts. In doing so he points the way towards a
vast new galaxy of pre~iously unrecognized signs. Starting from the minimal operating
signs of writing, the letters, he moves outward (inward) into whole poems, a whole sequence of poems, and in the process begins to chart a universe, lettrism carried forward
into the main body of poetry.

Let us now apply what we have leuned to the first line of "Originie de l'astronomie"-

"Le son du soleil dans ton coeur"
The first thing that strikes us about this line is that it could be the expression of a concept in any base from base V (the largest letter in the _line being U) to one well beyond
base alphabet. For the sake of this particular translation we will consider the line to .
have been written in base y7 and will ttanslate the line from base V. thru base alphabet
into base J. Using the method previously illustrated the fiist set of triDslations generates
the following line in base alphabet:

''Iz mbi da gbbyp¥ benn mtg apzba"
The second set of trsnslations (into base J) generates the following line:

4

"Bfi ied¥ aYi abdfdebad ecbYc a'Wbd a¥fad¥h"

In considering these two systems of ttanslation then we have been forced to look ILt writing in a totally new way. In doing so we begin to gain some clues as to the possible
origin of language. Oiie thing that is immediately obvious is that such a way of looking
at language points towards a return to one tongue. What is the difference in the translation systems proposed between French, English and Spanish? There is none. The words
of these languages are simply different signs from the same continuum. We begin to understand then that the breakup of the one mother tongue (the pre-Babel state) also meant a
breakup of the Ur-alphabet (or urphabet as it is more commonly referred to), a reduction
of signs, a possible loss of intelligence, the trading in of a much more eomplex system
of operating signs for a more portable alphabet.ll At this same time the concept of the
empty place disappeared from common liquistic usage,1_2 and the language tribes choosing to work with the signs comprising what we call the Arabian alphabet also claimed
certain combinations of those signs as their own. Why each tribal language found that
necessary is not known and is, in any case, beyond the scope of this particular system,
this essay.
written 1971-74
revised 1986

NarES:
1. See the author's Zygal (Toronto: Coa~h House Press, 1985).
2. This is the last point at which the names of any of these letters beyond z is clear. It
is certainly possible that each of the letters beyond z has its special name, and certainly
certain arcane schools of mysticism suggest this. But if so that information has been
lost, unless we follow some kind of "lost culture in a lost valley" pipe dream.
3. I would simply remind the reader at this point that place values in base 10 are all multiples of 10 (i.e. the units, tens, hundreds, thousands, ten-thousands, hundred-thousands,
millions, etc.), even as in base Blphabet the place values are all multiples of 27 (i.e.
units, twenty-sevens, seven hundred &. twenty-nines, nineteen thousand six hundred &.
eighty-threes, etc.).
<
4. I recognize that this is totally unnecessary but such painstaking detail at this point
helps to illustrate the actual translation process for tt)ose who wish to translate from
base alphabet (numerical equivalent 27) into base M (humerical equivalent 13), an obviously more complicated problem.
5. Obviously base J has a limited palette (or, indeed, palate) of letters-A through I.
··
6. How to pronounce "¥" remains a problem.
7. In fact a close reading of the poem reveals the word "douze" in the ninth line thus fixing the piece as having been written in base alphabet. But because of the theoretical nature of our work in any case we will simply use this as a demonstration of certain paradoxes within the language.-This footnote was written circa 1974. Revising and retyping this piece now (November 1986} I find in many of my pronouncements a certain jejeune enthusiasm that is difficult to edit out but should be noted.
8. I am talking here about the Arabic alphabet and the languages that make use of it.
There is obviously room here for a fascinating study of comparative alphabetics and the
position of the various letters in relation to each other in the larger alphabet to which
our second translation system points.
9. The concept of things which cannot be signed, letters which we can point to but cannot write down, points to the existence of worlds and knowledge that we have no way of
expressing. At least here, in "Probable Systems 22," we begin to find a way to chart
some of that writing, even if the charted portions remain, finally, untranslatable into
base alphabet. I am pointing here to the possibility that the very act of translating them
into base alphabet garbles the message. We become caught up in our meaning and miss
their meaning. See here how I point to them but am unable to say what it is I am signing. Is there some COJDlection then between this activity and what happens when I "forget" to sign a letter? discover an unsigned note? etc?
10. The arbitrariness of these values remains problematic in terms of any actual "proor•
or, indeed, of arriving at a definitive reading of any particular work of literature in terms
of what I go on to propose in this paragraph. Clearly our standard base in most western
languages is base alphabet. This is well established by historical usage. And the very
notion of a base A, a base B, a base C, etc., points to the fact that certain configurations of letters have different meanings depending on the base we read them in. The word
"bee" is a perfect example of the problem faced by
translator who lacks a wellestablished key to what base the text 1mder consideration is written in.

fnY

11. See my earlier (1972) "Probable Sys~Redisco;ery of the 22-Letter Alphabet
-An Archaeological Report" in Canadian "Pataphysics (Toronto: Underwhich Editions,
1981) for a detailed take on this. I would mention that more recent researches (1986)
suggest that at the time of the breakup of the mphabet a process of conscious "choosing" was in operation, that the realphabet posited in "PS14" represents the original
choices of the urelders and that our current alphabet emerged out of that. Needless to say
all this throws the problem of translation into even deeper confusion. I would add, too,
that the alphabet cult was long forgotten at the time of the urphabet breakup. See my
later (1981} "Probable Systems 36: Digging up the Pas T," in Papers Delivered at the
Symposium of Linguistic Onto-Genetics (grOnk Final Series Number 5, 1985) for a detailed discussion of this cult and its influence on all subsequent language developments.
12. Some now argue that the spaces between "words" are nothing more than the empty
place being signed in the only way it is possible to sign it-with nothing.

TTA23
The lettristic content of ''Translating Apollinaire" expressed as a whole number.

5406
November 24, 1976

TTA 25/PROBABLE SYSTEMS 22a
If we regard a text as being the complex expression of a single letter (see "Probable
Systems 22}, then what letter is ''Translating Apollinaire" the complex expression of?

Nine letter places are contained in the word "mo1mtains." Considered in base 10 terms
then, the model for "mo1mtains" would be 100,000,000, i.e.
mounta.ins
100,000,000
But as already established in "PS 11," ''Translating Apollinaire" is actually written in
base alphabet (i.e. base 27) and thus the "m" in mountains would have an equivalence of
13 in the 9th place in base alphabet; the "o" an equivalence of 15 in the 8th place, the
''u" an equivalence of 21 in the 7th place, and so on. In order to understand which letter
beyond A the entile text is a complex expression of then, it is necessary for the entire
text to be translated out of base alphabet into base 10. Those wishing to examine the
computations involved are welcome to visit the author at the Institute for Alphabet
Archaeology in Toronto, Canada, and examine the records kept there. I will not bore you
by including them here.
Mter translating all the words in the text from base alphabet into base 10 and totalling
them, it was discovered that:
"Translating Apollinaire" is the
54,786,210,294,570 letters beyond A.

complex

expression

of

a single letter

TTA 57: TRANSLATING FROM BASE ALPHABET INTO
BASE J

14:

FROM TRANSLATING
TRANSLATING
APOLLINAIRE
.by bpNichol
[The following texts are from an ongoing research project in which my very first published poem, ''Translating Apollinaire," is subjected to as many translation procedures as
I and anyone else can think of. Included in this selection is the original text of the P.Oem
(TTA 4) and three translations derived from the method outlined in "Probable Systems
22."-bnN]

[N.B. In this translation into base J, I have followed the by now standard practice of
allowing "o" to denote the empty place.]
.
Iedbaacoiff iodgcifcaa ehc
Aobhddbb adhoa Acfdggcocoeh acafch Egcohoe
foiofhcofdd
aiobciefgghe dgig adhoa addcb

afdbbb beg a dofibb

doghogc biedoffad daa aoeobceg
adhcaco gi adhoa Bhefcggh, ghbaoidfiif aogioaio aagdhahbe aaebb
eee hoidbdo ciifdo, afibb aaaa hdgeagefo
chcfhcffdbdbh,
gocab deifeb, Ahgabhgoe Hfhbdib aaifeiioc beg adhoa addcb
hcdobadedi dgig ioecabgfafgf
fobhc bdchcoifcide gi, addcb
ciiiii aoihfiac fbbceeeocc, a lJclcfuaab
aocfd dedocg ccgdiaa, dibchboefddgai .,
dai gbcgofibgc bhheodigco
'
abfhic dai aogioaio aoheofh beg adhoa dogeldb
a bddoaab cfgedhgf bgicahhhf hoeiehebgc adbhgdf
addcb aofhebfoo aaaoc adhoa hebfii, "bhohdoidd
bfac aioecad," ihgobgd beg cgf cceohfgcf
abfhic dai cgf doahg dai adhoa cdcfboo
bbioioiooaf ihecgo daa bfc
dgig da cfihafabfe

f

TTA 4: ORIGINAL TEXT OF ''TRANSLATING
APOLLINAmE"
.
I '

November 24 to 27, 1976

Icharrus winging up
Simon the Magician from Judea high in a tree
everyone reaching for the S1Ul
great towers of stone
built by the Aztecs, tearing their hearts out
to offer them, wet and beating
mountains,
cold wind, Macclru Piccu hiding in the S1Ul
lmfo1md for centuries
cars whizzing by, sun
thru trees passing, a dozen
new wave films, flickering
on drivers' glasses

flat on their backs in the grass
a dozen bodies slowly turning brown
sun glares off the pages, "soleil
cou coupe," rolls in my window

flat on my back on the floor
becoming aware of it
for an instant
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A SHORT HISTORY OF
'PATAPHYSICS
by Karl Jirgens
Part 1

:·,

One is well advised to preface any discussion of 'Pa~physics by admitting that nothing
authoritative can ultimately be said on the subject. This is so because of the nature of
'Pataphysics itself, and because any definitions are automatically self-effacing. It is possible to record, identify and recall significant events in what might be called the history
of 'Pataphysics. However, even the word "history" is problematic since it implies a beginning, middle and end. In fact, 'Pataphysics has always transcended spatio-temporal limitations. Nonetheless, something might be said about it even if it may serve to confuse
as much as to illuminate.
'Pataphysics found its notoriety in the work of French playwright Alfred Jarry.
However, it could be argued that even though Jarry coined the term, pataphysical notions
have always existed. Nonetheless, 'Pataphysics pre-dated the Surrealist, Cubist and Dadaist movements in Europe, with Alfred Jarry's first major stage presentation of the now
well-known play Ubu Roi occurring in 1896 at the Theatre de l'Oeuvre. The drama was
originally written as a schoolboy burlesque attacking one of Jarry's professors, a man
named Hebert but nicknamed Pere Ebe. In her introduction to Ubu Roi, Barbara Wright
explains that "Pere Ebe was physically grotesque, flabby and piglike, lacked all dignity
and authority .... To Jarry he became the symbol of all [the] ugliness and mediocrity he
already saw in the world."1 At the time of its first production, Jarry was twenty-three.
There is some controversy surrounding the authorship of Ubu Roi. Charles Morin, one
of Jarry's cohorts, claimed to have penned it shortly after Jarry's death. However, this
may have been a preconceived deception since Jarry had a penchant for mys~ing and
hoaxing people. Those who knew him had no doubt that Jarry was the author.2
Jarry was at first an alcoholic, then an ether addict. Andre Breton claimed him as an
absinthe-surrealist. He lived in a room on a floor called "the second and a half." The ceiling had been lowered and the room rested midway between the second and third floors.
Jarry lived with two owls which were originally alive but later were stuffed. He lectured
on art in a highly intellectual but broad-ranging manner covering topics from Turkestan
to Bergson, Fragonard to angling.3 Wright informs us that following a lecture one of his
friends informed him that he had found it very interesting but had failed to understand a
thing. Jarry respc)nded: ''That's exactly what I w~ed. Talking about things that are
understandable only weighs down the mind and falsijjes the memory, but the absurd exercises the mind and makes the memory work. •4 Jarr)': often dressed provocatively as much
to attract attention as to assert his displacement from society. He adopted the new pataphysical person of Dr. Faustroll. "Then though he would appear in the street in a fur
tiara, bedroom slippers, an overcoat falling to pieces, and armed with
stick and a
couple of loaded revolvers-there is a story that a Belgian girl who had heard him lecture
went to Paris and got herself invited to a lunch he was to attend. [She was] expecting all
possible excesses. Jarry, forewarned, appeared in an impeccable black suit and behaved
like the most perfectly respectable gentleman. ,5 .
Jarry eventually died in poverty in 1907 at the age of thirt)t-four. His last request at
the hospital where he was taken by friends was for a toothpick.li
One of the most significant collections of pataphysical work appeared in the Evergreen Review (volume 4, number 13, May-June, 1960). In his introductory "Superliminal
Note," Roger Shattuck announced:
Both Jarry and 'Pataphysics have remained controversial subjects in French literature
through the periods of Symbolism, Dada, Surrealism and even Existentialism. Highly
contradictory praise has come from such sources as Apollinaire, Max Jacob, Andre
Breton, Andre Gide, Antonin Artaud, and Raymond Queneau. 'Pataphysics had occasional difficulty preserving its identity until after World War II, when the College de·
'Pataphysique was founded. With its proliferation have come subcommissions, quarrels
and settlements, a quarterly review, a publishing house, world-wide representation and
occasional public manifestations ...• In all its internal and external activities, the College has cultivated the pataphysical sense of life, until it is possible to say very simply with Pere Ubu: '"Pataphysics is a branch of science we have invented and for
which a crying need is generally experienced." Faustroll wasted fewer words when he
took over: "La 'Pataphysique est la science...."'

a

Shattuck goes on to say that English-speaking members of the College have yet to resolve the meaning of this statement, translating it alternatively as: "'Pataphysics is the
• science," or "'Pataphysics is the science of-" and sp on.8 Shattuck attempts to undertake the self-contradictory task of defming 'Patap~sics in non-pataphysical terms. He
gives the following definitions:

We must also consider Heisenberg for introducing the uncertainty principle, that is,
for suggesting that the mere presence of an observer affects the thing he or she is observing, M. C. Escher and countless other artists whose work embodies the principles of
'Pataphysics, Ne:wton, whose ideas have seemed verifiable but ultimately were not, Einstein, whose ideas have yet to be verified but which have gained greater acceptance.
Among other things, Einstein suggested that space is curved and that gravity as we know
it does not exist. We must also consider contemporary nuclear physicists who are trying
to explain black holes, anti-matter and parallel "phantom" universes.
'Pataphysics is no joking matter. It is the product of minds who have recogRized aspects of reality that others have failed to. Often, as the above list suggests, these ideas
become accepted by following generations. Shattuck explains the attitude of the pataphysician:
He does not burst out laughing or curse when asked to fill out in quadruplicate a questionnaire on his political affiliation or sexual habits: on the contrary, he details a different and equally valid activity on each of the four sheets.lO
In his conclusion to the Evergreen Review article, Shattuck points out that:
A special number on 'Pataphysics of any review, annual or perennial, evergreen or deciduous, can serve no constructive purpose. This was the argument employed to convince the Optimates of the College [of 'Pataphysics], gathered in august session over
an excellent Beaujolais.l7
Apparently, the argument succeeded.
The great Transcendant Satraps (T.S.'s) of 'Pataphysics are those "active" members of
the College of 'Pataphysics who have distinguished themselves by refraining from any
act within the College. Members of the original group include musicians, poets, fllm.makers, writers, dramatists and artists. Specifically, Raymond Queneau, Eugene lonesco,
Boris Vian, Jacques Prevert, Rene Clair, Jean Ferry, Michel Leiris, Jean Dubuffet, and
Maurice Saillet. Although he was one of the inspiring forces of the Dada movement,
Marcel Duchamp was also one of the Transendental Satraps of the College of 'Pata- .
physics, and there are those who would agree that Dada was merely an appellation for a
movement which found its roots in 'Pataphysics. Other T.S. 's who seem to cross over
into other so-called categories of art include Joan Miro, Max Ernst, and James Joyce
(who also served as Memorial President). The list of "active" members of the College of
'Pataphysics also includes Simon Watson Taylor, Jean Borzic, Nicolaj N. Kamenev, His
Magnificence Jean Mollet, and His Late Mapificence, the above-mentioned Dr. I. L.
Sandomir. 'Patacessors to the original group include Alphonse Allais the Literary Assassin, Felix Feneon the Soft Spoken Anarchist, Remy de Gourmont the Man of Masks,
Marcel Schwob the Double Soul, Uon-Paul Fargue the Explorer, Julien Torma the Author
by Neglect, and Rene Daumal the Experimental Mystic.
Jarry's own definition under the pseudonym Faustroll was printed in the Evergreen
issue. The defmition was taken from the complete translation by "Simon Watson Taylor,
Proveditor-Delegatory, Regent (by Transsemt Susception) of the Chair of Faustrollian
Brittanicity and of Applied Hypselic Alcoholism, GMOGG":12
··Pataphysics •.• is the science of that which is superinduced upon metaphysics,
whether within or beyond the latter's limitations, extending as far beyond metaphysics as the latter extends beyond physics. Ex: an epiphenomenon being often accidental, 'Pataphysics will be, above all, the science of the particular, despite the common opinion that the only science is that of the general. '.fataphysics will examine
the laws which govern exceptions, and will explain the universe supplementary to this
one; or, less ambitiously, .will describe a universe which can be-perhaps should beenvisaged in the place of the traditional one,c since the laws which are supposed to
have been discovered in the traditional universe are also correlations of exceptions, albeit more frequent ones, but in any case accidental data which, reduced to the status of
unexceptional exceptions, possess no longer even the virtue of originality.
DEFINITION-'Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solutions, which symbolically attributes the properties of objects described by their virtuality, to their lineaments.l3
,
Simon Watson Taylor in his "Apodeictic Outline" of 'Pataphysics points out some of the
activities of the original College of 'Pataphysics or Collegium Pataphysicum which was
inaugurated at a meeting on December 29, 1948, under the auspices of the vice-curator
and founder of the College, His (Late) Magnificence Dr. I. L. Sandomir. The College has
since produced a periodical entitled Viridis Cll111hliJ, Cahiers du College de 'Pataphysique
as well as a second series of publications titled Dossiers acenonetes. It has also produced
over sixty publications for private distribution among its members. The activities and
non-activities of the College are presided over by forty-four chairs including:

);

1. 'Pataphysics is the science of the realm beyo~d metaphysics; or, 'Pataphysics lies
as far beyond metaphysics as metaphysics lies beyond physics-in one direction or
another.
2. 'Pataphysics is the science of the particular, of laws governing exceptions.
3. 'Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solutions.
4. For 'Pataphysics, all things are equal.
5. 'Pataphysics is, in aspect, imperturbable.
6. All things are pataphysical; yet few men practise 'Pataphysics consciously.9
Further, Shattuck points to a number of high points in the history of 'Pataphysics, including the arguments of Socrates who was able to demonstrate to Meno that his slave
boy had always known the Pythagorean theorum, Lewis Carroll whose lo9king-glass .
world could be considered a model for 'Pataphysics, the work of C. V. Boys whose remarkable volume Soap Bubbles and 1M Forces Which Mould Them had been reprinted recently by a serious scientific press after years of ridicule, H. G. Wells whose "man-onthe-moon" concept.once seemed absurd, and Opus Pataphysicum, the Testament of His
Late Magnificence, Dr. I. L. Sandomir, Vice-Curator and Founder of the College of' Pataphysics.
We could of course add a huge list of great thinkers to this list including some of the
great Zen masters who showed us alternate ways of perceiving, Zeno whose theorum
proved that it was impossible for an arrow to reach its target, Columbus and Magellan
for suggesting that they could sail around the world when everyone believed the earth
was flat, Galileo and Copernicus for suggesting that the earth was not at the centre of the
universe, the great Existentialist thinkers such as Descartes and Heidegger whose only
proofs lay in concepts alone, Wittgenstein who in his Tractatus, among other things,
uses language to discuss the things that are impossible to discuss using words. At the
end of his argument, Wingenstein, in effect, concludes that anyone who understands his
propositions must recognize them as nonsense, but that having understood them one em
abandon them.

a.
b.
c.
d.

General 'Pataphysics and Dialectics of the Useless Sciences.
Applied 'Pataphysics, Blablabla and Mateology.
History of 'Pataphysics and Exegesis.
Catachemistry and 'Pataphysics of the Inexact Sciences (Medicine, History, Social
and Culinary Sciences, etc.). Complementary Course of Magirosophy.
e. Mythography of the Exact Sciences and the Absurd Sciences. Complementary
Course of Algonomy.
f. Military and Strategic Eristics.
g. Cinematographology and Oneirocriticism.
h. Erotics and Pomosophy.
i. Pedology and Adelphism.
j. Crocodilology.
k. Lyricopathology and Clinical Lectures in Rhetoriconosis.
1. Contrepeterie [Spoonerism].
m. Applied Mental Alienation and Psychiatry. Complementary Course in Occultism,
Demonology and Astrology.
n. Applied Moral and Political Science and Comparative Atrocities.
o. Applied Alcoholism and Practical Cephalor~.
p. Applied Experimental Necrobiosis. Etc., etc. 4

Dr. I. L. Sandomir in his Allocution at the Inauguration of the ExpoJ arrysition pronounced:
'Pataphysics does not enlighten any more than it should enlighten. Because of this,
orgies of salvation are avoided. We ~·not even concerned here with hoping that
those who should see nothing do see nothing. No more are we concerned to hope that
those who do see, see. It would indeed be better that they should not see too much. Let
things and causes remain enclosed in their inner and nourishing darkness, so that
'Pataphysics may be superabundanL 15
·
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Part2
In moving the focus to Canada we find that the next compilation of 'Pataphysi;t:s material assembed outside of the College of 'Pataphysics occurred in Toronto in the Canadian "Pataphysics issue of Open Letter magazine (fourth series, -numbers 6 & 7, winter
1980-81). The issue was edited by Frank Davey and the Toronto Research Group (bp
Nichol and Steve McCaffery). The present writer served as the managing editor. The issue
addressed itself to problems in the Canadian consciousness. To distinguish Canadian
''Pataphysics from the original form, a double elision mark was used rather than the usual
single apostrophe. This did not signify the close of a quotation, but rather the double
elision stood for the theft of both the speaker's words and his voice. The TRG (Toronto
'Research Group) commented on this in their introduction to the Canadian ''Pataphysics
issue:
·

In the Canadian contribution is that erasure of "this" elision and the institution of a
science of the perpetually open. A shift from/to quotation in the doubling of the elide,
a doubled inversion and an inverted doubling.
Canadian ·~Pataphysics gives us then quotation, and quotation (as Science always is)
of the given we do not underStand with emendations that constitute our explanation. If
"Pataphysics is the "~cience of imaginary solutions" and the source of answers to
questions never to be posed, then ''Pataphysics (the open quotation of a double elision) will be "the literature of all imaginary sciences." As such it will constitute the
"patasignificant advance of a field of non-signification, moving us closer (and hence
by transcendental law of the "patadox further away from; its origin(s). Hence the
science of the never-ending, never-commencing discourse.1
The introduction closed with an elliptic comment from the unanimously elected president
of the Canadian College of ''Pataphysics, Shaunt Basmajian. Basmajian'~ comment consisted of a series of ellipsis points, followed by an exclamation mark, followed by a
period.
The issue fell into three groups. The first addressed itself to "Problems in the Canadian
Consciousness." The opening article was by Steve McCaffery, who presented a theoretical argument between himself, Cleonides, Socrates, Marx, Mao, and larry. McCaffery's
piece, entitled ''The F-Claim to Shape in a ''Patalogomena Towards a Zero Reading," was
dedicated to Thab Hassan and displayed argumentative postures ranging from the Hellenic
period, through communism. to the French post~structuralists with specific attention to
the works of Barthes and Derrida. The issue continued with Opal J... Nations who offered a
discussion on how our bodies can actually speak to us, along with a study on chromosome mutation, Christopher Dewdney who addressed the question of parasite maintenance
in the mind of the poet, Toby MacLennan (who made three observations on quotidian
events), Robert Fones who privided a theory on snow prevention, and bpNichol who
conducted an archaeological report on the twenty-two-letter alphabet. Nichol's article addressed the palindromic roots of letter forms in the Latin alphabet as well as examining
the significance of inverted and mirror images of letters in an attempt to uncover their
original forms. This section also featured the work of Anthony Macginni who spoke of a
Taoist poet's mystic journey to the moon, Lleddirr Hhah Hnoj who offered a fonnula on
the praxis of thought, and Frederic Etmanski presenting a palimpsest on the merits of
malleability.
The second section of the magazine was concerned with theories of linguistic ontogenetics. It featured Michael Dean who wrote on genetic proliferation of ideas and language, Richard Truhlar on spatiodynamism, luminodynamism and chronodynamism in
language, David· Penhale wha wrote not only on Euclidian projectivist linguistics from
the Omphalos Centre for Language Research, but also on the possibilities of time travel
via the utterance of the correct series of vowels and syllables, and Steve Smith on,
among other things, oracle bones from the Shang Dynasty.
The third and final section of the issue was aimed towards a grammatology of the Canadian unconscious. It featured Dr. R. W. Sanderson, Prof. Kurt Wurstwagen, Richard Truhlar, Adrian Fortesque, and Dr. Arnold Arbuthnot. !lli of these articles were concerned with
any direct influence rock formations of the Canadian Shield might .have on the consciousness of native inhabitants. A strong sub-theory in this group dealt with archaeological evidence that suggested a mystic link betW~n Piccu Carlu (Port Carling) and the
great Mayan civilization. It is worth noting that many of the authors wrote articles under
pseudonyms. Among these were Steve McCaffery (a.k.a. Prof. Kurt Wurstwagen), Brian
Dedora (a.k.a. Adrian Fortesque) and John Riddell (a.k.a. Lleddir Nhoj).
In retrospect, the Canadian pataphysicians appear to have followed the (mis)direction
that they originally intended. That is, they shifted their concerns towards matters of language and discourse. For the most part, this shift also marked a retreat from issues dealing with socio-political significance, although McCaffery is an exception here insofar as
he deals with language, philosophy and politics.
The next generation of Canadian material surfaced in three major events:
1. Symposium of Linguistic Onto-Genetics held in Toronto, November 20 and 21,
1981.
2. The ''Pataphysical Un-Fair held in Toronto, January 28, 1984.
3. L' Affair 'Pataphysique held in Toronto, May 18, 1985.
Many of the papers delivered at these events were collected and published in grOn/c
{Final Series, Number 5, March, 1985), edited by bpNichol, Secretary of Writers in
Support of Alphabet Archaeology.
The subject matter of these pataphysical occasions followed many of the arguments
and thearies posited in the Canadian ''Pataphysics issue of Open Letter. The authorship
was also largely the same with the notable exception of Janine Mather, who discussed
the role of psychometry in revealing the "soul" of alphabet letterforms.

During the May 18, 1985, confere.nce several artists moved from strictly textual subject matter to a greater emphasis on ephemeral evenL A variety of issues were dealt with,
ranging from religious undertones to economic issues, to the significance of frame or
context, to historical influences to sexuality, to the importance of the body as both tool
and medium. Steve McCaffery was renting apples but required a five-dollar deposit, to be
returned only if the apples were returned unblemished and unbitten. He then had himself
crucified by the coatsleeves to the canference room wall and alternately harangued and
lapsed into silence for the duration of the exposition. bpNichol entered the arena of economics and art by selling (at ridiculously low prices), inflated rubber "Thought Balloons"
with the pataphysical double-elision logo on them, while Brian Dedora delivered a lecture
on the role of the frame in contemporary art, concluding with a transcendental .abandonment of the frame altogether. Christopher Dewdney lectured on the sexual significance of
the "bud" motif. Richard Truhlar compared spiral fossil forms to contemporary pasta
shapes, claiming that along wit,h Doug Uplands he had uncovered evidence of an ancient
civilization whose main staple bore an uncanny resemblance to present-day aliments. To
help convince the skeptical audience he served large quantities of fossil-like past(a) substances. Whitney Smith from the Society for Preservation of Wild Culture· addressed the
spiral nature of the fiddlehead and its similarity to the original spiral logo of the French
pataphysical movemenL Whitney Smith also served huge amounts of fiddleheads. to members of the audience while lecturing on wild culture and the significance of the spiral motif in nature. Susan Frykberg combined music and modern technology to create a portable
one-woman sound machine which could be worn by a single individual. This unique
costume/machine was particularly effective in the parade preceding the symposium. The
present writer delivered an anti-language piece featuring a series of body movements
based on the sine-wave. These were performed in the dark while wearing lights on the
wrists and ankles. The action was prefaced by a theoretical statement which concluded
with the comment that the audience could watch the movements with the uncanny sensation of knowing what was happening without understanding it. Following another direction, Denise Bertrand performed a primal dance to the rhythm of a heartbeat. Bertrand
was working from Oriental knowledge concerning the meridian lines of energy that flow
through the body. She wore a suit that featured tubes of light which followed these meridians across the outside of her body in order to create a mystic link between herself, the
audience and the ethereal spirit of ''Pataphysics.

Pataphysiclan Michael Dean's demonstration of the Saser's
capabilldes. - Photo by Marilyn Westlake.

.

Finally, Michael Dean developed a revolutionary piece of techno~ogy. Based on the
sixteenth-century notion that vision is the result of beams emanating from ~e eyes,
Dean developed a SASER which can amplify ~e power of eye~eams. Th~ tnangular_shaped SASER worn on the head over the eyes nught. best be. m:scnbed as a 'parallax relfier" It takes advantage of the physical nature of light whicli can be bent as was expl~ed by Einstein. Under optimal weather conditions, and given sufficient altitude, the
SASER permits the viewer to see completely around the planet until he can view the back
of his own head. Dean accomplished this feat from the top-of,Toronto's CN Tower (the
world's tallest free-standing structure) at two o'clock in_the afternoon of May 5, 1985.
Dean's closing statement perhaps best represents this fairly recent departure from a sole
focus on linguistics to a wider range of pataphysical events:
By showing that perception is a "seeing what we want to see," a "he~g what we
want to hear," the Institute hopes to show that it is not only speech that 1S ·an expression of what is inside us, but that the sensible world and its discreet objects are shadow projections from the human Imagination.16
This particular issue of RAMPIKE magazine offers a current compilation of pataphysical activity. It is by no means complete or representative. It serves no function other
than to be pataphysical, and by making this claim it may in fact .disqu~~ itself from
being pataphysical. But then this could be said about any pataphys1cal activ1ty or event.
It could be argued that ''Pataphysics can be embodied in any medium such as theatre or
music or painting or writing or performance. However, this would be misleading. In fact,
all media can be imbued with pataphysical concepts, but ''Pataphysics as a whole transcends all art, all socio-economic and political events. While it may remain as an underlying principle in any form of expression, no matter how ephemeral, it is nonetheless a
(non-)thing unto itself.
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Pataphyslc:Jan Steve McCalrery's religiously Inspired "Apples for Rent
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HISTORICAL DOCUMENTSSERIES: N!! 356a
by Richard Truhlar
[This press release was issued by Riclwd Tmhlar in his capacity as director of the
as well as honourable member of BllP.-KJ]

cn.oo '
·

R>R IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A MEMO FROM C.LL.O.G.

TO AILI>BlmATES ATI'ENDING L'AFFAJRB "PATAPHYSIQUB

RB:BllP.
On May IS, 198S, through the senerons offer of the HOJiourable Kurt Wnrstwqen of the
Institute for Creative MisnnderstandinJ md the Centre for Advanced Studies in Bpistemolosical Myopia, cn.oo (ConstructiYist Institute of l.inpistic Onto-Genetics) became a
bonafide member of BllP (But Is It ''Pataphysics?).
BllP is devoted to nncoverinJ any false or I(Jisleadins attompts to render the science of
''Pataphysics into a frivolous IDil/or meaninsfu.I activity.
Lope is thp keystone of "Pataphysics. It ii ·a model system for the orsanization of .
semantic contenL When the semantic content is rimdered absnn1 yet the system' of lope . ·
continues to operate and function as usual, we have ''Pataphysics. "Pataphysics, then, is
the clear, unwaverinJ perception of meaninglessness. All pataphysical premises ·can be
thoroughly believed in because the system of Josie operates and fulf"ills itself despite the
semantic contenL When a pataphysician takes on the task of provins his premise beyond the shadow of a doubt, he need use Only losic since semantic content is insipificmt for his purposes. The meminslessness of his task leads the pataphysician to develop
an AVOID or Awareness Vector of lndipnons Deconstruction. With an AVOID the pataphysician em escape the trap of any meaningful rhetoric.
It is the contention of BliP that some delesates attendins and participatinJ iD
L' Affaire ''Pataphysiqne have not developed an AVOID, but rather have become enamonrecl
with the semantics of their premises to such an extent that they are undenninins their
own pataphysical attempts with meaningful activity.
Be on your snsrd at L'Affaire ''Pataphysiqne. BllP will be listenins and watching.
Linsna quo tendis.
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MEM.MORI
by Maurice Roche·

One presses. The hurt (the word?) penetrates backward.
One presses: One reduces this painful speck to a smaller "body.".••
i{·.

One feels nothing more.

AN EXCERPT FROM COMPACT
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY MARK.POUZZOTil

I

I,
I

LOOKING MORE Cl.DSELY1HERE WAS NOI'HING10 SEE IN EACH OTHER.
NONETHELESS, THERE MUST HAVB BEEN AFAULTTHATIT WAS WORTII EXAGGERATING: WART, BEAUI'Y MARK (I) SMALL LUMP ON TilE CHEEK; Yo~t wo~tld be
intrig~ted by the presence of this cyst jut IUider the right eye-that Yoll wo~tld not have

noticed earlier! Yoll wollld go to the statu.a.ry for more information (an artist! the ears of
the 111/lSk prove it... : "impossible to do that, Kniess yo~t're a sc~tltor as well"-And what
then? ...these wollldn't be the real ears? ..•
Yoll would doubt it....)

...As for the plaster ball 011 the face: ''just a seam in the mold..•. You collld scratch it/... "
One paws one's own pain like an object ••• sJuill apparatus that makes one think of the
"cat piano" for which one must draw up-for a pitiful sum-the advertisement prospectus:
•• .keyboard instrument. .•.
(here one indicates its ctimensi.onsactually, one doesn't know them, one
knows that it's not a big thing-a
rectangular parallelipiped about the
size of a spinet).

(One should add: "depending
on the acuteness of their voices,"
something like that•••)

When one releases pressure, the suffering comes back up to the surface and increases in
depth, wraps itself up; to smother the word itself (moving and deformed typography),
one covers it with synonyms. All I produced was a thundering confusion, heartrending
sonorous digressions of distorted, crushed vowels, of broken consonanats-unbridled
diphthongs
;with the help of the receiver I fabricated an animated cartoon of undulating
syllables "all melted together~':
[(" •.• We Ouy- Yyouououyyyoureerrreeaarrrheeaarrr
hinkhinkhinkhin-fweel-tickettyto-ffweel-ockbriddetybroddetyfroofroofroofroobubbu
bboobobeddyboodettyboo booboobooboobootracktracktrackettytracktrrtntutnJIJllJJihaw
hawhawhaw hawhawhaw wowowowowowowooooooooooooooo] One") notices a tormented, dynamic profile inscribed in the interior, in the thickness of the garbled words,
but becoming less and less perceptible.
I turned the volume .knob,
causing a (momentary?) remoteness
One disappears with the carrier pain that leaves. One detaches oneself from oneself.
One is in the "one" space, small pronoun containing the sound of its motor (one-oneone-one-one.•. ) (as long as one follows it in its evolutions).
The "one" grows out of the pain that has led one away and has disappeared.

One has carefully arranged
several small compartments
in the-horizontal-BOund .
box, where one has set cats
of different ages in a certain order,
hne next to the other,

\',

or
The tail of each cat is caught
in a. tight casing over which
a hammer rises and lowers,
corresponding to a key

One flies over the city-the map.

On~ comes to rest on the small hillock: a tomb? whose? one doesn't know: the epitaph
is worn

OUL

IT WAS NECESSARY10 MOURN HER AND REPLACE THE SENTENCE WITH ANOTIIER:
ALL THAT WAS LEFr WAS 10 EJITRACT-FROM MEMORIES (MEMOIRS?) OF TWO
CENTURIES AGO-SEVERAL DRY TEARS AND A CROSS
4 t 1J 1> D p ~ f3 I t f ~ 9¢ '6 llP 1> f1 D Cb IJ" t?tP " P • 4P 9 0 1P OJll
WAS ITENOUGH10 DRAW THEM WITH ONE FINGER ON THE SHEEr COVERING HER
BODY...•

( .••get information about the number of

keys-One thinks one .knows that the keyboard doesn't exceed one octave)

Each hammer is equipped at
the tip with a needle.
Under the pianist's
fingers, the points of the
hammers will strike
(One could

"PATAPHYSICS' CHILD

par Jean-Paul Daoust

add: "artfully," yes)

-will
art(ully strike the animals'

tails; they in turn will strike first
answer with brief, clear
meows, but soon infuriated
by the frequency
(one isn't sure
that the term fits)
of the stings,
the cats modulate
( ••. one
looks for another word).
...One notices its painful echo on one's cheek, in theJI·lace of the abces
One plays with it!
s ..••
1
One makes it into a little mechanics.
I now identified with the radio:
.
(("•• .listen to us and they want
to hear us •.. we present the latest "His Master's Voice" model a mash>rn1"ece of • ·
'
-.1:"
mmlaturlzation":]

.
. I could pass through the universe in slices with that compact apparatus broadcastmg pieces of faraway mental cities-each one distant from the others-separated by
·:empty sp~" (their parentheses) and present all at once in the immobility and sometunes the silence of a box,
(" •• .MEMOMATIC••.for our leisure and our. culture..•we're listening in on the world;;.
MEMOMATIC has a memory for us, thinks for
Memomatic speaks fi
·
MEMOMATIC/MASTICATESIII We 11111 listening at present to .•••)]
or us •••

us:

do bt abo
• •and
this transistor radio,· .
no
u
ut Itmore-my head•••--puioramic with blind "ti
·
·
abridgments-my extemal voice.
CI es. m sonorous •

- I turned the .knob, passing more or less rapidly froni~
_ one ~a_dcast to .ano~. One creates a whole series of signs on a mode of intensities, .a ·
· handwnt:ing weavmg m and out of one's body. (IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF pASSING l
A HAND OVER HER FACE 10 EXPERIENCE TilE MARK ONTHB SKIN AND TO TRY AN.
UNF0RGEITABLBINSCR1PilON
.
.
SENTBNCE PUNTUATED
BY A TUMOR ON TilE CHEEK....)
(WASN'T IT TRUE THAT IT WASFINAILYI-IMPOSSIBLB 10 S10PIT FROM GEITING SO LARGE THATITWOULDEND

UP MAKING EVERY'I'I-mlG UGLY'/)

I .

.

Dans le ciel il y a un marais, c'est ll que Ia Pataphysique reP.. C'est la seule creature
que les dieux refusent de reconnaitre. C'est qu'un tlmlps de paix coDUDe de guerre la Pataphysique continue d'etonJier. Y sont venus les sorcieres les devins quelques philosophes
et scientistes (et en cachette certains messagers divins). Au milieu des emanations de ses
jardins se promenent evidemment toujours quelques poetes. L'endroit existe bel et bien.
Quoique Ia plupart le mettent en doute. Pan:e que c'est une place qui ne s'explique pas.
Les reves, depuis des siecles, pas de problemes. Mais Ia folie de Ia pythie de Delphes
n'est qu'une pile copie des eJ.ucubrations de Ia Pataphysique. La Pataphysique est une
question (pas une r6ponse). Et dans ce marais ceJ.este sautent de tous c:Otes des idees qui se
moquent 6perdument de Ia censure, des lois, des edits, des amendements, des encycliques,
des editoriaux, bref des politiques anciennes modernes ou futures. I.l, il pleut et fait beau
l la fois. Est-ce assez clair? n y fait jour la nuit. Les ombtes sont des couleurs. Et dans
ses emanations spiralent des anges sympathiques qui baisent tout le temps. Certaines des
pages de Rampike ont e~ pigees ll. Et bien d'autres merveilles.
.
Le pataphysician est postabsmde. C'est un extreme contemporain. Dans la clameur des
morts il ecoute Ia vie vivre encore. Dans ce marais il fait bon circuler. C'est d'une totale
aventure. Mais 99% du monde ont peur d'y entrer. Qui perd sa vie la trouve a dit un
ceJ.ebre pataphysicien.
U cohabitent des mondes impossible&. Comme des images improbables. Que les mots
paralysent. Use donnent des o¢ras qu'on ne connait pas ici. Des divas qui jazzent 25
heures sur 24. U il y a cinq saisons. U rire c'est comme pleurer. U ... you see?
Dans ce marais aux parfums troublants nagent des "choses" qui n'ont pas encore de
noms. Ces "choses" se promenent Jl-dedans coDUDe sur un terrain de golfe. La Pataphysique a ses stars qui revent sur des chaises longues .en mangeant des hot-dogs de
cristal. Le champagne, par exemple, est une decouverte d'un pataphysicien. Pour se rendre
dans ce marais c'est tres simple: fermer les yeux and your wish comes true. Dans le vide
bleu d'un hublot de jet on voit bien le marais en question. Tousles nuages s'y rendent ou
en reviennenL n y en a des bleus des roses des mauves des oranges et des verts. Leurs
formes molles sont lrompeuses. Surtout ceux qui ont l'air de pages chiffonnees. Tous ces
~sirs concasses qui tombenL Souvent pour Ia Pataphysique l'oeil est trop pres ou trop
loin. La tene a beau etre ronde elle est plate. La seule revolte veritable est celle des
Himalayas. Et les avions ne. font que p~ger dans Ia lumiere. Mais dans ces marais il y
a des sphynx qui chantent et dansenL Dans l'eau des empreintes des meurtrissures des
pistes. Les arcs-en-ciel y balaient l'air constanunent. Genre celui des Niagaras. Le pays
de Ia Pataphysique est int&ieur. U on ecoute les ruines chuchoter entre elles des heros
qu'elles ont connus. Leuri longs monologues pour d&ennuyer le temps. U les peaux
bruissent quand elles se touchent. U l'acoolique et le drogue essaient de filmer son
delirium tremens. U des sirenes dans des grottes d'azur dessinent des fresques pour des
marins obse~s. Chaque goutte est un univers n'est-ce pas. Mais chaque goutte de ce
marais est d'un condense incommensurable.
Dans le sable des nilioirs r6flkhissent en riant. Toute Ia lumiere est un eJ.an d'amour.
Toutes les adresses des amants forment un livre que Ia Pataphysique lit tout le temps de
ses yeux papillons.
Sur ce marais sans fond nagent des cygnes de cartes postales. Des· enveloppe qui simulent des textes touchants. Certains mots sentent fort coDUDe des geraniums.
Dans ce marais je vais souvenL Incognito. Meme si j'y suis ~ comme une star. Estce ma faute moi si je suis I'enfant ch&i. de Ia Pataphysique?

a
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THE CRITIC AS ARCHIVIST
by Mas'ud Zavarzadeh

She has been barin& prob 11111111 though over bow ~o list her lists and index
her indexes.

She beli.,es tha~ posaaodern fictiDDS are written by yowaget

vriurs, and she hu wia.uses:
llli:th ~uc.h YOUNGER IAIJJ.Ltt.U 114

A do44Lt~

on:

114 Ftdvuna.n,

John

l~u.iltg,

Sttut

K4tz, I~ lun4e.l Re.r.d., G.i.l.be.Jlt
SoJI.Il.Uit.Uto, lllld Rondd Sub.tn.id,

.fP

0

s

the. Ame.Jl.ic4n Utt.IIUu,'te tnteJLr.d.

MOUERN 'LetLon~

T)

the lAboiUI.toJl!l o 6 the novel wLtlt
'VI.VOJt IUit{ J:ypeJAIII.Lte.'l..
She tbinka thu this is a aood
combination
FERVOR + TYPEWRITER

WRITER
Af~er

the death of the AOTBOR

vrt~ers

(q.Y.),

were born.

llri~ers,

mthors, do noe wield paver; they j ... e set ebe len&... l• in ..,tion.
create

But the line-ing of her authors
alona YOUNGER/OLDER is giving
her daily agony. Some are too
old to be yoWtge.'l. md so'!ll' ~oo
young to be yowagell--they are
youngest. So young in fac~ tha~
the question is constandy asked:

unlike
Authors

BOOKs (q.,.), vrtters produce ta:u.

Aren't You Rather
Young to be Writing
Your Memoirs?

TEXT

since reality is only a ea:t ~here is no possib111ty 1>f a:ereina ourselYu politically to than1e
thiqi nor is there an exeratexeual lt&ndpoine from
vhieb a critique of enablisbed reality could be
fomulated.

We

THERE IS NOTHING OUTSIDE THE TEXT

found
there was no bottom.

~-Utet
~oc.Uil ~tl~Li..ty iJ. not ~ub6.tlul:tUIL
noll flll.tull4l bu-t ttx.tual, Lt L.! lluuJ.i.l.!l
4!Uup.ti.b!t

.to 1UU£i.e4t a.t..tvtA.t.i.on.

"U.i.d. you. lu!ow, • -.y cousin asked her one day, "tlux.t W.U.l.i.am GIZdd.u

tiiiL.I

bo."Ut

.cJt 1922? 11/lux.t IWtd o6 younger L.! tltt~.t?"
My Uncle Philip hu a different . .thad for teatiDB her scholarly patience.

Be leaves Ballmark binbday cards for absent younger authors all around the
bouse and confuses her about the 110dern, the postmodern and the nonmodern.

,,
AMERICA
Allerl.ea is, at but a .crenae place for an artin to work in.

A (
)110dern
birthyear
party

On the one

band there 1a the illullion of artistic freelloa, cDDStitutioaally protected;

"" the otber, there is the operatift dopa of the urketplaee:
aU?

John Updike

In America, art-like &ftrythill& alae (knavled11e, condDID, religion,

ue.)-is a produce.

Tbe diaconty of this is the capstone to the artin'a

alienation procua in Amari
:telation beareen vbet is
betven vbet he's .aacle nil
et Jll&ll&lers.

Be is often

if he geu anythiq for his

eftbtwllly lliaconr bis
they who 1•t neb off it,

others-bec:ka , illitators ,
be is entirely iaoored or

wry origiaal and interen
Dt1n1, CCIIIIpDd tion, ace. ) ,

..,-un..,,

ca.

good and vhn sella, nor

rt•

0

c--·
-n
mm
3J:
..UJm<

trust the aner

place.

Be knova there ia no

bav it's used by the urk

My cousin said:

"rlri.l. iJ. not, Jttpe4t, not

4

HiiUincvtk CIIILd." Be thouaht

aacle rich by his vorst work,

for awhile and r.....,ered that it vas very much like a picture he had seen

work at aU.

in his Physics ta:thook.

Critics may

but work, but then it ia
nat he.

OF

MAXWELL'S

Only there it va.s called

A SHIPLIFIEU UIAGRAll

UEMON.

llost often he aeu

faddists-get rich while
patrODized:

''This ia a

FiaitiOJtS Nonfiaion:
FJktionalisierungs- und Erzihlstrategicn in der zeitgeniissischen

iq unuscr1pt (play, pai

amerikanischcn I>Qkumcnwprosa

but I' 11 afraid that in the

rJm

prunt ecDDDIIic eDDditio
onhip:

1932

will ie

u ••. ••.

No DHd far ceo

a1 banality of the urkee

WALTER ABISH

0

11 the author of HOIII GERMAN 1S 1T?

AUTHOR
of poataoclarn fictiona ia either dead (loland Barthes, "Tbe Death of the

Author") or deauchor1zad Ofiebel Foucault, "llhat 1a an Author?").

.u

of

Old or Youq (pre/poat) modern, havever AUTHORS

(q.Y.) generally nm

1Dto trouble with

late, h-.....r, there hu b~ a ~~ effort to locate "Authors in Ta:ta:

AUTHORITY

Jap~ad or Otherwiae" in aueb public plac:U u HtA Calrlrentiona.
Prque 31st, frneb llevs Agency.
CzechoJ..t.ou41Wlrl IILLtho~
I!Dn6iJuntd todluJ tluLt 51-yut o!d
Funch phil.o.lophtll J 4c.Q~~ UVIILU
luu. bttn aJ~.~LUtr.d. u.ndt·'l. the chJL'LI
t4IWig dllll9~ •
•
PIVIL6 o'~ VtPJLU.Itd .IILI1·
pWI. Itt tltt c:luvtgt, wh-i.ch tltl.lj

TERESA EBERT

bee
.
· :1.1 to
the
~

0'

~leJJr?

- IIWit Apll.i.t. (more about her in other entr1u) alao bu been after AUTHORS
and hu CCIIIpiled f:l.lu and filu on th• with liata, inde:ua, everythiq:

.blanchot
BECKETT

~
~

SOLLERS

NIETZSCHE
JOYCE

FREtJD

LACAN

REGEL

t
=
c

PROOST

IQ

DERRIDA
BEIDEGGER

thou.glit IW.ghly .imP'IDbllble.
Utllll..i.d4 IWI.i.ved Ln P'Uigu.L Sll.tu..•
c11uJ 4lld UIIL\ 'ou.nd m<.u<.ng 46U'I.

1J.Q,4 '-

Calvino, Italo
Reed, Isllnael
Barth, John
Gass, William
Hllwkes , John
Lem, Stanislaw
Bellow, Saul
Paz, Octlvio
Katz, Steve
Delillo, Don
Ptnget, Robert
Sukenick, Ronald
Herr, Michael
Fuente$, Carlos
Gordtmer, Nadine
Johnson, B.S.
Roche, Maurice
Coover, Robert
Howe, Fanny
Lodge, David
Federman, Raymond
&.attf•. Ann

~

Ln Alcttd<ut' .$

Wl-

o6&icial phll.o~opluJ coit6e-'l.tnee

ca

IAih<.cJt tooll place .cJt tltt lwu.:.e
•.. the 6oJtmn ~polo:e~111411 6oJt tlte
Hwnan !Ugh~ Con.ltLtu..t.ion lloutmtnt o6 '77. Tlte F.ti!Jtc.lt Emb4.1~!!
hi P.'149u.t ~a.i.d tluLt Ut.or,Udll
cLi.dn't 4Uerul the ucond mee.tCHINA DAILY NEWS
Lng o' tltt Con6«1!ltCt 4Ltlwu.glt
he ~ad.d tlux.t lte wcui.d.
January Z, 198Z
A c.lt-'11:. o 6 the Cen.t"t4l Hetti
rdte~Le Utllll..i.d4 tAW put up ot P'Ul.Qc
tD!d ~t upo~~
tltt F~e.nch N~J~M Agtftl!!l tJI4t the phil.o4oplte.'l. h4d 'l.l!lll£'••edIIU. lriJ. luggage on llltdnudluJ lllld h.inttd tluLt Cztcho~lcuiZIWr.n pol.i.ce u:t,'l.e a.cecmJ2lll!!Lng h.im. Cztcho6lou41Wlrl oa6Lc.Uil .IOU..'tC~ ·~a.i.d ht 1111..1 u.ndt·\ tltt c.lta.'!BI! c;l
.t4I:.Uig cillu.g4 4lld iJ. '4Cing 4 .tlw-!11.411. UJUII .U.p!I.L.!Otlllll!llt 0-'1. 6Lnt.

'Jtolll

DOSSIER
A collection of papers or dociiiHtlts pertaiDiDJ to a particular person or
aubject.

Bundle of papers baviq a label on the back.
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"lut. can • t. they just. answer you and say dlat. there are no

Uncle Philip:

usv.ers?"

ANEW
KIND OF
THEORY

"Tb1s is a:I.Uy • • .silly and .old because as soon aa you have

Aunt April:

IID&Vered 8od said that there are DO anavers you have uttered
•- Hyift• new tbin&S in an old way which ll&kes
an aa.ner... th•.
.... ....
-.
old people happy because it ukea """ thinas look old but it

a new intellecttJ&l art .•. we produce

alan .aku the ...., a 1e ud when the new asas it ia not nw

.mr-re which ll&ku old people doubly happy •••if it :l.s nw

p

it c:aDDot be sa:l.d in an old way."

Mfascinating"
"Gripping"

e

lly uncle Philip aa you have lathered by now is really not so ""'c:b a character

a

with a stable eao as a d.,vice who says v ar1 ous

thift•s accordins to the demands
~

no essence so to speak and ll&kes everything not only

Be ....
L ••

s

of the discourse.

u

..,real:l.stic but also heavy-handed and avkvard.

Be turns to lilY aunt April and

-~·:

"Emotional'

e

"Spellbinding"

and proceeds to
Q 0 I

"Fabulous"

Z

!'""'tiC\ pme ill

II. WilD pildlocl I
lbo 1956 World Senes.

111. Who wu the- Df the teJeri.
11011 aeries ""Omnlbus?11 S;rntUR wu 1bo home of what
N..;onal Baai<etball Assoclalion
team!
: . What lo.,..runnill& dally tel.,;.
aaon nnn was maupraLed by Bob
Keahan!
D.Wbo,....G-Kicben!
u. Who was the ill·fated ll&r of
"Giant" and "Robel Without a

"Beautiful"

"Wondrous'

Cause""
D. Who Ani "!!aw Much II That

"Powerful'

.... -

DoQit ill tllo Window!"
IIi. What popular chilclren'a pro-

==~
AnneUe
11. Name a leatliDB AmoriCG1 _,.

THE NEW

(Uncle Philip speaking) "ADd 1 give you the answers too-none of this
ven •ive answers to quesc::l.ons I did NOT
't.bere is no answer ruhbiah ' - I e
•

there are llaDY nw th:I.Dgs around:

ask you!"

NEW shoes

u, MlekeJ Mantle - • a.rer
Marls of the NY Yankees and
Willie MQS.rthe GlaDIS
:13. Arthur Godfre7
:M.JohDW.,.ae
•
:13. "The HODO:JIIl_...
36. Character an the Howd7

ANSWERS

NEW ahavillz c:rum

~~,:~'tid..Prtace.r

NEW diDDer napk1Da

~.......
4. Nub Bambler

NEW poems

J)ooolySb-

~=y~{f.:Ots

$.RiohUttle

t.~;~,.:r;...s...

NEW chef aalada

311. He11!7 Maiii:IDl
40. Wall Kell7
u. Br7le ~ream -

a. Ehrla PnsleT

~o,:.:!':..tra
.
11 Gin-Carlo Meaottl I

NEW authora

NEW year

-0.

43. .lohD Foster Dalles. tary Df
AJlen Dulles beaded

lh.:a_~Mabll psmtlon.

....balliUm.
.
.
13.10111 .r ED!IIwbe- a•
11e11 b)' Gu.Allial N - .

NEW pencils

a little

olabJIT~WDilams

• A~bload tho N~hl VIsitors"
1:.. Willie Ma,s of the New
Yol'k Glaats National Learue

NEW curricula

"

Q.ll&nn&DWouk

NEW Cbai:r:vOIIIOD
"rbe pursuit of the new" said my uncle Philip, "is the oldest IUie in town."
Then ve all vent to the New School to b-r a lecture on the uev architecture

of the new city into wbith we had newly moved.

lly aunt d....,ded that 1 DOt

put "new" in front of every word 1 used.

1t is crazy she said and quoted

frDIIl a book on postmodern fic:t7'!'1 sayinz

"Crazy ia usly.

ugly."

Cousin Ralph:

''What are the questions for answers

Uncle Philip:

"Do you van't a.D~~Wer& or vhat.?"

"If t.h'ere are answers the quest.iDDS are missing; if mere

Aunt April:

are quut.i0111i •he
..

8 ..
........uers
-

QUOTE(ABILITY)

SUBJECT(IVITY)

She reads a lot of scholarly books which is too bad because aunts in stories

Defining the conventional academic

are not supposed to read a lot of scholarly books and with her around my

.1Wc d.i.66e~ten.t

j

Rory ends up beins unrealistic: which ia· ugl\ ~nd of course God etc. etc:.
She is amazinzly fUiiliar with new thinas.

She is in fact lilY new aunt because

my old aunt died recently-new death in an old fUiily; new ....tier of

fUiily.

are nowhere in sight .. • ·"

ADd God don't like

She said tbe book was called FOOR POSTWAR AMERICAN NOVELISTS.

a new

one through eighteen?"

6-'LinB

b

COPY(RIGHT)

k as DJI cu.UJ.a,Ced mc.tLUz:t.i.CII b!lfiCCI!Il
oo

4!{4tem6, Benjallin wanted to write a book made up

entirely of quotations in order to purge all subjeceivit)' and allow the .
i

self to be a vehicle for the express on o

f OBJECJ"lVE CULTURAL TENOENClES.

See also Bartbes' s project in A LOVEll'S lllSCOURSE: FRAGMEflr S.

llbat ia even less realistic in realistic fiction (see REALISM)

dian bavinz a scholar for an aunt is bavinz a pbilosopber-c:ousin who after

TACHYON

hur:I.Dg the discourse of the new developing between my aunt and me asked
A hypothetical particle that always travels

"!!CCIl do you know • .,..th:l.nz 1a uev when y...; see a011ethiD1 that is new?"
at a speed areater eban that of liaht.
bebody :l.n the lecture ball •uasested that the beat way would be to directly
The eziatenc:e of tachyons is allowed,
•k the object/subject of curioa:l.ty.

"Go to

the nev laap shade" abe said

"ud ask 'Are you a uev laap shade?"

The • - preala&bly can be done with

but noe required, by laws. of quantum mec:banics
8od spatial relativity.

-stories

-"Are you ·a

DaV

acory'!"

It is of c011rae ..,re likely that one . .y set

liD

Stories ere usually DOt always ..,re willins to talk.
(aee

RELATIVE '

vraiaemblance)

lut this too :La relative

RELAT::rvl:SM ) ; there are llaDY storiea that do not talk

hack and refuse to IID&Ver questions fram their readers.

''Uhhau ••• " said my

..,cle lliac:b:Levously and With a wry allile ud then continued "this is why readerresponse crit:l.c::l.sm vaa invented."

1 . . Ulbarraaaed by aU these outbursts of

llnowledae about literature fram IHIIIbers of my fUiily-1 have a very unrul:l.at:l.c:
• t of characters in my family.

"If 1t.orie1 d.o not aasver your que1t.iou"

'

my uncle Philip vent on "the ruder makes tha' do

so •• ,"

lly cousin:

"lut

then the reader bas aerely annered his own qJutions only he has put them
in the stories first."

WHY

anaver fram a story thu fram

a laap shade (thia the •usseater auggeated :La the second law of

DOESN'T ANYONE
FLY NONSTOP
TO DENVER
FROM
lAGUARDlA?

lly aunt thouaht this whole discussion vas infantile

and irrelevant and there vas no need to take cheap shots at reader-response

READERS

c:rit:l.c:ism since the real question abe believed vas that the stories don't
msver your

ques~ions

because they are:

a) either too old and are written to be read only--no talkina back
b) or they are too nw and don't believe that questions can be
answered.

X:l.llinB authors 8od :l.llVentina all these readers lilY aunt believes is a conspiracy.

"Loof:." abe said "T lte.y

a.u t1.U.

-'~·•·
Flllt.Lo.u, v.A. Ito4,....._..,,

ov« tlte. plAce,

&u.la••w4

...., •

~u.peiiiii<IJtt:eU • u.ltcotl, nu~age

F.i.6.th Ave.nu.e, llet\~i.t, e.ve'tf,.~te'le!"

CALM SEAS
by David UU
DATA SUPPLIES
following one upon another he stopped and said well
this is a fine one of the facts of the face were
missing left behind the station no doubt ~bout it
but the inspector has overlooked something here near
the ocean or by the bell who can tell one from the
other took his place and no one did in view of
bandits and other attractions take the scenic route
down the coast not if one valued one's life or
other accessories that we can provide at a price
you just can't refuse well it was news to me and
to the other lads too but shoes will get you feet
they just put their hands in their pockets and
thrummed away
..
later that day offensive took thei little bag .of
good things down to ~e sewer to share .wtth all his
little green slippery friends aha they sa1d and
pawed the contents for a minute to collect what
few thoughts they had aha they said again noting
that now the contents were as covered with filth
as they were delicacies for our maws and :paws they
ejaculated in a vibrato-laden squeal of delight
that did not pierce the darkness that enveloped ·
everything they tried to claim as their own
finally three will get you one maria decided she'd
given more blood than she'd soaked up in all these
battles and cried a halt but the boys in the malt
shop could only count their hair caught in the
machine their tongues lapping the spilled drinks
until they bled for another round

LORD OF THE FLIES
the room was quiet except for a large swarm of flies
the size of hummingbirds buzzing around the light
until it shattered
~·
everyone was in a pru;ric everyone fell to the floor
flat on his (and jane and alice and fanny on her)
face flat out and twitching
a large hand reached out from the hall and madly
played on the light switch but to no avail
but to no avail
morning came and then another and then another but
everyone still lay flat on his (and jane and alice
and fanny on her) face flat out and twitching hoping
someone would come one day and change the bulb

IT WILL SOON BE CLEAR TO YOU
The audience assembles expecting a performance. Instead,
hidden microphones have been distributed beforehand
throughout the theatre and patched into a hidden mixing board
that is connected to the auditorium loudspeakers.
At irrst quietly but becomingJouder, audience noise is
played through the loudspeakers: and out of a matrix of general
noise the sounds of individual members of the audience is, now
and then, heard (shuffling of feet, coughing, whispered
comments) by means of an operator raising and lowering the
gain on specific microphones chosen at random. This
continues until the audience finally leaves or, alternately, an
announcer may come on stage and say "Thank you; you may
go home now."
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CALMSEAS .
A mad Calm settled himself in his slightly worn red velvet
armchair and anxiously thumbed the frrst person who came

b~;How could this be," he exclaimed, his eyes spinning in their

sockets.
Since the room was filled with silence, Calm got up and·
opened the window to let some of it out. He watched as it
flowed down the side of the house and along the ground until it
· formed a puddle in the navel of the man next door, who was
sunning himself on the lawn despite the Vancouver fog that lay
on him like a down comforter.
That done, he closed the window and returned to the chair. A
few squeals from one comer of the room informed him that he
had made the right decision. There was, however, little he
could make out of such small noises, so he stood up again and
twiddled the knob.
"Ah, that's better," he thought, but close listening revealed a
garbled signal.
"Three deep breaths and a jog around the room; perhaps that
will do it," he found himself saying out loud in front of a
full-length mirror, which bowed low as he glanced at it.
Back in the armchair, a breath and a jog later, Calm still felt
wholly at sea. He rocked back and forth on the seat of his
emotions, face in hands, sighing to himself.
When he composed himself enough to look up, he noticed the
rector's wife staring at him intently. Without thought, he
sprang towards her and, with barely a fumble, relieved
himself of some of his cares. Fortunately, the rector's wife
was nimble enough to grab a vase from the table beside her to
prevent her dress from being spoiled.
"Oh my," he said when he saw what he had done. The
rector's wife handed him the vase.
It was then that he realized he was missing. No matter where
he looked in the room he could not be seen.
"This is intolerable," he thought in his loudest inner voice.
But what this state meant did not come any nearer; in fact it
receded like the tide, leaving his socks high and dry.
He scanned the room again. Walll: a pattein of jerusalem
artichoke tubers repeated in brown over a white background,
his empty chair, and beside it his shoes-no, he wasn't there.
Wall2: the same wallpaper, the rector's wife, who sat
listening~o, he wasn't there. Wall3: the same wallpaper, a
couch with three young children on it, who, out of boredom,
were searching for pieces of cookies, nuts, or popcorn that had
dropped between the cushions, which they were
surreptitiously eating, and, yes, a large stain on the ·
wallpaper-but, alas, he wasn't there. Wall4: the same
wallpaper, a stove, an old cracked and tarnished full-length
mirror, and his sister, who was actively talking to the rector's
wife-but he wasn't there either.
Certainly he felt the fly on the seat of his pants and could
scrape a flake of dandruff off the top of his head. The solution
seemed on the tip of his tongue, only to recoil at the bitter
thought of what his sister too often reminded him of what he
too often was-nosey, Iippy, and yes, even cheeky. He was
handy enough about the house and occasionally he would wipe
the dribbled sentimentality off the cuff of his sister's starched
blouse, but try as he may he was rarely footloose, even in his
dreams.

"Perhaps," he thought, as an idea began forming in his mind
for the first time in his life, though it was almost drowned out
by the creaking and cracking of his old habit, which began
splitting down the middle like a cocoon. "Perhaps I should
·
play it by ear."
His lobes began flapping, hesitantly at frrst, and then surer,
until the tones they produced became firm and well
articulated. It was then, at the height of his ecstasy, that he
finally found his heart pinned to his sleeve. He danced a Volta,
while his brother William's bird chattered excitedly in its
cage. Then, suddenly, a loud missing person's report sounded
through the interstation hiss.
.
"That's better," he shouted, as he reached the zenith of his
highest leap. And a calm breeze wafted across the room.

TESSERAE
by Thomas Townsley
fool's gold & ennui, curtains, whispers, a shadowed vesubule, sea-wrack still glistening,
silk:, lavender, tambourines (the memory of bells), dust-motes in moonlight, a
magician's wink, smoke rings, children's voices, glass of claret, lilac & brimstone,
compass, cuff-links, fme furs,
"riding on the horse of breath"
baudelaire, poison mushrooms,
the priest's pale hands, mandolin,
bleeding egg, light of dreams, sawdust, dew, pit, heart, geode, shell, vibration, graph,
the fall of rome, signet ring, spectacles, monogram, bowstring!-s snap (pitch &
frequency), pagoda, tom map,
first tug of digestion, a
"brief rest at bridge-heads"
novel's content, pomegranate,
passing grades, wind chimes in the corridor, paper lanterns, emeralds & deja vu, a path
through the buttercups, original latin. any scissors, pain from invisible splinters,
baubles & pirouettes, unblinking eyes, the web of syntax, lost mice, last sign on the
highway, tree rings,
touch of ice, fever,
"hast not a material body of
numen, gap, white
come,-sounds, lights, or rays
cirlces, lights at
continuous stream of vibra-"
chrislmas, margin of
error, soup du jour, tie-clasp, prism, ingot, glaze, mist, beacon, angel & synapse, gilt
frame, chalice, brambles, sonnet, plume, headstone, ashes, crown jewels, separate
cheques, swirl of honey, cheap perfume,
"aggregate of matter resolved
parentheses, intransitive vetbs,
primordial state which is the"
astrological chart, feather bed.
carillon, burnished wood, clerical
collar, the stillness of chessmen, orchid's scent, prima facie assertions, front porch
light, rose, opal, phoenix, seed, desire of moths, widow's veil, a martyr's patience,
convex lens, hieroglyph,
liturgy, god & needle,
"abandon propensities; be not attracted"
tumour, ore, constellations, le
mot juste, cantilever, interface, search amidst fragments, nobilitas, fugue, inspirational
verse, dance on pin-heads, northern lights, acid. traces, phoneme, pulse, mouth, root,
prayer (with mirrors), velvet, tempest, neap tide, glass, drum-skin, night air,loss of
memory, covenant,
"that the state of the Primary
precipice, tongues on
fire, crystal ball,
time period would depend upon
emeralds, & deja vu,
the nerves and also whetb.er
harp, suture,
consciousness-principle g~t'Amldeadoraml
·
crossroads,
blues,
relatives and connections as
seeing them before. It even
parasol,
zodiac,
illusions have not yet dawned
obsequy,
apparitions or experiences
gloss,
of setting-face-to-face
pendant,
was in the visualizing"
reflex,
loose ends, weir, tapestry, bones, phosphorous, chord. tarot, spoon, the ides of march,
kerosene lamp, swash zone, lunar eclipse, effigy, shimmerings, ribbon, wand. frost,
branch,

arc, shield.
"away from the extremhole, cup,
visible of it; and
edge, grip,
the Voidness-which
hail, tone rows,
and abide in that
marble,
melt away gradually"
iching,
articulation & lustre, coastal dweller's song, loss of balance, forgotten password.
nietszche's umbrella, albatross, sentinels, quadrant, frill, caesura, harpsichord,
oscillation,
''terrible beasts of prey
fractured tray,
phantasm,
darkness, fierce blasts of
silver net,
mountains crumbling down
chaff,
angry overflowing seas
nectar, ·
emblem, plait,
code; matisse,
bookmark, balance of particles, lost cause, steeple, hypnosis, ~bstraction, incendiary,
mold..
"five-coloured radiances of
talisman
Wisdom of the Simultaneous-Born
iridescence,
vibrating and dazzling like coloured
dorian
mode,
transparent, glorious and awe-inspiring
your
strike against thy heart, so
favourite
cannot bear to look up-"
colour
parachute, etching, roof, blaze, vesper, driftwood, tile, roman numerals, carafe, aperture,
incense, bellows, rubble, vowel, mowflake, parakeet, altar, smoke screen & bathos, the
kindness
''finding no place for thyself to enter into
of
have the sensation of being squeezed
strangers,
crevices amidst rocks and boulders"
anapest,
IV bottle,
impatiens, jungle crossing. plastic fruit, first draft, sanskrit, snifter, gauze, mallet,
roaring of fire
wind springing up"

"whichever light shineth upon thee now, meditate upon it
as being the Compassionate One; from whatever place that
light cometh, consider that place to be or to exist in
the Compassionate One. 'This is an extremely profound
art; it will prevent birth. Or w_hatsoever thy tutelary
deity may be, meditate upon the fonn for much time
being apparent yet non-existent in reality
form produced by a magician. That is
which thou canst not conceive as someand abide in that state for awhile
-wards allow thine own intellect to
beginning from the extremities"

EMBLEM
byRoyMiki
•
the enquiry made much
of spirit demise
the false analogy
& dying day sparkled

sea flung glisten
& scatter with belief
(bowl of cherries
in the threshold of dream
holds head together
with gauze
blights hiatus network
of undercurrent wharves
& cell endangered sea
collusion weeping arches
bend to the ongoing .
rush of sanguinity-

i'd be being bee
bumbling as weeds
in the afternoon sun
on the hot prairies

•
if it be the sacred province &
by the wisest, deemedthe inestimable compensation
of heavier woes
that they purge the soul
of gay-hearted errors
& replenish with saddened truththat holy office is not so much
accomplished by a covertly inductive
reasoning process whose original motive is
received from the particular affliction

as it is the magical effect
of admission into inmost spirit
of before unexperienced &
wholly inexplicable element
like electricity suddenly received
into s~try atmosphere of dark
in all directions splits into
nimble lances of purifying light

•
indigo hands blond air
fading light of day
endstreams of lighlning
rare as they are

waterlogged spend messages
via wind storm
promontory of hollow
fiction in endless debate
the moonlight prefigured
lines & laughter seeping
reverbs in the sidelong
handle of abstraction
concretions falling
whiteness of mind's grasp
these matter for dialogue
when lifted in protest
mannered occasion asleep
in weary area of fog
then a blast of air
from cave of mouth
angled lines flew
.caved in thundering
localization the alternate
blows of decaying leaves
watches inside out
wrists of circuitry
exchanged glances
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MY GOLD BUST
by Monty Cantsin

a.k.a. Istvan Kantor
I'm confused for many years and I get more and more confused every day, I change the
title of this writing to
ALCHEMICAL PATAPHYSICS & NEOISM
1 propose to change Alchemical to Biosomic, Pataphysics to Dataphysics and Neoism to
The Great Confusion,
;..
and then the title of this writing will be:
\.
BIOSOMIC DATAPHYSICS & THE GREAT CO~SION
I accept the above proposal and I would like to'· mtrod:Uce myself: I ~ Monty Cantsin,
immortal open-pop-star, poet-trans-h\Dlgarian hard-art smger, self-appomt_ed le~er of the
people of the Lower East Side, initiator of Neoism.... ·I know that they will ~te ~ lot of
books about my life and ideas and I don't want to help them at all, so I don t gtve you
any more information about my personal history, let them to be confused, and you to be
curious and excited, if you really want to know who ant I then change your name to
Monty Cantsin and do everything in the nD»>I! of Neoism, in a few ye~ you will have a
great experience in Biosomic Dataphysics and you will \Dlderstand the tdea of The Great
Confusion,
but don't forget:
.
.
THE GREAT CONFUSION was initiated long time ago when a }'o\Dlg artist sold his
painting for a few thousand $ while another one died of h\Dlger,
but before I get into this old story let's see more about
BIOSOMIC NEOISM.
Marshall McLuhan perceptively saw telecommunications making the Earth into a "global
village,"
.
.
but in reality it is the current BIOSOMIC-NEOISM (~IOlogical-SOc~al-Mac~es).that.lS
making the global village truly possible in a technical sense and lS endowmg 1t wtth
lmmour, revolution, sex and intelligence,
the "global village" is now
AKADEMGOROD UNITED CELLS OFNEOISM
also known as The Promised Land of Neoism,
a place for total climmunication and total freedom with perpetual changes, oh yes, I
would like some more, I'm hlDlgry.
The biosomic antplifications of our brains embodied in the Neoist Network makes po~s
ible a series of progressively more complex and significant activities bound to revolutionize our society and propel it to higher levels of full-time amusement and guaranteed
glory,
In Akademgorod every CELL is a Neoist Brain ~gmented by a computer.
The Neoist Computer Network, as most of this ty,pe of networks antong them The Church
of the SubgeNEOs, S.I.N. (Synthetic Intematio~al Network), represent the most subtle
menace to the survival of AliTHORITARIANISM: .
The Neoist Computer Network is the most powerful machinery of TarAL COLLECTIVE
POSmvE PLAGIARISM.
It is easy to foresee a time when being plugged into the Neoist Computer Network will
be as essential to civilized living as having access to FREE TRANSPORTATION, FREE
MEDICAL CARE. FREE UVING QUARTERS, FREE SATEil..ITES, FREE CHAPATITS and
FREE HAIR CUTS.
Of course,
when we want to communicate with each other, we can do so by correspondence, telephone, printed material or via meetings.
APAR'IMENT FESTIVALS
the Dataphysics of Neoist Apartment Festivals are:
1. Organizer(s)-conspirator(s)
2. Place(s) and Dates
3. Participants-conspirators
4. Events (street actions, training cantp situations, cooking, projections, conferences,
concerts, performances ... ).
5. Documents (books, video, flyers, photos, manifestos, newspaper articles ... ).
These are the Dataphysics of any art festivals, so the question is what's the difference
between a regular ART festival and a Neoist ART Festival????,
the difference made by the missing leg of R,
THE MISSING LEG OF R, what a great nante for a rock 'n' roll band,
THE MISSING LEG OF R, what a great title for a book,
THE MISSING LEG OF R, what a great password for the conspirators,
and they will say:
'The Missing Leg of R means VIOLENCE
DESTRUCTION
ICONOCLASM
CRUELTY"
i.
and I'lJsay:
"Hello, I would like to hire a Limousine."
.,
''What colour?"
"Gold."
''What about black?"
"Black is not gold."
"But we have only black Limousines."
"So why did you ask me about colour?"
"BecallSe I have to know what colour you want."
"Why?"
"For our statistics."
"What colour people usually want?"
"Black."
So why ant I obsessed with GOLD?
the answer is very simple: I am an alchemist,
this explains my project "Blood Cantpaign": a continuous action
to turn my blood into gold,
or perhaps more likely this way: tum my blood into an art object and then sell it to collectors and museums,
then I can use this money for the promotion and distribution of Neoism,
which is to say that I am a pataphysician, scientist of imaginary solutions, because I
never sold my blood for more than $20, and that much money couldn't cover the expenses of a world-wide conspiracy,
can I sing a song now?
this one called ABSURDITY....

When the summer is too hot and the winter is too cold,
my flesh changes to silvec, my blood turns into gold.

I was waiting at a comer, becallSe the light was red,
when someone from a black limousine shot me in the head.
I heard people are screanting and I tried to nm,
my heart was going crazy, I felt I was the sun.
I rushed into a house, there was an open door,
and a woman said "Hi, what are you looking for?"
"My nante is Robert Wilson, but people call me BOB,
they think that Jam crazy because I love my job."
"Someone wants to kill me and wants to still my body,
because I'm an art work andTm worth a lot of money."
That's all I could say, I was bleeding like a chicken.
She smiled "Come in BOB" and we sat down in the kitchen.
We sat thefe for a while. I finished my tea.
Her eyes touched my eyes and I felt completely FREE.
Absurdity, Absurdity,
Absurdity is a big city.
It's a big city, yes, a big city,
it's a big, big, big, big, big, city.
This writing is something between lecture and poetry, daydream and performance, science
and cinema, business and mythology, collage and eating, panic and silence, birth and
killing, suffering and ocean, liquid paper and blue fish,
THE GREAT CONFUSION is the theatre of Immortal Half Second,
THE GREAT CONFUSION is the poetry of electro-scare,
THE GREAT CONFUSION is the revolutionary Dictatorship of Monty Cantsin.

The concept of THE GREAT CONFUSION based on the theory of Neoism:
you can become a Neoist by doing everything in the nante of Neoism and by calling
yourself Monty Cantsin, regardless of sex, politics, religion and any other difference,
this creates confusion and makes control impossible (control means to give different
nantes, numbers and jobs to people),
Neoism is open to all, anybody can do it, people in the streets are great Neoists, the
greatest ones.

'The nante of the gante is always crossO-ver," said Ray. "First you develop a hit with a
core audience and then move it over to a broad pop market,"
and Marcel said: '"The great artist of tomorrow will go underground," but that was before
television time, video and computer age, disco takeover,
I'm not looking for MISERY but in the middle of shit and junk I can smell better the
strong and disgusting perfume of dying freedom,
and I light a STEAM IRON in memory of Captain Midnight,
this is a Monday night, very hot,
my girlfriend Anne-Marie lies on the floor,
we have no cats, no dogs, no car,
we have bikes,
we are bikers,
WE ARE THE BIKERS OF COZMIK.-URBAN ETERNITY,
we believe in two wheels,
and this is the end of this writing,
because I want to sleep,
but do we always need a reason?,
do we always need a definition?,
the next one will be the best,
comma,
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THE PUFF EFJ!ECT,
by John Riddell
The completion of a series of extensive tests of object-forms subjected to a variety of atmospheric conditions leads usl to assert that the failures of the cruise missile tests in
Canada have been caused by the deployment of a technology which counters that of TER
coM2, the cruise missile inertial guidance system.
The cruise missile is able to readily and accurately identify and avoid object-forms
below radar detection during its normal "search-and-kill" manoeuvres:3
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In Vancouver, the environmental group Greenpeace announced that seven of its members will go to Alberta to try to interfere with the test.
The seven-five Canadians, an American and a West German-plan to station themselves inside the corridor of the test flight with their so-called "cruise catcher."
Greenpeace wants to block the test using 26 balloons equipped with radar deflectors,
spokesman Jim Bohlen said in a prepared release.
During last month's cruise test, Greenpeace attempted to deploy a kind of fishnet
supported by helium-filled balloons. But the rubber balloons became brittle at the
high altitude and burst.
The present team has modified its cruise catcher to take the cold into consideration,
Bohlen said.
Meanwhile, our reserach avidly !=Ontinues into rudimentary and developmental forms of a
cruise "psychology."ll Further deployments in "field" activities would certainly aid us
by providing us with data which could conceivably lead to answers to many pressing
questions concerning the operating conditions of this peculiar (behavioural?) probiem ....
This being so, we urge you to contribute to our data-base by utilizing the technology
in question by purchasing a sampler of party balloons. They are low-cost, functionally
simple and easily accessible to any and all who may wish to deploy them in "field" activities, as the need may arise....
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The intrusion of the aforementioned technology mto
ttions does not m
self affect cruise capability, since it is as easy for the cruise to avoid an object which is
5
. to avm"d one which .....
"not there" as it is for 1t
15 there....
0n the basis of the data at our disposal, we have come to the conclusion that the
cruise identifies an "impression,''6 an impression (ostensibly) left behind? by such
counter-technology, but which (we must presume)8 exists exclusively in its (the cruise's)
own "mind'-9 (i.e., guidance system ... ): it is "there" 'in the eyes (the sensory apparatus)
of the cruise; but it is not there in the "real" world.... :.

Figure!

APPENDIX:
NOTES TOWARDS THE
POSSIBILITY OF A
UNIFIED FIELD THEORY
Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that the cruise sensory apparatus is in fact
detecting and registering an heretofore unknown physical force which we, for some reason, have as yet been unable to detect ...12
Presuming that this may indeed be the case, we might then ask: what might the nature
of such a force be713
·
Our current (and substantial) data-base leads us to assert that just as Einstein found that
there was no real difference between mass and energy (mass being merely ''trapped" energy) we fmd, in this instance, that there is no real difference between matter and space
(other than deferral, or delay: the puff effect).14
·
.
How can this be?
Well, Einstein was never able to integrate.his mass/energy equation into a unified field
theory. The missing ingredient (we have found) was not time per se (or speed), but its
secondary feature: deferral (or delay) ....
With the addition of delay, pure energy over the speed of light squared would be equivalen~ to space, or, ''nothing," that is:15
e/c2+d+)(
Given e = mc2 (The Theory of Relativity)
orm=e/c2,
:. m+d=)(

A puff effect field
We believe that upon entering a puff effect field (see Figure I) the cruise sensory apparatus suffers what might be comparable to a nervous breakdown: in this case, being an
inability to distinguish between real and imaginary object-forms-a condition which further degenerates quickly to a level of functional insanity)O
At this stage (according to our calculations) TER COM, in a desperate attempt to regain control, resorts to a single (fatal!) counter-directive: the non-avoidance of an object
which is there (a crash):

' '

But· this deferral (or "additive'') would, we presume, be that which governs the space relations (or density) of atomic particles within any given field.at any given moment; thus
its differential as "additive" within a given sequence as being "between" matter16 or
space is erased, or cancelled; while simultaneously17 being there! Hence,
m=)(
The equivalence of matter with space (less the always-present ''plus" factor of delay) is,
we believe, tantamount to a unified field theory!
Our research into this most intriguing hypothesis continues ....

-

...

NOTES

In our opinion, the Canadian peace movement must ultimately "claim responsibility"
for the failures of the cruise missile tests in their locales due to their creation of puff effect scenarios at test sites. Such events have been copiously and duly reported by Canadian regional and national newspapers. Two examples of such reportage we include here:
In Vancouver. lhe environ·
mental group Greenpeace an·
nounced thal seven nf its mrm·
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Green peace planned to hoist a
llshnet into lhe air wilh helium
balloons. as a symbolic: gesture. It
also was set to release Z6 oll)er balloons in lhe test area to try. to dlsruptlhe night. which was to talce
place at altitudes or 300 to 1,200
metres (I,OOO'lo 4,000 reet).
From Vancouver, Greenpeace
spokesman Jim Bohlen said lhe
idea was to make the missile
change altitude to avoid a balloon,
to illustrate lhe group's point lhal
the cruise can be intercepted easi·
ly.
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The environmental group Greenpeace planned to hoist a fiShnet into the air with helium balloons, as a symbolic gesture. It also was set to release 26 other balloons in
the test area to try to disrupt the flight, which was:; to take place at altitudes of 300 to
1,200 metres (1,000 to 4,000 feet).
·
From Vancouver, Greenpeace spokesman Jim Bbhlen said the idea was to make the
missile change altitude to avoid a balloon, to illustrate the group's point that the
cruise can be intercepted easily.
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1. AIRG: An Anonymous and Independent Research Group.
2. Terrain Contour Matching ...
3. Upon its release from a bomber at 45,000 feet, the wings and tail of an ALOM (Ail
Launched Cruise Missile) are unfolded and the engine is running within two seconds. II
travels at Mach .55 most of the way to its target. It has a range of 650 nautical miles.
As hostile territory is approached, it descends to within 100 feet of the surface to follow
hills and valleys. Fifty miles from its target it drops to a mere fifty feet off the ground
and speeds up to a Mach .7 for its final dash. - Robert C. Aldridge, The Counterforce
Syndrome, Transnational Institute, 1978.
4. Michael Faraday (1791-1867), an English physicist and chemist who discovered elect·
romagnetic induction, first introduced the idea of the "field" as a region of space ir
which certain physical conditions were created and through which forces were trans·
mitted.
5. Thus the lack of event on March 10, 1984, the date of the first cruise missile test il
Canada.
6. Much as an echo may be said to be the deflection of sound, wax an impression of it
object, etc. We have identified the phenOmenon under consideration as the puff effect.
7. Thus deferral, or delay, is a key factor: duration beyond the failure of th~ latest test
may be determined by the success or failure of subsequent tests in the same area. But
has been argued that the puff effect may be either migrant or static: it may leave its fie]
of origin, embark on a residual "drifting" process until it fades below a detectabl
range.... We just don't know as yet· what we're dealing with here. We don't know wll
the cruise responds in such a confused fashion, or how it picks up ~d registers sue
aberrant "imprint" imagery....
·
8. See Appendix.
9. So suggesting a psychological orientation: is a missile "psychology" possible, th
is, a psychology which probes the inner responses of the sensory apparatus of tl
cruise? Would such an analysis be conducted by (like-minded) computer(s), or would "tl
human touch" (a psychoanalyst) be necessary?
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10. MADness: that state which exists when opposing forces have an "assured destruction" capability, that is, a capability able to survive the worst conceivable attack and
still cause massive destruction to its opposition. This state theoretically deters opponents from initiating hostilities.MAD is an acronym for Mutually Assured Dest:niction.
11. Since all contemporary missiles worth their salt have guidance systems similar to
that of the cruise, we see no reason to doubt that they would act any differently than the
latter in a "puff effect field." We should emphasize, however, that we have confmed our
research exclusively to a characterization and mobilization of a cruise psychology.
12. An interface of aural and positional relay codes may inhibit detection; an innacurate
cross-referral of grid connectors (always a possibility) could mask (or distort) detection;
it might even be argued that recent efforts to resurface interior phononic displays would
be detrimental to an accurate detection capability (ADC), due to impurities in the (admittedly stronger) metal alloy, etc. Indeed, there could be any number of reasons for failure
to detect such a force.
13. The nature of such a force might best be understood by countercomparing it to the
astral phenomenon of the black hole which (as is commonly known) has a mass so
dense that it creates a centripetal force field which sucks not only gravity but light itself
into its core.... This (hypothetical) newly discovered force, then, would be the obverse
of such a phenomenon, namely an (invisible) "white hole" having a centrifugal force
field which ejects gravity at a rate of .005 ergs/second. t
14. Many fmd this revelation hard to accept. And yet the reasoning involved is grounded
in the same impeccable logic as that which asserts than an endless buildup of armaments
will ensure an endless peace.
15. A zero (0) may not be used as symbol for this notation, as it is itself concept and
number. (It may be argued that "nothing" is also a concept, as w:ell as a [lack of] physical condition, but it cannot be argued that it is not a number.) ")(" is that which is "outside" number, and yet must be numerically included in our calculations ....
To resolve this apparent antinomy, we outline the full designate of )( as n+ 1 ... )( ...
n-1 with beginning (past) and end (future) brackets m~ting at the full curvature of closure (infmity). This full curvature (the mark of traditionalphysics) symmetrically encapsulates or surrounds;¥ more precisely, if the end tips of the curvature of closure should be
brought together- "0". Conversely, its counterpart)( subtends (or tends to marginalize)
infinity ....
Put simply: in terms of this outline of matter/space relations, only "nothing" "is" that
which is ever-present, yet simultaneously§ ever~absent under the sign of its own erasure!
For this reason, no pronunciation of )( is conceivable. At best, it may be "imaged" rather than employed.
Our hypothesis, then, calls for the addition of an eleventh figure to the lexicon of
numbers. But this figure must be registered as a conditional simultaneity. it is merely the
play of a decognitive signifier-a "wild card" in the deck of infinite numbers-and, as
such, any attempt to situate it is a useless gesture taken from any perspective whatsoever, including this one.
16. Where there is no mass, there can be no matter: thus we substitute the broader tenn.
17. The theory of relativity refutes the notion of absolute simultaneity, since two
events, which, when viewed from a system of co-ordinates, may appear to be simultaneous, can no longer be looked upon as such when envisaged from a system which is in
motion relative to that system. And there is of course the further extension of an infinite
regress of interlocking co-ordinate systems networking and fading into an eternity of
interactions not unlike repeating MObius transfonnations.n

* At the time of this writing-February 28, 1986 (crash). Therefore, the puff effect must
still be operating in the crash area. ...
t This figure (a constant) is easily obtained by the simple employment of nonnative
mass/weight relations-equations derived from the characters which constitute the mathematical composition of any specific field.
¥As"()"...•
§ See note 17.
~
n A MObius transformation may be roughly defined a.¢ a map of the complex plane to itself in which a point z is mapped to a point w by w =i(az + b)/(cx +d), where a, b, c, and
d are complex numbers and ad - be does not equal zero. ·A fractional transformation. Such
a transformation accurately predicts the paramaters of o~ hypothesis, the only addition
being that ad - be equals neither zero nor )( .

FACTOTUM
by Charles Bernstein
Cum ipse piectrum maribilus factotum
Grandio decorum Judicare pienus est
Amo digitalis flagrantia moribund
Ammo ipse luminatti finitudo
Regio masturboris terminus reglutino
Habitatio potentia paternitus mea
Quod petpetuo obduro mmc nobilis
Causam Excrucio belle fugit vertitas
Quisquam fortunatus modo pumex
Ave mediocris grammiticus
Opera c~illiens modo quamquam
Proximus nostrum ignorare arbitraris

[This fragment has been reconstructed from documents recently discovered near Rome. It
is believed to be derived from a poem by Caudio Amperian, who was an advisor to Nero,
although little else is known about him. Many lex,lcal and grammatical irregularities
characterize this no doubt debased text; the translation provided tries to remain as literal
as possible, providing in English an experience close t9 what it might have been like
for the first Latin auditors of this self-cannibalizing work.-Charles Bernstein.]
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With itself plucked marble, factotum
Grand with ludicrous decoration, is full
I love "fmger stimulation" without shame, deadly
Ammunition itself enfused with final light
The king handles himself terminally, comes unglued
My fatherhood enhouses my potency
On the grounds that perpetual obdurance is now
To conduct torture a pretty flight to truth
Anyone blessed just pumice
Farewell grammatical ordinariness
Works wobbling with only little qualms
Near our arbitrary ignorance

THE SEARCH FOR THE SAME
(CONTINUED)
by Shaunt Basmajian
0
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A SELECTION FROM

DRAME
by Philippe Sollers
TRANSLATED BY BRUCE BENDERSON & URSULE MOLINARO
He writes:
... in the breathing that takes place under the apparent breathing (of the lungs, of the
air) .... As if I had again approached the point where the days begin to succeed each
other faster, now only half masking the vibrating stillness that puts them into
play.... The cards fall. For a moment I imagine those that have passed by here-their
remains buried or burned or drowned, the grass, the water, "the surface"-those that are
to come-still shut up in their warm, total night-those that have as yet not entered
the random, scattered operation-and I see those that are there, that see me, looking at
the traces of the others, leaving .... That is how we wake 'up every morning side by
side, and if for a moment we evoke the work that is ,being done in us (rotting), our
lips and our tongues touch, you speak and I answer fou.... Once again disentangled,
distinct.... Without having left the current.... Howev~•. each feels at home, asleep or
awake, but the sum is always the same, and the gam~ is repeated, it has to be (since
nothing has been thought out enough). Despite thes~ stains of thought on the
surface .... Forests, plains, river, oceans, mountains.... And we, in our beds, turning
over, whispering and repeating our lines, hanging out in the void, blind to it ... then
a word, a sentence is already a lot less, so a whole book is not very much (what seems
biggest fits in the hollow of the hand). Problem: being limitless, being like a word.
Which is to say, the silence that comes before it, since the last word is already a sentence, etc. Double-edged sword.
The complete formula would be: being a limitless book, which means being a book
that is a word (a point). And that can be summed up by a single picture, pink and
grey: this near naked man pierced with arrows, hands tied behind him by ropes, the
folds of a white material twining and floating around his legs, the arrows striping the
vertical canvas from left to right and from right to left or still zinging face on as if
they had been let go from everywhere at the same time.... But this pale and riddled
corpse is alive, his fallen, tense face splits into shadow and light, one leg is slightly
raised, he seems to be inside an open, elevated coffm, in continual frozen ascension,
climbing to the inside of his own body on the rungs of the twisting ladder that pierces
him, though the blood is already clotted near the wounds that he yet continues to receive.... The upturned eyes, the open mouth, the radiant (burning) hair, say in a single
figure what the strokes have sought in his organs and in his limbs without leaving
anything out. The violence of the torture is the direct result of its detail: simultaneously sublime and terrible-the world having shot all its resources (its words) at a
single target that never stops succumbing as it simultaneously contacts light and
shade, even though from teeth hardly visible to the white of the eye, by breath imperceptibly exhaled from the greater and greater depth, something is nevertheless spoken,
released, shot (thus the victim is the real vibrating arrow, this is what must be seen).
But here: fully asleep, he is, so to speak, held up ~o his own thought-explosion,
bubbling up of air in fire that sucks him up and kills hirlf (the world blows up, the source
is dry). Surprise of waking up, this time.... Eyes close$!. it shifts, tilts, begins to spin,
briefly bringing back unforeseeable fragments (it's a matter of a movement that he can't
endow with speech). Why reexamine this gesture? This path? This plane of shimmering,
empty water? Why speak again to this vanished character whose name he has forgotten
(he consults the rotation, it says nothing)? Why participate in this spinning? He sees
the lighthouse again, the rays plunging to the horizon in the night, the ocean-and he
lying on the sand, staring at a star and suddenly seeing the gliding reverse itself, which
is to say that the night becomes liquid and flows rapidly, in sheets, beyond the luminous
rungs that form a spherical cage above his head.... Always the same frozen star in the act
of endlessly falling to the acute limit of staring eyes.... But right now it is taking place
in him without his knowing it-as though he had been turned inside out, as though he
were watching himself disappear by means of the "world."... His story is no longer his
story, but simply this assertion: ·something is taking place. He tries to become the
centre of this new silence, and in fact, everything does come to falter and to lose its
balance around him.... Words, gestures (beside him, outside), again fmd their geometric
roots: he enters a collective diagram. Correspondingly, he has the impression of being
in contact with the envelope, the veil--or rather, the nutritive medium in which everything floats without knowing it. To such a point that the actors now seem girdled with
unawareness, darkly haloes .... He crosses the square. Swallowed by a violent wind, head
empty, body caught up in itself.... His "life" coming towards him from the fronts of
buildings, the deserted sidewalks-passing near him, brushing past him, going away....
In a few seconds, under the rain, the city becomes another city, vaster, ·floating.... Herediscovers the lost distance, freely reentering the same story after having seen it from
very far away without having gone away from it.... Accepting this role with amusement:
it is he who. can make it become what it is, it's on him that it all depends. As if nothing
had been begun yet, as if the strange power of beginning that takes hold of him, guides
him and loses him, were signalling through him once again.... He recognizes himself, he
does, though it's not important, just by chance, with a swift, noninsistent precision....
D~ying ~elf, ~g himse1!-but with ~ ~esP<fsible vacant ~aiety (~e ·ground
he 1s walking on shps away, lifts .away all s1gmficat1on, supplely nses agam: "Next,
~ .
please")....
He writes:
... every moment is arbitrary.... My words are oriented, yet I spin around them, the
contest is played but in them.... An image: for instance, "third person," can represent
a bow, and "first person" the arrow. The latter should spring from the former as the
flame from the fire, incessant, active, but also able to return effortlessly, to be reabsorbed by it, whereas the frre itself is more or less alive and "fli'St person" can then
become what feeds it, is burnt by it, etc. Likewise: a river and its tributary, a stream
and the ocean (water passing imperceptibly, into water) .... That is how theatre comes
about: open-air scenes, masks.... Here: plane reflecting what spins and goes and
comes just to skim the surface of the page, be destroyed and unravelled in it, tracks,
metamorphoses, detours.... Surface of awakening, a time, when the last echoes have
died away simultaneously, leaving thought to itself, on its own, blank, transparentas though having surged from an instantaneous evaporation. ... It seemed to want to
say: the spectacle is not taking place "inside," your body is in the element that you
are looking for and will not be able to grasp, from here on each image forms and is
reflected, from here on you can see the words you are saying .... I couldn't remember
what came next, I fell back again. Perhaps without knowing it I had entered into the ·
big hurt, where suffering seems to attenuate, dissolve--giving notice that it is spreading, reaching the fmal limits, where there is no long~ any need of being anything at
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all.... I know this slope: we know it! we replay it-it is where we lead one another
with curiosity, and suddenly your face against the sheet tenses, unknits, sinks, while
your other face comes back in countercurrent, and it is through it that you want to follow in my eyes the same mounting plunge (symmetrical, inverse), dilation of the
pupils, brief stiffening .... This is when the words are scattered, .destroyed.... It is
really in them, despite them (but in saying them) that we must touch if we want to
touch (contrary to the last-minute excuses, interpretations, -silences, pretences of fear,
irony-always in a more precise, cruel way, "is this it? is this really it?", not allowing any respite, any flight, wanting to shed light on-laughter-what is hidd~n, what
soils us) ....
And sometimes, as if he ha~ lost all possible memories, he randomly surfaces from a
formless chaos-quick, meaningless stroke--he in tum becomes a coded gesture....

THE INCREDIBLE
PROCREATIVE HABITS OF

BRITISH WASHING
MACHINES AND TUMBLE
DRYERS
by Opal Louis Nations
.1.
A.E.G. LAVAMAT DOMINA I HOOVER 3020 (TUMBLER)
Miss Domina is a charming front loader, but, being basically a cold-blooded number (this
is due to cold-water circulation) spurns all Hoover 3020's artful play at seduction. On the
other hand the 3020's no ugly duckling Joe with its 33-314"x23-314"x25" hard-edged vital
statistics, and nippy little nine-pound load. Normally the Hoover waits till the Lavamat
runs out of steam before a good tumble over the moist and damp. Copulation proceeds
when both porthole door· handles touch the moment the wash is transferred for spinning.
Gestation takes one hour and thirty minutes, after which the AEG gives birth to a bed of
lint and blanket fluff.

.2.
BENDIX LS l BURCODRI C.D. 175 (Am.ER DRYER)
The Bendix L.S. is a temperamental creature With its choice of five wash and rinse temperatures and speedy ten-minute wash cycles; this gives the L.S. Certain intellectual advantages far surpassing those of the Burcodri which the cunning devil wins with a clever series
of slosh and squeeze mating calls at 2 p per kilowatt hour. Once the nine-pound load is
transferred to the CD. 175, certain male bio-sperms (detergent by-products extracted, then
coated on the wash, by the Bendix through a method so far undiscovered by man) soak
into the garments. As soon as these male bio-sperms come into contact with turbulent.
tumble heat, !apid conception takes place. The Burcodri passes through a gestation period
of sixty-eight minutes, after which its hot little drum gives birth to six thoroughly
creased drip-dry shirts sewn with soft robbery buttons.

.3.
CANDY MISURA I SERVIS SUPADRY MK 24 (TUMBLER)
Candy is a very attractive senorita from Italy. She has many charming, imd for the Supadry, irresistible features, including an eight-minute pre-wash automatic three-program time
cycle and continental plug which the Supadry attaches with its own three-prong juicer.
Persuading Miss Misura to join him at a nearby wall outlet, the Supadry lures the Latin
plug into a standard British adapter socket. Once adjoined, the Supadry plunges the seiiorita's adapter into an extension wire, making sure his own tri-prong is safely accommodated on the reverse side. When the plug on the end of the extension wire is pressed into a
wall outlet a rapid gestation takes place inside Candy's tub. After only one hour and forty
minutes Miss Misura will give birth to one damp knee-length heavy woollen hand-washed
·
sock, jumping ecstatically with radio and TV interference.

.4.
ENGLISH ELECTRIC REVERSOMATIC DE LUXE 4741 PARNALL
AUTO-DRY T .D. 67 (TUMBLER)
The De Luxe 474 is a frigid sudmaster of solid state in the upper price bracket. Only when
a Parnall tumbles a full load of cotton garments does the 474 express interest in laundering courtship and sexual percolation. Should the De Luxe be successfully lured by the
Auto-Dry's erotic giration program, he will drop his loading doors during wash cycle and
fling out his sodden garments so that they fall onto the Auto-Dry, thus blinding its observation portal. With the Parnall in a state of absolute confusion, the De Luxe forces its hot
water hose into his captive, by fli'St prizing open its portal, then filling up its drum with
soapy hormones. Gestation lasts for sixty minutes or one complete standard load drying
cycle, after which a water-softened bath-towel with stubborn grease stains flies out and attaches itself with static-cling to the rungs of an empty plastic clothes basket.
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De Chocolat

Methode de Conspiration assise, du type

·.A LA MAISoN·.
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Professeur: B. Wanowitch GI.C.A.

···············--------------·

L·Archiveuse
THE FIRST WORLD WIDE APPLICATION

·····················--······
of The Total Freedom Interactive Data Base of The NEOIST network

L'Archiveuse de chocolat (Rg.l)
est un laboratoire d'analyse·intelligent. tel9-guide 100% robotise
et dote d'un systeme de communications non-stop 3-D en
temps reel. Elle est reliee. en
permanence avec une unite
centrale laquelle elle transmet
avec Ia plus grande discretion
les donnees pertinentes
sa
mission. Ceci d'une maniere
perpetuelle et irr9-m9-diable.

La terre est ronde. elle toume.

a

a

L'archiveuse de chocolat n'est pas ronde
mais elle roule, moissonne et archive
les donnees scandaleuses
au risque de faire fremir
Ia diaspora du chocolat.(Fig. 6)

Les donnees concernant Ia qualite du
chocolat (Fig. 2) et les conditions de
production dans chaque region. province. republique ou etat, recueillies
par le systeme seront compillees.
triees. comparees et confrontees afin
de permettre entre autre d'etablir
avec Ia plus grande precision le
degre de desertification culture! de Ia
region vis~ee.

a

L'Archiveuse de Chocolat
quitte Montreal le 24 Mars 1983
chargee d'une mission quinquenale d'Archivage de Chocolat travers 345 pays, etats
et republiques.
.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___~

a

Sysh~mede

communication

BANQUE DE DONNEES
DATABASE

IMPORTANT- WARNING
This system can be used
by almost anybody.

Chocolat & propaganda

sa mjssjon:
• visiter les entrep61s, •
centres de - distribu1ion
& d'approvisionement
en chocolat.
• effectuer des
prelevemen1s.
• analyser les
echan1illons
• transmettre les resulta1s
au central.(Rg. 5)

I'Archiveuse est
des pi
importantes innovations te hn
logiques dont les epoustouflantes
performances rivalisent de miniaturisation et de raffinements subtils
avec les armaments les plus futurigenes imagines par les cerveaux
de Ia destruction scientifique et du
chaos programmable.(Fig. 5, 6, 7)

Chocolat&
moyens de production

NEOIST
NETWORK
CONTROLER
Chocolat & Technologie

D'apres Jes observations faites par
les plus eminents specialistes et
corroborees ulterieurement par les
amateurs les plus avertis. Ia qualite
du chocolat a subi une degradation
progressive et exponentielle depuis
le debut de nombreuses annees. ·

.

La desormais mission
de L'Archiveuse de
Chocolat associee
!'infrastructure de communication, ultra electronique dolt eclairer Ia
lanteme de l'humanite
sur les valeurs Jes plus
fondamentales, entre
autre de !'existence.

I

.

Banque de donnees aacces libre
Total Freedom data base

. Chocolat &·

a

- Histolre & Botanique (Fig.3)
- 100g de Chocolat = 500 calories
- Pays producteur de Cacao.(Fig.2)
& Normes de qualite.
- Cpnsommation mondiale (Rg.7)
- L'Enigme du Chocolat Blanc ?
-Traffic et marche du Chocolat
-Etc ........

a

Conspirateur contribuant
l'enrichissement des donnees.

Pourvoyeur de Chocolat

QUI MANGE LE CHOCOLAT?
,.
Le retour de I'Archiveuse de Chocolat a ete 'programme pour
le 24 Mars 1988 date a taquelle elle regagnera Montreal afin d'~tre
entlerement demontee lnspectee et flnalement presentee
au musee de Ia Lutte Contre Ia Desertification Culturelle.
Le resultat du projet .I'ensemble des donnas recueillles.
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les analyses et etudes resultantes seront publies

a grands frais eventuellement.

A

Conspirateurs contribuant a Personna se renseignant

l'enrichissement des donnees.

eventuellement sur 1e Chocolat

•.

REPORT FROM THE
WORLD FEDERATION OF
DISPLACED WRITERS
by Raymond Federman

Half of the audience applauded with dignified enthusiasm while the other half booed and
hissed nervously, it was indeed a very mixed literary crowd representing many tendencies
md movements, from all extremes, avant-gardistes, breakthrough fictioneers, surexperi.• mentalists, paracritics, social neoreligiousrealists, antipostsymbolists, literary prehistorians, superpastirrealists, and even a few aposteriorinaturalists

:

we bad never known our old man to be that violent, on the contrary, more like him to
talk or double-talk his way out of a fight, either in French or in English, or in both sim- ·
ultaneously, except once, in 1993, when he was seventy-five years old, imagine that, our
old man getting into a fight at seventy-five
yes I remember it was in Sofia Bulgaria, Moinous exclaimed, not that long ago, when he
.
kicked a guy in the ass, a critic, and then punched him in the mouth
it was during a literary conference. a huge international conference on the future of literature, that's right in Sofia, Namredef confinned, The World Federation of Displaced Writers, W.F.D.W., we were there too of course
all the literati in the world were present, some already dead, others half-dead. others on
their way out, they bad gathered urgently in. the Dimitrov, Gr~ Hall of th~ P~le to discuss the critical situation of contemporary literature at ll{cruclal moment m history when
literature was seriously and painfully questioning its raiSon d'etre, when the very act of
writing was being challenged imd displaced from all si~s._by. tec~logical substituti~
and all sorts of creepy artificial languages and computerized intelligences, as the twentieth century drew to an end, dwindled away into scientific technocracy and pseudomystical
fantasy
the critic in question, I mean the guy who got kicked in the ass and punched in the
mouth, was some pitiful entremetteur of literature, for every cliff there is always someone
to jump off, Moinous cut in, a pushy pimpled juvenile academic critic in his early twenties an emb!yonic mind, from Johns Hopkins University, at least that's what the name
tag 'on his lapel said, a typical flle-card pm1a scholar who stood up in the middle of an
animated argument about the present and future morality of the novel. that stubborn moribund genre which was still. at that time, refusing to die
John Gardner and Dennis Pudd-Pabl were tackling each other, moralizing on the one side
and demoralizing on the other, when that pushy asshole of a critic jumped right in to
complain, in twisted xylophagouscacademic terms, that fiction today has become totally
unreadable, that fiction has lost touch with reality, imagine, as if that dead horse, that
carcass of reality was still something to be concerned with, because, he went on, too
many writers are indulging in egocentry logomachy
he was obviously referring to our old man's work and to the little speech our old man
bad made earlier, quite eloquently, in defence and illusttation of what he called the leapfrog technique· in digressive fiction, yes definitely referring to him and to some of his
contemporaries even though he did not mention names, that little shitpot, such u
Ronnie Schlunick, Clarion Vapor, Stove Klotz, Warner Abolish, Dave Plush, Morbid
Caillou, Ludovic February, Phillipeau Soleil, Tudor Les-Oies, Oswald Bartender, Bill G~
oil, Johnny Vulture, and others of that generation with whom our old man had been associated for years as a daring disruptive subversive expeihnentalist, all of them were present of course in the Great Hall of the People, and who :Were still that day at the centre of
the lively controversy about the validity and superior:lty of postfuture fiction over neoantediluvian fiction, that endless quarrel of the postancierlts and the suprapostmodems
that dumbass critic was complaining, whining rather, that all these so-called sursurfictioneers are masturbating their futile experiments without aiJ.y regard for communication
and existential gestalt, wallowing instead in self-conscious solipsism, destructuring and
desyntaxing language for the sake of playfulness and dislogotraction, oh he had some
vocabulary that puny criiitic, he paused a moment to admire his little pun, and consequently, he went on, these superegoisticnarcissists are deserting their moral responsibility toward Man, with a capital letter he emphasized, and Society, also with a capital
letter, can you believe that, one still argues on such a pitiful basis, in 1993, doem't that
little fizzle of a critic understand that these avant-garde writers neither think a kick because they feel a kick nor feel a kick because they think a kick
but he went on, that mentally retarded paraplegic parasite of mediocrity with his squeaking effeminate voice which kept rising as he spoke, saying that the concern of most of
these elitist col).ectivists today is only with language, language and nothing else, but a
theory of fiction as mere language doing its trick is an outlandish notion, I'm quoting
him verbatim, Namredef pointed out, and he contimled, he was endless that critic, explaining that reading fiction should not merely be an act of looking at words distributed
on the pages, but rather should be like falling into a dream, and that after reading a few
pages of a novel the language should simply disappear, what an idiot, language disappear, yep vanish, just like that, pssitt muscade et voill, what a cretin, and only images
should unfold pleasurably in the mind of the reader, unbelievable, like a private television show, like mental cinema
Roland Barthes was sitting a couple of seats away from us .and I heard him m\Uilble, how
stubborn these illusionists are to still want to peddle leur cinema intme\D' en 1993 u the
primary function of the novel. but what about l'6moti«?n. pourquoi serait-elle antipathique
ala jouissance, c'est un trouble, un lisiere d'.Svano~sement, quelque chose de perven,
sous des dehors bien-pensants, c'est meme, peut-8tre,\Jl'" plus retorse des pertes, car elle
contredit Ia regie generale, qui veut donner a Ia jouissarioe un figure fixe. forte, violente,
crue, quelque chose de n&:essairement muscl.S, tendu, phallique
at this point our old man stood up, he was sitting directly behind that constipated critic
from Johns Hopkins whose name of course shall not be revealed here, and turning to
Barthes he said, t'as raison coco colle lui ton phallus dans le cul, and as he said this he·
kicked the critic in the ass, and I mean hard and right on target, you pompous pederastic
punk. he said letting his lips explode scornfully into the alliterations, don't you understand that a concern for the dignity or decrepitude of language is, after all, a CODCem for
the dignity or decrepitude of man, for a writer to disdain to do anything more questionable with his art than explore relentlessly the nature of his own medium, in this case
words in extemporaneous arrangements, the question of h\Uilan dignity can not present itself in any other terms than those of the dignity of human language
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·• the pushy critic meanwhile turned toward the old man fuming with rage and still rubbing
his ass shamefully, he tried to grab the old man by the neck, and that's when the old
·. trilm punched him in the mouth, a perfect solid right uppercut to the jaw
• immediately the crowd split into two camps, the postancients with their critics on one
. side and the postpostmodems wi~ their paracritics on the other, and everybody started
· punching, scuffling in the aisles, throwing books at each other, pamphlets, dictionaries,
even unpublished manuscripts, pens and pencils, portable typewriters, scriptodictos, erasers, anything they could get their hands on, they were spitting at each other, pulling
each other's hair and beards, scratching each other's faces with overgrown nails
it is well known that writers are noted for being dirty fighters, as when Charles Perrault
and Nicolas Boileau scratched each other's eyes out during the famous Querelle des Anciens et des Modemes in 1693, amazing how the world of litterateurs vibrates in a twofold manner every two or three hundred years, or better yet when Norman Mailer gave
Gore Vidal one of his resounding knees-in-the-crotch publicly at a fancy literary cocktail
· psrty in 1977, what a scandal that was, our old man was there that day, standing only a
few feet away from Mailer and Vidal when it happened, and he even heard what Mailer
said, My dear Vidal there are those who kick balls and those who get kicked in the balls,
• I'm sure you know in which category you belong, and when Gore Vidal tried to scratch
Mailer's face, the latter shoved his knee up Vidal's testicles and Vidal folded at the waist
md shrieked, Oh you animal, you big brute, it was quite a scandal indeed, amazing h~w
. history repeats itself
.
meanwhile here in Sofia Bulgaria we were in the middle of another historic brawl, what a
scene, the battle was raging, Moinous and I were watching from a comer of the con, ference room standing on top of a table, trying to duck the blows and the flying objects,
. the misguided objets d'art, Moinous said as he caught a copy of The Divine Comedy in
full flight, we had lost sight of the old man in the commotion, but finally caught a
glimpse of him buried under an angry pack of neoclassic gothic novelists, he was flat on
. his back and these burly fellows were pounding at him. with their fists, but it was impos. sible for us to go to the help of our old friend, all avenues of approach were blocked, so
· we remained on our observation table, keeping track of the skirmishes, recording indi, vidual and collective victories
: finally someone managed to crawl to a microphone which had toppled over on the floor
and screamed into it, in Polish I think it was, or perhaps in Slovanic, the official language of the conference, Hey you idiots, stop that, we didn't come here to have a literary
. riot, especially now when half of the planet is still starving for knowledge, obviously
the speaker was an erudite social realist, but it· was useless, and now the sirens and
whistles of the Bulgarian militia were screeching in the corridors of the Great Hall of the
: People as the battle raged on until a raucous authorltative voice came over the loudspeak• ers in the ceiling
· Achtung, Achtung, it was the voice of Gflnter Grass who was then President of
W:F.D.•W., Bitte meine Damen unci Herren, I must say the women participants were quite
active and rather belligerent in this confrontation, using their innate feminine agility to
overcome their most loutish male assailants, at one point Moinous and I watched Joyce
Carol Oates flip Gabriel Garcia Marquez over her back in a neat judo move while next to
her Margaret Atwood was twisting Alain Robbe-Grillet's arm behind his back
Bitte meine Damen unci Herren, the voice of Gflnter Grass insisted, beruhigen Sie sich,
lusen Sie uns mit W1lrde, besonders jetz wo die ganze Welt uns beobachtet, besonders
wenn die Bletchtrommel der Opposition heult wie die Hundejahresoldaten der Vemunft
muss standhaft bleiben un nich umfallen, nich Katze unci Maus speielen, ja, muss nich
flappen. Bitte kebren Sie zu ihren StOhlen zurOck unci lassen Sie uns in Ruhe fortsetzen,
md these powerfully rational words wmked like magic, instantly everyone stopped fight·. ing, there was an embarrassed moment of silence while the audience regained its comp-

. osure

then Harold Pinter, who had just been awarded the Nobel Prize for literature, for 1993,
and well he deserved it, approached the microphone on the main platform, he stood there
. for a full minute staring at the audience while shaking his head in a gesture of reprimand
someone behind us said in a Japanese whisper, Amenokado hitotsu hirakete mae ni ari

utsukushiki kana yama ni tatsu niji, I turned around, Ssssh, I said, Oh so smry, my name
. is Yosano Hiroshi, I am a poet, who is that speaking now, can you tell me, so sorry,
That's Pinter, Harold Pinter, the famous British playwright, I informed the oriental poet,
Ah so, there before our sight one of the gates of heaven is swung wide and how beautifully stands the bright rainbow on the mountain brow, Can y.ou please be quiet, I said,
. md skip the poetry, Oh yes yes, ah ~
· Pinter began to talk, pointing to the old man while marlcing each word with deliberate
Miltonian emphasi$,- I do not know this gentleman personally, or perhaps yes we did
· meet once, a long time ago, but that's not important, I have read his books, I have read
and reread them, and let me tell you something, the farther he goes the more good it does
me, I don't want philosophies~ tracts, dogmas, creeds, ways out, truths, answers, nothing
from the bargain basement, he is the most courageous, remorseless writer going and the
more he grinds my nose in the shit the more I am grateful to him, the audience !ltirred as
all heads turned toward the old man, he's not fucking me about, he's not leading me up
· any garden, Right on that's the way to go man, someone shouted from the back of the
conference room, Ah shut the fuck up you jerk, someone else shouted back, Pinter
banged his .fist forcefully on the podi~ and continued, he's not slipping me any wink,
he's not flogging me a remedy or a path. or a revelation or a basinful of breadcrumbs,
he's not selling me anything I don't want to buy, he doesn't give a bollock whether I
boy or not, he hasn't got his hand over his heart, well, Ladies and Gentleman, I'll buy
his goods, hook, line and sinker, because he leaves no stone untumed and no maggot
lonely, he brings forth a body of beauty, his work is beau-ti-ful. he paused and stared
haughtily at the young critic who had been the cause of the disturbance, the room grew
restless, Pinter leaned forward over the podium, beau-ti-ful. my dear Sir, he repeated detaching each syllable, even if it is un-read-able
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Samuel Becken who had been sitting quietly in a remote comer of the great hall stood up
and started applauding, all eyes turned to him in deep reverence, honni soit qui symboles
y voit, he said in a soft tone of voice and sat down
the old man was deeply moved, visibly moved; he had difficulties holding back the tears
of appreciation, and we did too, it was the fast time, as far as we know, in the fifty
years or more that he had been banging on a typewriter, working uncompromisingly in
the lonely semi-darkness of unrecognition, that someone, no not just someone but a
world-renowned writer whom he greatly admired and respected, had praised his work in
public, he stood up, blew his nose in a large handkerchief, walked over to the platfonn
tipping his head slightly as he walked past Samuel Beckett, and shook Harold Pinter's
hand with marked emotion, Pinter embraced him while, half of the audience applauded its
warm approbation and the other half whistled and his~ its vicious objection, and so it
goes with literature, always split down the middle
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it was in 1993, now some people might say that sucii a situation is not very encouraging, but one must reply that it is not meant to encourage those who say that, after all
literature is an endangered species

NEWTON & THE PHANTOM
by Dennis Oppenheim
In these. works D~s Oppenheim utilizes metal, timers, fireworks, electric. motors,
forced arr and a vanety of other elements to create kinetic sculptures with 'pataphysical
overtones. In these two instances he combines myth and histort"cal event ·
.....
·
th
di
·
.
m orucr to gtve
e au ence glimpses of occastons in the past and in the possible future.

LOCATING Tiffi PHANTOM
(In Pursuit of the Phantom Heart)
·
Flat expanded stell helmet and shield suspended above hardwood n"b cag
n d al .
han
.
.
e on casters,
~~ 8;.) ummum
d wtth el~tric blowers, mylar strips. (Approx. 8' x 4' x 5 • _

DOMAINEDU
par Tristan Renaud
n

faut demeurer inevitable
manifestations du severe.

devant

toutes

les

(Je m'imagine tres maladroitement ce que representent les
distances)
Quand on meprise un homme on doit s'attendre
meprise les autres.

a ce qu'il

(Je n'imagine pas ce monde; j'en Sllis oblirere).
Les bonnes et moins bonnes idees s'imposent presque
exclusivement par le biais de la force et de la mechancere.
(Je suisun technocrate sans education, une veritable bete
sanglante).
Une page de I'existence une fois tournee, il ne faut plus la
relire.
(Je cherche une piece remplie d'air).
~'homme

severe a du mal

a s'entendre avec la soupe du

JOur.

NEWlON DISCOVERING ORAvrrY
S~ess steel me.sh v:'alls, ring supports, interior wheels and disks. Geometric particles
of ftbr~glass pl~Uc wtth r~flective surfaces on some shapes. High-powered blower at the
base will be acuvated at mterv~ to produce particle activity, mainly around the upper
part ~f the he~ One quarter secuon of the mesh will be rotating on a timer to allow an
occasto~ parucle to expel. Could be placed on a body of water, and activated with fire7;~~) wrred to the interior armature of wheels and disks. (Scale model: 4' x 1 • x 2 • _

(Je veux joindre les paupieres et jouir de la plus
impitoyable obscurire).
La severite est un veritable carnage, une authentique
boucherie mortelle.
(Je m'adresse au peuple avec· g:rande emotion; le profit
eclatera).
'
.I
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RUSSELL BANKS

1.

·

Interviewed by Joe J{evells
1 don't work necessarily from memory, in fact it's quite the reverse. I'm ~g to ~-

f writing is the invention of a future for me. It s the m- .
vent myself 11- fu ture. The act O
vention of consciousness.
-Russell Banks

ll Banks took part in the Harbourfront International Authors' Festival in Toronto
d kindly agreed to be interViewed. In this article Russell Banks talks about
his :;o:h to writing and his latest book Continental Drift (New York: Harper .and
Row: 1985-Ballantine Books, 1986). B~ is a native Ne~ Englan~r w~o has lived
· the Caribbean He has rece1ved numerous pnzes for his fiction and has
ked m
d
anwor
·
tlli
·
been a Guggenheim, National Endowment and Fulbright Fellow. He curren y res m.
New York and teaches writing at Princeton.-KJ]
·
[R
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RB: That's what I hoped to show. That's an old Puritanical notion too. That by smoking
that cigarette rather than this cigarette, we'll end up by having major consequences. A
tiny choice here leads to unforeseen and terrible consequences, oftentimes. So that one
therefore must exercise extraonlinary care in making a choice between a Marlborough and
a Craven A. The Craven A might make me too soft on the word "craven" after a while, so
the word loses its impact, and soon I associate the word "craven" with cigarettes instead
of behaviour, and then I start to behave cravenly but I can't apply that word to myself.

JR: Were you satisfied with your previous book?
RB: The Relation of My Imprisonment is a short novel published with Sun and Moon
Press in 1980. Sun and Moon is out of Los Angeles and has done work by a lot of the
people you publish in RAMPIKE including the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E group and Charles
Bernstein in the area of poetry; and with the metafictionists. It publishes Steve Kat~,
and Ronald Sukenick and Clarence Major, me, a number of writers in the fiction line. I'm
personally fond of The Relation of My Imprisonment although it's not a commercial
book by any means. It didn't get the kind of distribution a commercial book would. But
Ballantine is doing it as a paperback later this year.

· JR: Is Continental Drift really a portrayal of a series of failures, an inversion of the epic

000

approach?
RB: I didn't mean it to be that way, nor am I concerned particularly with the idea of the
• tragic hero coming from ordinary life. A puzzle that romantic writers in democratic societies seem to worry about. But that doesn't particularly bother me. I think that that is Arthur Miller's problem. I think for us to dignify the ordinary experience of ordinary
people we have to understand them as living in a world with large enemies. That opposition defmes them. And if we don't see them as being opposed in large ways, then we
don't dignify their lives. If we see them as being opposed by systems, economies, or active and conscious manipulation by goveirunents, or systems of language, then we see
them not as people floating through lives of quiet desperation, but as people who are ac·. tually engaged in a very conscious kind of war in order to define themselves. When this
happens then their ordinary experiences become dignified. I'm interested in dignifying
that attempt to succeed in that dopy American dream. 'I want that to be seen as a dignified
•. desire, not just as a petty stupid thing a person has to do. I want his engagement with
his own life to be seen as an important one.

JR: What are the ramifications that accompany the term "common man" particularly in
reference to his pursuit of a romantic vision?
RB: I'm not so interested in the noble individual who rises above the others and is cast
down for it. But Dubois [hero of Continental· Drift] is funnelled into a way of life. The
. man, at an early age, is faced with an open field, in a sense, but the options keep on eliminating themselves, or being eliminated, so he's gradually funnelled into that, he's manipulated by the romantic imagery, there's no other imagery available to him.

JR: In Continental Drift, you use traditional ~hniques of framing the novel,
.calling to the muses, an envoy and so on.

JR: So he's faced with two alternatives to the great American dream: either oblivion or
heroism. He seems to be faced. with two roads, either pursuing the ideal or becoming or
re-inventing his father.

RB: I have no real interest in advancing the cause of literature. I don't ~~eve in

.
like progress in forms or modes of narrative, but for me personally 1t s been
.
ess~ for much of my writing life to create a believable narrator. I'm not sure why.
so, I suspect it's because of my own pers~nal background. I came from a family
.
.•.
people who were extremely reticent, who ffilStrusted langua~e, and therefore
the speaker in a radical way, or else they were hysterics which was another ~~y of
trusting the reader. Growing up in that kind of a background and then determmm~ to be- .
• has ~
.u ted me I too distrust the speaker with just as much hysteria. So I
~a~
•
•
· ent the narrator into one who's accountable
~amed w•~
. and responsible, and
. yet
h isn't a character in the work. The conventions of modernism and the conventions of
:a;;ative that I inherited didn't seem to acc~odate that. Eighteenth-century narrators
did accommodate that need for me. This is strictly ~ ~al ~uest. F~rms ~t that nar. will talce, the raised and shifting fiction, thet·frammg
w1th the mvocation
and • ·
rative
_1.
•
envoy are ways in which I can make availabl~ to;'myself a narr~r, strictly speakin~,
o is not an author with a capital A and who 1S :d!>t a character m the play, but who 1S
wh
.
'th
also not a stage manager talking on the side to the aulbence e1 er.

thin

JR: Could you say something about your narration?

RB: The narrator becomes a character, or at least he becomes a persona that ~reader
gradually feels intimate with. Almost all of my .work over the last ten Y~· Wlth the ~- •.
ception of The Relation of My Imprisonment, I ve felt~ though I was trymg, to acqwre,
for myself, in the process of writing the book, a role, literally a story-teller s role that
went two ways. One went towards the reader with my arm around the reader, but what I
t w tell the reader about is this [other] person whom I know very well. The. asswnp~= is that they can't speak for each other. So this middl~ person. has to be smult_meously responsible for the information, but not part of the information at the sam~ time.
You don't want to be invisible,· because you want W be accountable and responsible, so
that if you're wrong you don't slight one of the parties.
The narrator is not fonnless.
I'm very eager, for what seem to be moral reasons, to ~void ~sing myself off as the
invisible pane of glass through which.the reader feels he 1S lookin~ ~ ~e world. Yet, I
don't want w be the world either. I don't want to deflect the readers v1S1on of the world.
To find that membrane-like equality, where you can be seen through, .and yet you .know
you are seeing through. And I've found that eighteenth-century techniques of fiction as
I've tried to explore them and adapt them w contemporary American usage have served
me fairly well.
JR: This seems to be opposite

w the

general trend in writing.

RB: Yes, I think that most writers are unconscious of the ethical implications of the
~
th t they use. Their own styliStic manifestAtions are behavioural. I guess, as an
..old
orms
· lic ations of very finite ,
New aEnglander, I sit around troubling myself;\about the mp
tiny forms of behaviour.
l! ,
~

JR: Continental Drift seems to be'dealing with the minute daily details that are slowly
killing America. Could you talk about this?
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RB: Those are the options he sees. He can either try to be that guy in the red Lancia
driving to see his· raven-haired beauty or he sees himself grinding out an entire lifetime
as a 'mill worker, or in his case an oil-burner repair man. And those are the only options
he sees. But those are useful for the manipulators of greed and the purveyors of good.
· That's very useful, to have a person who only sees those two options, .because you can
: control the imagery of romance very easily. If you can control the imagery of romance,
· then you've got it. You've got a guy who's wasting his life doing dopy work. Being a
liquor-store clerk. I don't think he wasted his life, I think it was taken from him. What I
was hoping to do also with that book was to show the chimeras are actual creations,
they aren't fiPJings of character on his part. But they are creations of the economy and
of the institutionalized aspects of American life. Nobody profits, but the bankers and the
· real-estate interests and the merchandisers.

JR: I note that you employ various mythologies including Caribbean ones.
RB: Yes, I wanted there to be a slightly ironic counterpoint between Dubois going from
Hampshire to Florida, going from a blue-collar job to a service industry job, working at a liquor store, clerical job. And making hl:m turn into a victim through that on the
one hand, and there driving north to America out of a simple need to survive is V anise,
the young Haitian girl, her nephew and baby. For them the stakes are very different and
: much higher, at least they're immediately more physical. For them it involves putting
:food into children's bellies. On the other hand, what they have Dubois lacks. He has
food in his belly, but he lacks .an imaginative connection to a larger world than his immediate material world. They have a much larger connection to the immaterial world but
they don't have food in their ~llies. And if the two stories interlock they interlock that
way I think besides the obvious first world/third world interlocking. It's also that them. atic interlocking~ I want that to be kind of ironic too because this is after all the country
where everyone goes w, I mean the American dream has so many different aspects to it,
the Canadian dream as well. Both this positive and this negative force. One of the terrible and sad events that every immigrant family faces happens when you go from being
like Vanise and the Haitians to being like Bob Dubois. The missing element in Bob's
life is the one· that got lost with his father's generation which is basically a spiritual
. connection w their own liveS. They secularize themselves, materialize themselves, and
then they become victims because they're easily manipulated.

JR: Are your characters searching for an impossible solution? Was there ever any hope
for Bob?
RB: Yes, and I think his wife Elaine manages to avoid his failure because she has a more
imaginative and creative relation to her life than he does. She's not as fully drawn and
dramatically significant a character as he is, but I hope on the other hand she's seen as a
contrast to him. Her connection to the world through children, and through her resistance
to the blandishments of success, is not seen as a kind of passive relationship but as a
kind of active resistance. If you're going to have schematic solutions or characters representing a program, then I suppose she could be seen as a character who offers an alternative to Bob, although that wasn't my intention. I'm looking at it from the point of view
of a literary critic and not the author in that sense insofar as she does offer an alternative
to Bob, she does live and she gets in the car and goes home, she does resist. It's a
man's book about men's fantasies and she's not weak in many of the ways that he [Bob]

is. My father was a pipe-fitter and welder, and he managed to live his ~tire life as a rea- .·
sonably good pipe-fitter and welder, but also he drank a quaq of whiskey ~ day for. ·the
last twenty-five years of his life-while he was welding. And he was welding on things
such as the Seabrook Nuclear Plant in New Hampshire, so I know that a lot of ~at steel
· h ben welded together by a drunk man at four in the afternoon. So, we rmght not
ptpe as
.
·
• drunk
't "t a book
you can wn e
.
find out about his inattention for a while, but if you re
JR: Could you say more about the influence eighteenth-century authors have had on you?

RB. I feel more influenced by eighteenth-century conventions than any particular auth. I have rather different use for those conventions than most eighteenth-century nov:~ts, like Fielding or Sterne, although I feel closer to Sterne in many ways: But ~~en
Sterne's use doesn't necessarily attract me. Their uses are largely. those of soctal s~tiriSts
and I don't think of myself as a social satirist at all. Hawth?rne 1S probably more liDpOrtant to me than any other single American author of the runeteenth cen~ ~d maybe
th twentieth century, probably because for Hawthorne the exarmnation of the
even e
h • . h
h
to kn
_ow
moral quest is an epistemological one, in order to know w at s ng t :;:_u :ve
what is, and so the examination of the line where reality and non-re. ty ~p agamst ·
verlap is the nroper zone for an honourable person s attention. So for
one ano ther and O
r·
·
f
·
Hawthorne this is not just something that he is amused b~ asdri~or mstanbce o tenls~es
not something that he s
ven to y compu ton.
Borges or Italo Calvino are • and it's
.
·
bl
He's driven to it because it's the only way he can know how to behav~ man honoura e
way. For that reason I think I was m:awn to ~very early. Also, he s a New England
writer, so I felt, early on, a kind of kindred spint.

.

bout the fetishization of new forms in writing? The desire
JR: Could you say something a
,
for new form only for the sake of new form?
·
RB· Ultimately it's boring. You'd never reread, for example, a so~alled .minim.alist
·
th
"t' boring and ultimately unsatisfying. Because 1ts entire achievestory So at means 1 s
•
.
th
't t
·de ds
oment of recogm"tion, and having achieved at once, you can ge
ment pen on a m
· f
· dep ds
surprise
it twice from the same goods, because of the reco~tion ac~r, 1t
en on .
•
th
0 Henry story does it's an emotional surprtse rather than an mtellecalmost ~ wayAnand .that's why I
a lot of these minimalist stories, which is what I
tual surprtse.
so
th '
littl .•
·
• all din to won't matter much in the long run, because ere s so
e
think you re
u g •
th
·
· ai,
there to start with. Once they've worked their magic, and some of em are qwte magtc . ·.·
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they can't work it again.
JR: What are you working on currently?

RB· I've been working on a novel since spring. I'm in it far enough so that I'm in th~
·ld but I don't know exactly where I am yet. It's closer in some way to a novel I did
ailed Hamilton Stark. But I think it's about violence, I don't know, the charwor •
years ago c
. 1 t. I suspect that it's dealing with domestic male violence ...That's
acters are very vto en
.
Is
about as much as I can say in terms of what it's all about, bec~se as wtth most nove ,
at the centre of it is a human being and he happens to be a vtolent man. He ~ hapI adore him. He's quite clear to me, I feel an enormous affection for··
pens to be a cop.
1i
"th £ tw
three
him, the way you have to towards anyone that you have to ve w1 . ~
o o~
ears of our life. Every minute of your waking and even your dream life 1S occupted, so
~ou hav: to love him or you'll kill him. It's like he's your awful brother, the one you
hate to see come down the road, you know he's going to steal your watch, and probably·
·
your wife, but he's your brother, and here he comes.

CORRESPONDING WITH
THOMAS PYNCHON

OOKA MAKOTO INTERVIEW
by Joe Revells and Karl Jirgens
Ooka Makoto is an author, a distinguished art critic, and perhaps the most influential literary critic in Japan today. He is the winner of the Rekitei prize for criticism, the Mugen
prize for poetry, the Yomiuri prize for literature and the Kikuchi Kan prize for transcending the limitations of specialization. In his introduction to A String Around· Autumn
(Katydid Books, 1982) Thomas Fitzsimmons points out that Ooka Makoto has lived in
Europe and translated the works of poets Paul Elouard and Andre Breton. He has also
created a Japanese version of Euripides' Trojan Women which was performed by the Waseda Shogekijo Theatre, resulting in an astonishing amalgam of traditional Japanese and
modern international theatrical techniques. Recently he was poet in residence at Oakland
University in Rochester, Michigan. A String Around Autumn, with a preface by Donald
Keene, is a collection of his poetry from 1952 to 1980. It has been translated into English by Thomas Fitzsimmons. Ooki. Makoto is also the author of The Banquet and the
Solitary Mind, a collection of essays on Japanese poetry and culture. In this interview
given in conjunction with the International Authors' Festival at Toronto's Harbourfront,
Ooka Makoto discusses his own writing, as well as cultural and social developments in
Japan since World War ll.
JR: Nature plays an important role in Japanese writing, and I notice that you use many
natural images in your work. Do you feel that it is important for you to use natural imag-

ery as a jumping-off point?
OM: As a starting point, I need some aspect of nature. I think it is based on the tradition
of Japanese poetry in general. I was born into a family of Japanese poets who wrote the
traditional style of poetry called ''Tanka." It is a very short poem, five lines, with five,
seven, five, seven, seven syllables. ·This type of traditional poetry deals with nature and
the act of creation. Maybe I was unconsciously influenced by this sort of poetry through
my father's work and through reading many other traditional poets. But I was also influenced by the European and American poets. In my boyhood I was interested in reading
Walt Whitman in translation, in Japanese. I was just fifteen years old when World War ll
ended. Up till then, I thought I might be dead by the age of twenty because of the war.
The war for Japan was disastrous, the American and European armies which fought with
Japan were so big and strong that I had no thought of victory for Japan. But this was a
secret, because if I had spoken my mind on this I might be considered non-Japanese.
There were very strong feelings at the time, if one said something about the defeat of
Japan, then he would be jailed. One day, Japim was defeated, but that was a day of personal liberation for me. I knew I could survive. So, I began to read after that day, literature, poetry. Then came the translation of Leaves of Grass. And that was a call for life,
nature and hope.

JR: Were you ever influenced by other American or European writers, Ezra Pound for
instance?
OM: He was very much interested in Japanese Noh theatre and also other Japanese
things. But it was also rather late [in my career] that I read his works. Instead, I was very
much amazed when reading translations of the works of European poets like Rainer Maria
Rilke. He was very amazing for me because of his grasp of a universal sense in ordinary
images, leaves falling, small things. He could make the reader feel something vast and
great and infinite. So, I was amazed at that, and then I swiftly turned from the traditional
Tanka poetry which I wrote when I was fifteen and sixteen years old. I turned to longer
poems called in Japan Gendaishi, or contemporary poetry written in a free-verse style.
And soon after that I started, with a number of friends, a poetry magazine called "Words
of Demons." Curiously enough, and it is sad for me to say this, almost all the [original].
members of that magazine died already. I am almost the only survivor. Maybe they were
called by the demons.

by Brian Edwards
Actually this title is misleading. I haven't, you see, corresponded directly with Thomas
Pynchon. Rather,we shared the same woman once, or she us. Wait, that's misleading too.
It was no menage a trois. Au contraire! We coincided in space, as it_ were, but not in
time, which is, I figure, about as close as any of us is likely to get to P-Y-N-C-H-0-N.
The discovery was one of those completely unexpected events, a bizarre connection of
the style to which we've become conditioned by postmodemis~ ficti~. It _was my~
outing with Calis-yes, definitely night ~ee-and our first sen~us d~ss1on. I mention
such details not just to indicate the acc1dental nature of a startling discovery but to emphasize that Cass is no casual name-dropper. I'll bet she hasn't been going around dropping my name! And Cassandra's not her real name either!
Melbourne, Australia, late April: I had been to see a film at the Valhalla, Dr. Mabuse
Der Spieler, the old Fritz Lang wemder with its Art Deco settings and Klein Rogge shuffling lives like playing cards. It was an Indian summer's night. Reluctant to tum in, I cJ&.
cided to savour some city night-life, an inner-city disco where you could cut the sound
with a knife. Benny was there, as profane as ever, and he introduced me to Cass. A chain
of events as simple as the plot of a nineteenth-century novella.
Who do you read 'then?
Oh, Barth, Calvino, Brautigan, Pynchon....
He was my lover.
What?
Tom Pynchon. He was my lover.
Jesus christ!
Just like that! "It was in New York," she said. According to Cass, he had an.apartment '
on the edge of Greenwich Village, though he spent a lot of time in California and Mexico.... Ah hal As I reckoned, of course, Mexico, and how could he, psychologist of the
cityscape, resist it, New York, fantasia of urban possibility!! Carnegie Hall, the Cleveland Orchestra, Dvorak's Seventh Symphony, intermission, "Pardon me, may I look at
your program?" Just another guy. Coffee in ''The English Pub." A yellow cab downtown. ·
The simplicity is chilling.
· But what did he look like, for Christ's sake? Gangling? Rabbit's teeth? Eyes that
know everything? Did he look like someone who's been trudging the Mason-Dixon line
for years? Or someone who's been reading too many books?
But out of some perverse, if admirable, idea of confidentiality, Cass maintained her
silence, me my rage. She has returned to the States, me to corresponding with Pynchon,
confronted like Oedipa with the circuitry, plugged in, the current chaotic, awaiting Book
IV of REVELATIONS, wondering who is being screwed by whom.

OM: Mter Rilke, I was very pleased to read the French contemporary poets like Paul
Elouard and Andre Breton. Those surrealist poets have been a great joy for me. I was
around nineteen or twenty years old at the time. I had begun to learn the French language
and I could read the original texts. And though it was very difficult to read the surrealist
poets, I was very attracted to the poems of Paul Elouard because his style is very clear,
penetrating into the unconscious world. Maybe I have been very much influenced by his
style.
JR: In your poetry, you present a way of seeing somebody seeing. You use mirrors and
reflections as well. What role would you say reflection plays in your work?

OM: The reflection or mirroring effect seems to me to be. very important, such as seeing
things reflected through something like a mirror, a surface of water and so on. When I
wrote a book on a Japanese classical poet of the tenth century., I wrote a chapter about
the effect of reflection in his poetry. And people said that it was through me that they
recognized the profound elements in that poet's poems. And people said that maybe what
I said about that poet came from my own writing. At that time, I recognized for the first
time the effect of reflection that was always very important in my poetry. Not describing
things directly, rather through some reflective effect. And then a thing might be not
only a thing, but a metaphor for some ideas or some conception.
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OM: There are many dance groups in Japan that have emerged since the end of the fifties.
Especially important is the leader [of these] who died very recently. His name was Tatsmni Hijikata. He was really a special leader of the new [butoh] dancing groups. And Sankai Juku is one of the branches. Hijikata's ideas on dance were very unique from my
point of view because first he studied modem ballet. But he felt something not compatible inside him with the method of modem ballet. In the western style of dance in
general, people study some techniques along with the method which was established as a
kind of principle. And every student of dance must study with that principle [in mind].
And they must learn these steps one by one. Hijikata thought that in that case, the
human body, which is very different from other bodies, must have something other than
this principle method, or principle rule of learning. And he sensed that [other] part so
strongly that he quit modem ballet, and then he began his own approach to dance. He
said to me one day for example·that the emphasis in the European method of dance is on
~ articulation, on the movement of joints. But he was very conscious of the movement
of bones between the articulation [or joints]. He said, "I want to see from my mind's eye
the parts between the moving joints." I think it is a sort of method of meditation, rather
than a method of moving bodies. From that meditation he could make some very unique
bodies. Discoveries about the bodies when they are moving and
discoveries about
when they Were' standing very quietly. And his dance became a very dynamic combination
of movjng and standing still or moments of quietness. I might say that his actions while
he was dancing were the continuation of a series of some very static moments, so, when
I saw him dancing from the stage, it was as though I could see him stopping and moving
at the same time, and that was amazing. The moment of complete stopping made every
moment active. Anyway, his dance was very different from the ordinary European-style
dance. It was almost, so to speak, like looking up at some Zen Buddhist monk moving
slowly. And the movement was a metaphor for his meditation. That idea or concept of
dancing was based on a very Oriental state of mind. And that made a big influence on the
next generation of dancers. He was _almost the same age as ni.e, only two or three years
ol,der. After that many young dancers followed him. When he died in December 1985,
many people, not only dancers but artists and thinkers and composers, were very
shocked. For example, the International Festival d' Avignon for World Theatre is now
· thinking of organizing a program next summer in homage to Hijikata.

our

~\ .

JR: You generate a great deal of movement through ·~ refl~~ things move
a mirror or disappear into water. What is the metaphys1c. that 1S gomg on?

OM. I think it is a way of making the world multiplied or more ambiguous. Having
m~gs at the same time. To see or to look into something through some mil:roriinl
effect is, I think,· one method of making the world richer somehow. So, I am very
of using that technique.
JR: You bring up the idea of death, mel the fact that it had a profo~d effect on ~ou .
an early age. It seems to me that the way you confron~ death 1S through kines1S.
motion, for you, a way of escaping death either in the poetic or real sense?

Im:

OM: I have not very many exact ideas on that, but ~
very. much to think along
lines. I am not so much interested in describing ~ m thell' s~le state, rather I
to show things ever-changing. And maybe that 1S g1ven unconsc1ously by. the
thinking. I am not a pure Buddhist, but I have nevertheless been very much ~uenced
the thinking of the old Oriental Buddhists. And what I hav_e got ~ them 1S that
world is always changing mel moving somewhere where things are still very much
known to us. But anyway, in that sttate, there might be another world ~ond that
So I was very much attaracted by that idea. Maybe we cannot recogmze that we
reached some stage of that state, but we can feel it ~ugh the ~aking of ~
We are moving, always changing to another state of mmd, mel ~ a metaphorwal
that means I could overcome death which is the stoppage of all things. But for me
means rather a step from (a place] where someone ~ust leave to another world beyond.
think that this must be a very Oriental thought. I wa,nt to taste, so
speak, death as .·
very wide mel enveloping world of self. Maybe we
feel the death m every moment. .,

f?

J

JR: So in your poems there is a dynamic, a dialecti~, that with life there is death,
you must be aware of both to appreciate both.
·· .•,_

OM: Yes, I recognize death as another starting point for my spirit. So, may~ I need
conception or feeling of death suaounding me, so that I can make some trial of
out of death.
JR: I can't help but think that we westerners are the losers for not being able to
your poetry in Japanese not only because of our ~rstmding ~f the language, the
.
phor, and so on, but also the cultural background. I_m wo~ how much you feel
being imposed upon the poem when it is translated intO the English language?

OM: That is a very delicate mel interesting ~blem. ~ ~ed many times with
Fitzsimmons who re-made the English 1ranslattons [mginally) made ~y s:veral
And he always said something very strange, in a sense, for me. He smd, Makoto,
poems are far better translated into French than into English." But he is so prudent
self-teattained and humble, so what he says is not completely correct. But I feel .
that when my poems were translated into French, then I could get nearer to the quality
Japanese.
JR: I wonder how much of the musical quality of the poems is lost in the English trans- .

lation?
OM· I was working with Fitzsimmons on this book [A String Aroruul AutiUIUI] when I •
was· poet in residence at his university, Oakland University in _Michigan. ~ we talk,ed
to each other every day about the original text and
English translation•. I felt that
English is very beautiful and strong when stating .something very cl~ly, but ":hen I am:.
treating some subject in a very ambiguous way, m Japanese, then 1t 1S very difficult to
translate that poem.
<

tru:

KJ: I was wondering if you detected any influence from North America or Europe in the
area of installation or performance art? Perhaps Beuys or in the more popular stream,

Laurie Anderson?
OM: Yes, they are very popular now in Japan, young artists and young students who
want to be artists swarm towards their stylistic approach. There are many performances
happening in Tokyo. But contemporary poetry seems to be in a retrograde state. I am
always very curious about the reaction of the young poets and artists towards these new
avant-gude arts which come from the United States or Canada or Europe. Nowadays the
poets seem to be the furthest behind, maybe because they are satisfied with their daily
lives. When I was younger I was very much involved, doing collaborative work with
painters, musicians and theatre. Anyway, Japan is very open now to other continents.
But to my surprise, nowadays the young literary people are not so involved in reading
literature from overseas compared with [my generation]. I talk with frieoos who are in my
generation, and who were just like me, in their interest towards other cultures. Maybe
this is a deplorable result of the Japanese economic progress and expansion. They are
very self-satisfied. In the performing arts you see many new things. But in the literature
or poetry many are satisfied with writing and reading in Japanese only. At one time
Japan was one of the biggest buyers of works by European and American writers. But
these days, philosophy or psychoanalysis and especially anthropological writings are
very much l la mode in Japan. But [foreign] literature is not so attractive to young
people. [Instead], for example, the thinkers in France, like Derrida and many others, appeared on the field of thought maybe fifteen years ago, and for them there are many
readers.

JR: Does the Japanese artistic community reflect a concern for world problems such as
South Africa?
OM: There are always some people who are very keen and conscious about that, but in
KJ: I'm. interested in your notions 011 time and particula,rly ita role in relationship to
general I think that especially the magazines for art or literature do not so much show
death. Do you
a kind of universal moment in ref~ to death?
their attention to those problems. I repeat again that that is the deplorable result of the
Japanese economic expansion. As you .know, recently Prime Minister Nakasone said
OM: I have no exact idea about time. I don't think that time is flowing directly from
something very silly about the culture in the United States [in reterence to members of
ancient times to today. Time is something very spatial. One can f~l time very strongly •.
the working class and ethnic minorities]. That shows blatantly the thinking- attitudes of
when one is staying at some point very fixedly. For example, usmg some metaphor, a ·•.
~~y Jap~se intellectuals. So i~ ~ il symptom of chauvinism or nationalism. Anyway
rock in the sea. The rock is always staying there, very solid, but the waves are always . _lt 1S very different from the chauviDlSJJl and nationalism before World War ll when Japan
flowing around the rock, and the rock can signify the ever-lasting ~e in contrast to the ..• became very arrogant in spiriL After the fall ~f Japanese militarism at the end of World
So, I feel. that ·•
flowing waves, which might be considered the ordinary stream of
·War II, American democracy became very finnly established in the fields of education
time consists of two elements. The flowing or temporary and the staymg or everlasting. . : , politics, social programS, everywhere in Japan. And the occupation by the Allied force~
lasted several years. And that made Japan a very different country from the pre-war years.
KJ: When did you ~gin worldng as an art critic?
And the Japanese who were born since 1925 have been educated by a new system of democracy. So there are in general very·many people who have a very balanced sense of
OM: I'm fifty-five now, and l began writing some ~gs on art when I was in my midsocial problems. But the leaders of Japan, who are now in their sixties or seventies (Japanese leaders are very old}, have a very clear image of Japan. Japan has always maintwenties.
tained an isolated state of mind. Su~nsciously that created an attitude, an inferiority
KJ: Do you detect any strong new movements in Japanese art? For example ~here do ·.
~plex, but this was mixed with a superiority complex. Recently this sense of superiosome of the newer movements coming out of Japan such as the wort of Sankai Juku fit
nty complex has become very clear. So I feel very sad about that. But I hope that the
younger generation might be very different from those who are my age.
into the overall picture?

sens.e

w_ne·
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[Square parentheses in this interview are RAMPIKE's and serve to indicate the sense of
ideas pased on in a manner other than verbal (e.g., gesture). Inquiries and comments concerning Ooka Makoto's book A String Around Autumn may be addressed to Thomas Fitzsimmons, Department of English, Oakland University. Roch...:t.... UT "on.c., n ~ • •

KINKAN SHONEN
by Kirby Olson
In the summer of 1985, the Sankai Juku troupe performed a "hanging dance" from a .
building in downtown Seattle. In a tragic accident, one of the dancers' ropes broke, and .
he fell seven storeys to his death. The responses were varied: some blamed the troupe for
negligence, others felt it was an "act of God," and many were too emotionally involved
to seek reasons for the accident. The mood of the city was forgiving when the troupe
turned the following year, on April 17, so much so that Mayor Charles Royer declared ·
that day "Yoshiyuki Takada Day," after the dancer wh'? fell. I wrote a questioning article
exploring the nature of the fatality in High Perfor~ 32. At fU'St I didn't want to see
their new performance but I decided to go anyway.
{)
The house is dark. The lights come on. A small Japanese man in a uniform (a Japanese World War 11 uniform'?) is standing behind a plexigl&ss rectangle, which is sus:pe11ded
from the ceiling. Near the centre of this clear rectangle is: the outline of a circle,
red. Is it an invisible Japanese flag? The man falls flat, as flat as a board, on his back.
is astonishing, a cloud of dust rises around him. This man is Ushio Amagatsu, the foun- ._
der of Sankai Juku. His intensity is phenomenal as he agonizes in a pile of rice powder '
to one side of the stage: eating it and spitting it out as if it were dust. Air raid
shriek. He is by turns a convoluted peasant, a soldier, and a Buddhist monk, registering
successively their moment in the holocaust.
If this fU'St scene can be read as an allegory (and perhaps I have been too literal),
several fQllowing scenes rise above the national. into a place of universal time-such as
that believed in by the Australian aborigines-dream time. The dancers, still
with rice powder, are suddenly illuminated out of darkness. They stand in a loose circle
a pose reminiscent of a Dali painting. A cloth. bunched up until it looks like a
sculpture of a wasp's nest, is fastened to the front of each of the four dancers'
Blind, they execute an hypnotic dance with great detail that lasts for at least ten minutes.
Every finger of every dancer is in almost perfect simultaneity with every finger of every
other dancer.
Several magnetic scenes (some of which seemed a little long) follow: eating,
ling, and other nonfunctional movements are described. 1n the best scene of this
quence, a dancer holds a peacock. As the dancer's head moves to one side, the pe11C0<:k's
moves to one side. When the man raises his head, so does the bird. The effect is one of·
indescribable elegance. 1n another scene, a dancer becomes a skeleton against
wooden backdrop (to which are affixed tuna tails-wedges about the size and shape
boomerangs). He looks as if he has been dead for centuries, and is lying in the
combs below Paris.
In another brilliant scene, Amagatsu comes on stage· as a· midget. With a cloak
his knees he achieves a perfect likeness of a hefty- midget with a cross-eyed
wisdom. The midget laughs and cries exquisitely-mdmg youl feel the emotion instantaneously. (I sat in the second row of the enormous \~ra House. Those in the back
sometimes laughed when Amagatsu was portraying exceptional anguish-they om•iouslv
couldn't see. My ticket cost nineteen dollars, but the Subtleties of this pelrtmmumc,e--an .
eyebrow, a finger-are what make it an unforgettable experience.) Amagatsu walks over
to the invisible Japanese flag-suspended throughout the performance. He seems to
at its absurdity. He playfully blows moisture on the glass. Laughter. He returns to thepile of rice powder. He transforms himself from a midget into a high-kicking dancer in a
dream as Scottish bagpipe music comes over the PA. He is berserk, and yet in perfect
control.
All the lights are out. A panel is removed from the wooden backdrop. An otherworldly
blue light emanates from this opening. Ushio Amagatsu is suspended, hanging from a red.·.
triangle in this blue void by his feet. As he slowly revolves, the anguish of September .·
10, 1985, is necessarily recalled. This dramatic dance has been performed the same way ..
for eight years. Nothing was changed for this performance since the accident. Nevetheless, it recalls Yoshiyuki Takada in a powerfully distilled image that brings tears to
many eyes.
The story of the Kumqua~ Seed follows the journey from birth to death. Throughout,
the story is difficult or impossible to ooderstand analytically. It works like a good fairy
tale, being beyond conseious comprehension but understood at the deepest level. It
occurs to me that this is the highest art: when artists complete a circle with the unconscious of their audience that leaves everyone renewed.

THE KAMIKAZE PILOTS
OF JAPAN
by David McFadden
l.GREEN
Baudelaire
said he had to write about hell' all the 0 ther sub'!)CCts
•
were~ use and he ~dn't want to be unoriginal or take the chance of
annoymg a possessive.poet. He died in his mother's arms like Chris
The painter Mondrian hated the colour green so much he
head out to the suburbs of Paris in the middle of the night .th
shovel
his bicycle and dig up lawns. You are siv::.mgaacross
~me as I wnte and you are wearing your wine sweater and a green
silk scarf. I decided to write about what was in front of me and when I
looked up there you were. you are smiling, I am happy to see you . th
flesh rather than simply hearing your disembodied .
th
m e
VOIC:C on e phone.
You make everyone else seem so borin I y
Mil D . ho
g. ou start telling me stories about
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• From William Carlos Williams.

2.HELL

These dancers, fanatically devoted to their art, seem possessed like no one else I- ·
have ever seen. with a knowledge of the transience of being and the immortality of the

I''Iwrote two disgus~oe
nno little 1ove poems (''You get drunk/1 vomit'' d
wantmore/butl'm.too sore'') then
th
an
friends and they were
.
tore em up and W!=M to visit some
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. peel from
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drinking beer on the first floor and when he heard the thud as g
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Je
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~

::::trees
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~=~as
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~~~
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.do
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Even the guy in the next cell, w:Ohad ~n::wd ~er forgive him.
them money to help him look for his puppy then
and hammering four · ch ik .
g
mto the woods
-m sp es mto their heads, couldn't forgive him.
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Artaud,
· · thoughts were like razorblades that
his
heartwho said
. of himself
.
that~
. and mmd despised each other with total · tifi ·
·'
was bemg bumed at the stake of his
. . JUS cation, that he.
of him was true for everyone and ~w:m
brilliance, that what was true
.
he could say, might have for~ven him.~ were even worse than even
same age as the fair-haired angel, asked
last week a young fellow, the
poems published, and sudden! the
~e how to go ~t getting your
and I told him about the ·
y
angel s tender eyes flickered in my mind
impOrtance of a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

3. CRIME PREVENTION MEASURES
The government is proposing a number of measures designed to ~event
the commission of crimes. Not tonight dear I have to re-pot the v1olets.
"My God!" he exploded. "Where have you been gone, woman?!ou've been
gone hours, hours, and in a storm like this! Wh~ the hell do yo~ go to that
bloody wood for? What have you been up to? It s hours evpt smce the .
rain stopped, hours! Do you know what time it is? You're ~ough to drive
anybody mad. Where have you been? What in the name o~~ell have you
been doing?" Persons convicted of second-degree murder ~ill,,not be
eligible for parole until they've completed ten years of theii ~tences.
Not tonight dear we're out of camembert "Don't! Don't go! Don't leave me!
Don't be cross with me! Hold me fast!" she whispered in blind frenzy, not
even knowing what she said, and clinging to him with uncanny force.
Persons convicted of either frrst or second-degree murder will not be
rmitted unescorted temporary absences or day paroles by the Parole Board
!:til they have completed all but three years of the
of their sentences. Certain weapons are already prohib1ted. Not torught
dear I can't find my glasses. He spread out his hand with a gesture, and
then he sneezed, sneezing away the flowers from his nose and his navel.
The implementation of all these measures will take time. Not tonight dear
the budgies are moulting. He laughed, half ~tter, half amused. If rele~
on parole, an offender will, of course, remam on parol~ for the ~est o_f~ ,
life. Not tonight dear my mother's got a headache. Bmdes my unagmauon s
not up to it He portrayed Mrs. Dick as an adult posse~ of rich imaginative
powers, who lived in a strange world of fantasy. As a child ~he had created
for herself a beautiful dream world, and sometimes these children never
grow up, their dream world never disappears. Not ~ght ~~ lif~ ~ too
short. Not tonight dear your hair's on fire. Not torught dear 1t s mrung.

n~-parolable ~rtion

Making love to you is like being swallowed by a giant ~nda. ~ so_und
love dwells only in a sound person (Kawabata). Not tonight dear I ve JUSt
taken a shower/found out I've got lung cancer/got a piece of food stuck
in my tooth. When glances that have been wandering at the same level of
consciousness meet, each seems to probe the other to its dt;pths (Yokomitsu).

i;

After Lady Chatterley's Lover

r

David DcFadden's nev
novel, Canadian Sunset,is
available fromBlack Doss
Press/Firefly Books.

DEUX POEMS
par Andras Petocz
ADAPTATION FRAN«;AISE PAR TIDOR PAPP
Z8r6jelvers op. 7
slh1l hajlongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l hajlongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l haJ1ongasok kli~tte, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l hajlongasok kozepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l haJ1ongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l haJ1ongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l hajlongasok k6zepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l hajlongasok klszepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l hajlongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l haJ1ongasok kiSzepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
slh1l haJ1ongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan,
sflr(1

hajlongasok
sflrQ

hajlongasok klizepette, nagyon, nagyon udvariasan 11

Poeme-Parenthese Op. 7
au milieu de frequentes rev6rences, tres, tres, tres, tres courtoisemlint,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences. tres, Ires, tres, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences, Ire&, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences, Ires, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de frequentes rev6rences, Ires, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences, tre&, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de frequentes reverences, Ires, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences, tres, tres, tres, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de frequentes revCrences, Ires, Ire&, tres, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de frequentes reverences, Ires, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement,
au milieu de f:requentes reverences, tr"es, Ires, Ires, Ires courtoisement;
de f:requentes
reverences
au milieu de f:requentes rev6rences, ~es, tres, tres, tres courtoisement 11

Z8r6jelvers op. 11

6s fejet lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a kliltli: felek a hajnali csengetestlil,
6s fej6t lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a k6ltli: felek a hajnali csenget6stlil,
felek. Uram, sz6Iott Ras-And Poet, a k6ltli: felek a hajnali csenget6stlil,

6s fej6t lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a kliltli: felek a hajnali csenget6st0l;
felek a hajnali csenget6stlil, felek, Uram,
felek a hajnali csenget6stlil, felek, Uram,
igy sz6lt a kliltli: f6lek, Uram,
felek a hajnali csengetestlil, felek, Uram,
6s fejet lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a kOltlS: f6lek a hajnali csenget6stol,
6s, fej6t lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a klilW: felek a hajnali csengetestOl,
6s fejet lehajtva sz6lott Ras-And Poet, a klilW: felek a hajnali csenget6st0l;
felek
hajnalban,
sz6Iott Ras-And Poet, a k6lt0, f6lek hajnalban, felek a csengetestOl//

Poeme-Parenthese Op. 11
et baissant sa tete ainsi parlait Ras-And Poet, le poete : j' ai peur d 'un coup de sonnette
juste avant le jour,
et baissant sa tete ainsi parlait Ras-And Poet, le poete: j'ai peur d'un coup de sonnette
juste avant le jour,
Seigneur, j'ai peur, disait Ras-And Poet, le poete: j'ai peur d'un coup de sonnette juste
avant le jour,
et baissant sa tete ainsi parlait Ras-And Poet, le poete : j' ai peur d 'un coup de sonnette
juste avant le jour,
·
j'ai peur d'un coup de sonnette juste avant le jour, Seigneur, j'ai peur,
j' ai peur d'un coup de sonnette juste avant le jour, Seigneur, j' ai peur,
ainsi parlait le poete : Seigneur, j' ai peur,
j'ai peur d'un coup de sonnette juste avantlejour, Seigneur, j'ai peur,
et inclinant sa tete ainsi parlait le poete : j 'ai peur d'un coup de sonnette juste avant le
jour,
et inclinant sa tete ainsi parlait le. poete : j'ai peur d'lDl. coup de sonnette juste avant le

jour,
et inclinant sa tete ainsi parlait le poete : j'ai peur d'lDl. coup de sonnette juste avant le
jour,
j'aipeur
juste avant le jour,
disait Ras-And Poet, le poete, j'ai peur juste avant le jour, j' ai peur d'un coup de sonnette

II

IMAGE BY ANDRAS PETOCZ
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ce lit long de douze metres n'est pas on lit, mais on bateau • un bateau ivre des liqueurs fermentees dans ~es hemispheres
vegetaux • vagingembre • que j'expulse mes orates on qu'uue lame embarque, le liqilide passe a travers les mailles et
rejoint les lames exterieures •lame liquide, lame embarquee dans on bateau (d6sormais ivre) • soit en elle-meme, soit
hors d'elle-meme • sUre d'elle-meme • tres sUre • une goupille perfectionnee • en molybdene • univers supplementaire • la terre de sept nuits blanches • pendu blanc et pendu bien • ciel • Ia foule est trop grossiere pour comprendre
les figures elliptiques • (fausses couches IIi comme fausses figures) • phare obscur, souterrain et cloacal • nenuphar •Ie
long d'one route lisse et descendante • « ayant reconquis toute perception » • les frondaisons incarnates au-dessus de
l'herbe uniforme • le bleu cielle blanc nuage le vert citron • les cirons combleurs •Ies groupes de femmes •les fouille
merdes • les enfants-luisants • les libellules electriques • en notre navigation de terre ferme • terre pleine et heureuse •
tenebres hermetiques • (aux larmes, citoyens !) • jours luisants •le bol inallinentaire •le feu follet• humait l'eau d'one
carafe d'or aminci jusqu'a Ia longueur d'onde de Ia lumiere verte •l'eau coututniere • une carafe d'eau •Ia combustion
• safranee • do cinquieme jour • ·celui des cocus • le crepitement bien do sixieme jour • celui des bicyclistes • kaka-san
et avec • precipitation momentanee ·des jours heureux • qui comme ulysse • · ou termes logios • Ia machine a sons •
la machine a peindre le ciel et la terre • (herm6tiques) • le monstre nouveau-ne dans le sang du palais vitreux. • bleu
• paul nagy cephalorgie • liqueurs fermentees dans des hemispheres vegetaux • ubu - reine • hommage a.alfred jarry •

ambiguile aubnrnienne changeante avec l'heure do soleil • le soleil noir • nne goupille perfectionnee, en molybdene •
·en molybdene les larmes • pendu blanc. et pendu bien • (( on pese done les mots )) • surfaces de nulle courbure
• le plaisir des maux • 250 000 gouttes d'huile de castor • goutte a goutte • Ie scarabe beau comme le tremblement
des mains dans l'alcoollsme. • scrables d'or • aux cirons • cirons combleurs • pbare oHactif • nenuphare • phare obscu
re, souterrain et cloacal • « nous avons horreur des histoires d'amour » • fouillemerdes • le bois d'amour • cephalorgie
•Ie monstre chasseur • « ... et meme sentimental» • llbellules electriques • « celui qui revolver» • liqueurs fermentees
dans des hemispheres vegetaux • plaisir des mots • en notre navigation de terre ferme • l'reil artificiel dans son. orbite de .
bnrgau • scandale de l'ecriture •.l'ile cyril• enfants-luisants • singuliers personnages •les plantes les plus communes •
thermometres appeles sirenes •·Ia terre heureuse, la terre pleine • et le bol inalimentaire de feu pur reprit sa route
coutumiere vers le pole do diable pluriel • et sept nuitS. blanches •· nous voguions toujours on il n'y avait pas d'eau •
entre l'aridite des _JDaisons • maree de Ia terre • la t~ire,.Jde sept nuits blanches • Ia teJTC!'"rtUi bande des muscles inter
costaux et respire vers le rythme de la.lune ; mais Ia regularite de cette respiration est· dooce,-·et peu d'hommes en sont
informes • peu d'homos sapiens • machines a faire l'ame, machines a faire l'amour patemel • un pendo blanc et un
pendu bleu • resignes aux enfers • Ia tete d'un cheval • une tete de turc • le cheval est one table tournante • Ia tete
seule • « ayant reconquis toute perfection » • nuit luisante • faustroll, tres calme, alluma one petite bougie _parfumee •

'.

TO HAVE EMBODIED HOPE
FOR MANY MEN
by Rosemary Sullivan
~...

',
,.

~

I lived with this horror: when I tumble
I go down into blood.
"El peligro"

.;..

"With Neruda in your heart, advance the

"Neruda, despite fascism, your steps stlll re$onate."

(

~--

For Chileans, Pablo Neruda has always been as much an idea as a man. His poetry was
craggy, immense; his life was public; he lived the national epic. ''To have embodied
hope for many men, even for one minute, is something unforgettable and profoundly
touching for the poet," he wrote in the closing pages of his Memoir: I Confess That I
. Have Lived, completed three days after the coup, nine days before his own death. "Here
in Chile, in the middle of enormous difficulties, a truly just society was being erected,
based on our sovereignty, our national pride, and the heroism of the best of Chile's population. On our side, on the side of the Chilean revolution, were the constitution, the
law, democracy and hope." The death of Neruda coincided with the death of that idea.
After the coup, Neruda's houses in Santiago and Valparaiso were ransacked by the mill. tary in an effort to edit his potent memory. Only the house he had built. at Isla Negra was
···not vandalized. A strange omission, since that seaside retreat embodies the spirit of Neruda, providing the title for his five-volume Memoria de Isla Negra. When Neruda's wife
· Matilde died a year ago, she willed the house to the Chilean people to be a museum to
: his memory. It cannot be visited.
H you go to the house at Isla Negra you will find the gates padlocked and a sign that
·• reads, "Closed by order of the state." A woman still tends the gardens, and keeps the
in order, but she will tell you, through the crack in the gate you are rattling-''No,
the house is prohibited."
But on the beach below you see something else. Every thin strip of fencing along the
edge of the property bears messages from the thousands who have come in the last
twelve years to visit Neruda. They have come from all parts of the world. And the rocks
on the beach have been painted with his symbols. Following the natural outlines of the
stone, one artist has drawn a clenched fist so that the hand of Pablo Neruda still rises
over his beloved sea as if with his famous words: "Yo acuso" (I accuse).
Quotation from Memoir in context:
Solitude and multitude will go on being the primary obligations of the poet in our
time. In solitude, the battle· of the surf On the Chilean coast made my life richer. I was
intrigued by and have loved passionately the battling waters and the rocks they battled
against, the teenling ocean life, the impeccable fonnation of the wandering birds, the
splendour of'the sea's foam. But I learned much more from the huge tide of lives, from
'ih.e _tenderness I saw in the. thousands of eyes watching me together. This message may
· not C:ome to all poets, but anyone who has felt it will keep it in his heart, will work
· it 'iftto his poems. To have embodied hope for many men, even for one minute, is
something uitforgettable and profoundly touching for the poet.
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THREE SIMPLE PIECES
'

by Alan Lord
SIMPLIFYING

To avoid building up unnecessary layers of Top Self, some 'itdjustment is required in the
fraction of the unbalance. To fling Reason at every corner of the world capitals of old
stone columns and conical headdresses? Hell, no! Bend and tuck, sucking in the minimum, and neglect directions at the very edge of upperdom.
The round head rotates across the total amount of steel holding everything up. Without
capitals it would be flatness. With no perimeter to wander around. The code is very specific about that. Maintains the necessary nervousness. Moves the chess pieces while you
went to the bathroom.
A greater freedom to exercise ingenuity in reinforcing the stereotypes leads to a better
life of controllable variety. Who wishes to weld different jumbles of confusion together?
There's already ample slack in the slots. And a square will roof overhead to keep you
calm. It's a bit like immediately recognizing someone you know whom you happened to ·
be thinking about several short cuts ago within any given space between clocklJ.aillds,.
likely to be dammidged.

HOW
TO RUN
When running, the user

of feet assumes control. Print to print in the blinding white
snow. The view matters in the immediately occupied area. And any description should be
. in capsules. Central memory using conventional signs. This may be permanently stored.
The basics are systematically recorded. There are four types of information: Input,
Results, Results, and Output. Language is employed to obtain this. For three reasoni: because of the complexity, because of the "ifs," and because of hardness. The smaller the
difference, the bigger the deal.
Plastics are also becoming more common in use. Legs together are not enough. Another Frenchman published a book in 1861 describing many things. For added entertain.
ment in the perfectly correct manner.
He apparently had no quantative knowledge regarding his behaviour. He built a small
boat which he exhibited in Paris. With four small round bars. Originally he was a lawyer.
He persisted to use wire rope in diverse situations.
Throughout this entire period relatively little was known. A truly pioneering effort.

ISOLATOR

Principal differences affect relationships. One will likely be governed by the more severe
of the two. With consistence leading to illogical situations lasting for very long periods
of time. This condition leads to fits. Inequality breeds inequality. One has to yield for
the other one to drive through, going directly to the Flat House.
The exterior face of the fmt is approximately equal to the laying of the blame. Hugo
will shrink and the temperature will rise. Except for those who are illustrative examples

L'espiegle comas dans Ie truant d' hal
e ,. .
la charogne pour le gras dans la s:!e te om d ~ptes lors du carosse pour Ia forme a
les frigidaires quand meme un peu ~une-Jeton au complet et la souplesse quand
l'ambre allegorique en homes-fontaine: ~lSte:s!~ les ~uto~: !'agathe distille dans
ypn .... t ensulte d apres la cerise le concert
est intact et le cadenas dans l'arete
pour 1a quanu.., du calmez-vous "d
1
tantOt
la
camera
d'entree
dans
1
.,
. d' aplomb pourvugut
ons, tant
e grave
camotte
,.
.
a ~ournalSe
qu'un
. esd mnovation dans la pente des souliers oil l'erable s'e .
•
sott peu
tremt et la bete dans le vase ainsi
que les tricycles d'observation, la mitain d'
d'autres sur Ia rouille d'eloquence
1 : ~nguent, le building d'incisions et bien
la sieste d'imprevus et surtout l:c;,:~c :; n ~ux poup6es et !'ambulance casquee et
!'helium d'usage.
g averusseurs comble de poteaux ou saigne
de
.
Nous 6tions assez avances pour. nous preoccu
couscous d'invitation la oil les arco e
per s ~sures quotque les barbiers dans le
chaise de conclusion. La personn: dansn;atres da;;~;. vm pour .la te~tacule tendre et la
a ciel ouvert d'instinct d'oeuf pour 1
:
l~t et·qUJ. deraille dans la compote
· ique extensible dans la carotte de s:!:e d'a:n prlX a cl~uette~ d'opium et la chroncataclysmes dans le han
h
.
ents ge16s d autodidactes en pension de
le siege du pionnier Etgar? otographi~ pour !'etiquette et surtout la toilette signee dans
d'hymens de guises d~ mo:~!u~u;e :::;,zd!ej.ardin d' 6cuell~s vides et le cimetiere
·er d mosaures gratuits; la chambre a gaz et
les grenouilles d'accoutrement et de
La graisse sterilisee dans 1'
pousst es e pont et Ia civiere au cas oil.
d'inanition splendide de solutio:i:r~~~!la;~~em~tsd rigi~s ainsi que coh6rente
des b6neflciaires dans la hache du sucre. Tel etait ~e~atlreqsuise d~Ic.h~: bousdcules d'abus
,
.
ms1p1 es mo emes quand
I'essai toussait dans le ventre urv
quolibets d'infu .
. po u q~e 16roston en huit copies d'exactes. La pitie en
s1ons
prOffilSes
et
le
raclSffie
dans
1
r
ill
•
vitro dans l'actualite
.
e porte.eu e d •extremes
onctions in
1
induite et Ia truite d'=~~:ea:: !~!len e~tendu ~ l'oreille d'un sourd; Ia calamite
les exclus de contour d'anomalie lors duu;:e su;;tis!:pl.~ur de diete a co~erver .pour
cartouche d'hormones d'insectes d' .
d mstruments publics. Voila Ia
de !'autre cOte dans la terre a liqui:;:e~:;
cos:uel~a ~orge_ d'6miettements charnels
? d acqulttemen~ tout a fait normaux de tristesses patent6s d'activites co oq
mmemoratives pour abreuver d etonnements 1
taudis quand 1a craque ouvre.
es

J

:e

Les robinets du magasin des formes sans Ia bad d
. ge ~ troupeau pour Ia pelouse de
contreverses a pistons de oitrine ri
poche d'eclats pour le po!son trad':n~~· ~~ve~~ s enduit pour le risque dans la
grants ajoutes pour 1'6pisode d'acne
crolS e estomac dans la piscine d'immipour la vente d'horloges pour la jou:C~:n~~~!: ~:~~e pour l'evi~ce et la ~ethadone
1 Ivons pour vorr pour lebam de parfum tordu d'ind6cis d'avions d6c .
pierre a paroles Comment v-<..:<= hielres a 1~ marge du projet du pilote dans le feu de la
·
cuuer e sentiment sans te tu d'"
~ lffimenses traces dans le
coeur du fauteuil oil le commerce des hanch
cise pour l'integrite.
es quand sous la Jupe les employes font l'exer-

of dullness.
Having greater values creates problems. The other feels like he's walking on all fours.
Queasiness traverses the entire width of the interior, dividing into two parts at the gate
between "me" and "you." For equal distribution of the bitter. With no external support. If
the gash is deep enough.
The actual distinction of being half is not that great. You become pale and short of
breath. With drasticness being considered for the worst time. The film stops here and the ·
lamp burns through the last frame. The power goes out and then starts the violent shaking.

SANS TITRE.
par Yves Boisvert
I
~ 'homme vient justement de traverser la rue

AVENTURE

MYCOLOGIQUE
par Alain-Arthur Pai-Rchaud
Nul-la victoire s'ammoncelle a grand tr6buchement
d'indiscible tromblonnement
Alors, que les propositions, d'immonde sonde
de 1' eclaboussement du tendre accoutume
la rencontre breve de 1' expansion tendencieuse
De 1' espace rassemble qui pulv6rise
1' assemblage de la d6mesure renflouee
De l'analogique, nous retrouve· aimant de l'instantanee
tentacules des maints gestes renouvelles.
Alores et alors-que les semences surrealistes
se naturalisent
notre demence urbaine et moiieme nous familiarise
l'incandescendance•...
Hibou, d'oil l'oeil qui regarde la modernite
de tout ce qui semble insistant. malmene.
Le regorgeant des sens qui m'allume, le jazz le swing
Le quatre temps qui tr6buche au double-sens qui radicelle
Le noir et le blanc,
Comme la continuite de 1' entre-comprehension
De 1' accroc du territoire qui se d6couvre
Rouge-Moins que la couleur de ce qui coule, le flux de l'ins.ipide cre~on, ~~ r~ene l'exis~c~ de l'~.surde
JOyeux, qUI. de 1 mslgnifiance a la subtilite nous . '
fait croire que 1' espace d' agir entre le temps d' en fmir
nous assimile dans l'angoisse d'etre ala substance
d'en jouir. Ainsi puisqu'il faut en rire nous allons
germiner jusqu' a 1' eteignoir de la sufflsance a en
perdre raison. ainsi, que craquant dans la betise nous
allons fustiger 1a coexistence du parasite quant a la
maniere d'aimer.

il entre a la taveme a reculons
ya d6pense de 1' argent
on suppose que ya travaille
la femme tranche a !'horizon sa lame de secours
les fayadeS eblouissent le monde qui passe
la garge se ricle et ya griche
les telephones sont en larmes
le poeme et 1' exil se vendent s6par6ment
assemblage requis
.

.

n

1a entite
grande aventure des sex shops et ~. parcometres met en vedette le recel de pieces d'id-

.
nous
de d6sirons
1' espece nous souhaitons nous voulons passer maperyus
dans 1' identique circulation .
les pronoms personnels font figure de legendes
les ascenceurs sont des trappes
le gene s'incarne dans le lexique de nos blasons
et d6clanche des bagarres pas possibles, passe minuit

m
1a marque des jeans en dit plus long que la langue d'usage

a chaque frontiere. !'argent

et les entonnoirs des visages
les bloquages
l'interrogatoire, les commandements
il faut etre pied-a-pied avec soi
et dans le rituel du retrecissement
les dialectes se multiplient et se repandent
par les culottes
les marques de culottes

a
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OSITION POLITIQUE DE LA·
JCIETE DE CONSERVATION
~ESENT, TEMPORAIREMENT
'/AI .
r Jean Dube/Philippe Cote atn Bergeron

£N 1986

Considerations superficielles et improbables
sur le monde faciste
a petit et moyen revenu:
Facisme:
Tantqu'a vouloirs
oa
Ia peau des autres,
on faudrait mieux considerer
la peau des autres,
par et definitions:
Democratic:
Tolerance comme toutes les valises a Mirabel,
comme tout les faits de l'autres.
Pure conscience virginale,
objective:
Discours economique:
Pronon~ 1a parole fiere

e
ordonc
nous inonderons le marche,
non pas cormne hermnorwgie,
ce d6sir en les donnant
et de seduction,
non Ia reversibilit6 des signes
n'aurat pas lieu:
Entre temps pas ciblag6e si direction i1 Y aura,
position i1 n'y aura pas:
Diffussion,
cormne ~on s'en fait plus,
~ra faut la peine,
~ra devlanche des signals,
administre du tetre a tetre
~
.
et fait pas du bien desormiUS,
~ra prend du temps.
Le facisme, c'est le probleme des autres,
that's what we should say and will,
havesah,
public litterature's took in ~idderati~
this mereble saint eggsist the appointment w1th sens
will be delayed:

y timing video via musik tv installation's
· spinning on pipes.
We don't care,
or is it clair?
Nous viendrons apres,
qui plus est d6sormais:

If ic, ica, entre autre.

IT MAY BE A QUESTION
OF TIME BEFORE
or

THE SHADOW OF NOTHING
WILL BEHAVE AS SUCH

by Napoleon Moffat
In the distances between everything rests a substance that ~t be ch~~ged by. any
fri ds This substance is commonly named after a part1c1patory pnnctple which I
f
o my en ·
f
·
thin to th is here
never experienced so much as in vision. The act o putting
gs ge er
.
affected by the knowledge of estrangement. Everything movc:s from, and I know .we will
never be able to move towards. It is this knowledge that brings about the expertence of
eternity. Each moment endlessly affected by the c~~ named man, ~h moment
all 1 ced at the centre of a collapsing figure. This ;clear remorse which haunts all
etem. y p a . ·-'--....ly causes a great disturbance in the .serial process. I" learned to live
.
mommgs, urums.........
with it.

LERAPPEL
par Jean-Luc Bonspiel
Je me leve tard. Obstacle majeur le l'etape. Est-ce parce que je m'eveille plusieurs fois au
cours de la nuit? A chaque reprise, voulant la revivre toute entiere a nouveau. A chaque
moment-le pr6c6dent enfm defmitivement passe-arrache a Ia certitude qu'on ne finit pas
si tOt de se vider. On remonte loin dans l'histoire. Le calme allant et revenant aux memes
rythmes. Ayant Ia gentilesse de me guider. Je me mets debout. Je le regrette ausshot Les
besoins se font sentire suivis de l'espoir de leur elimination hitive. c;a peut vous changer 1me vie du jour au lendema,in. Je me fais un chemin vers de l'eau courante. Quiremonte assez loin. Les rouages toujours presents sans raison apparente. Mobilisant le
monde entier. Puisque c'est ainsi
Rienne me plairait plus que de mourir en ce moment. J'aime bien les gens qui l'ont
fait Un ver me ronge deja le coeur. Y ajoutant au besoin les gens que l'on pense. Au lieu
d'en celebrer l'inquietude. Puisque ce ne sont au meilleur que des mots. Une verite accomplie a longue 6ch6ance. Dire que ~ra fait deja longtemps que ~ra dure. Puisque je respire encore, je mets la main devant IaJx>uche en dirigeant mon souffie vers Ies narines. Sait-on
jamais, des obstacles peuvent survenir d'une seconde a l'autre. Pour l'instant, ~ra va.
Rien ne me force plus a me croire responsable d'une quelconque situation. J'y pense
alors que je passe un long moment a contempler les elements qui composent la scene de
l'autre cote de Ia fenetre. J'y vais. Un instant d'immobilite sur le pas de Ia porte. Je me
rassure de ce qu'au dela ne se cache aucune menace. Un temps. Je risque un premier pas a
l'air libre, quelques moments encore otage de l'irmn6diat. QueUe emelle injustice envers
un innocent que dele contraindre a demeurer visible aux regards d'inconnus alors que sous
ces memes yeux on l'oblige a des compromis. A chaque retour, ma credibilite se deteriore.
Beaucoup de personnes attaquent une situation quelconque, d'emblee, sans reflechir. ll
y a peut-etre du bon dans cette flllrOn d'attaquer, considerant le fait que bien des gens n'attaquent jam~. parce qu'elles refl6chissent trop longtemps, trop unilat6ralement et se decouragent avant de faire \Ul pas.
L'etreinte de la terre me ramenant a chaque pas vers elle, me caressant sous pied, m'arrache a ·la concentration que semble devoir n6cessiter la solution a mon probleme. A cette
pensee, je m'arrete aussi net que le pennettent les circonstances. Je me ravise et je re6numere.
c;a commence et ~ra finit par la servitude. Je comprends que pour .certains, il devient tot
ou tard n6cessaire de croire en la cessation de Ia douleur d'exister. Jusqu'a ce que leur impossibilite de trancher dans le reel les rende peu enclins a supporter ne serait-ce que la
moindre des contrariet6s. Je voudrais croire .que ce qui m' en 6chappe encore recele cet
ultra-dense et unique grain d'iJ.lcertitude. Je me demande si je saurais seulement le reconnaitre. Je peux n6anmoins me permettre de le perdre de vue. Fuyant et present, j'insinuerai le drame. J'opterai pour we nouvelle methode.
Je prends place dans Wl train. Automatiquement, comme eut pu se produire une discontinuite ou un prolongement inattendu, le trajet, depuis deja suffisamment longtemps entame, d6roule de tous cotes des elements a peine differents de ceux qui s'en trouvent remplaces. QueUe n'est pas rna surprise de me retrouver parmi ceux qui ont choisi d'en faire
.autant. Aussi discretement que possible, je d6nombre les objets en cause dans cette situation donn6e. L'articulation limitee des vraisemblances empechant, de tous les pretextes
envisageables auc1m ne cadre.
Un doucereux mensonge m'eclaire les yeux, sous des paupieres closes. J'acheve a peine
l'inventaire de tout ce qui demeure perdu. Je marche le long de~ trottoirs etroits qui
bordent les rues. larges. Les segments passent sous mes pieds sans que je me rende
compte de I' effort. De temp5 a autre, je me demande si je porte un chapeau. Une fois sur
trois, lorsque j'y pense, je fige sec. Dans des situations semblables, je me dis toujours
que je dois presser le pas pour ne pas arriver en retard 1'6cole de Samba. Mes jambes
perdent alors leur poids comme si je marchais dans l'eau jusqu'au tronc. Je me pr6cipite
vers ma destination, que j'atteins beaucoup trop tOt. Je trotte sur quelques centaines des
eiivirons de -Ia porte que j'entends bientOt franchir, en me rappelant le nombre de l'annee
en cours, en composant des phrases qui l'incorporent. Je songe ensuite aux eaux inconquises.

a

Je frappe a l'heure fixee. Un hoinme que je ne connais pas encore m'acceuille et me
conduis ala cuisine. n me prie d'attendre et me quitte. Je m'assieds a une table ronde et
b~se d'ou j'apercois une horloge qui m'informe du fait que ma montre a pris trente-cinq
mmutes d'avance. Je fomle le projet de m'enfuir, pour repasser plus tard. Je viens de
comprendre que si on me recoit ici aujourd'hui, on y voile le premier geste qui culminera
parma reintegration. Le mala,ise m'agite.
Je dois m'en remettre au conventions d'il y a plusieurs ann6es, du temps oii on m'en
interdit l'acces. J'apparaitrai sans doute maladroit, mal informe des usages contemporains.
Je vois deja le d6roulement. ll entrera dans Ia piece, me mettra a l'aise et nous 6changerons des banalit6s pendant une vingtaine de minutes. Ensuite, froidement, au premier
temps mort, i1 me demandra si je lui reglerais son cas. L'6motion me conquerent, je lui
annoncerai immediatement que oui.
ll c~oisit ce mo~ent ~6c_is pour faire son apparition. Fraichement rase, peigne et cravat6, kim?no de sot~ nolle, il fume avec pr6occupation. Tout se d6roule comme prevu. Je
le remerc1e. Je le qu1tte.
·
Les graffiti en caracteres st6nographiques qui oment les murs des allees etroites et en~mbr6es enseignent les uns la comptabilit6, d'autres comment se comporter au bureau.
I entreprends ces promenades de ruelle comme j'eleverais un culte. J'eprouve un Ieger
frisson. Je m'efforce !lUSSi d'6viter les lombrics qui se trainent lentement sur Ie macadam
encore tout humide du passage d'1me pluie d'ete. Je me hate de rentrer ala maison pour y
exercer mes nouvelles attitudes. QueUe triste m6prise en perspective.
A une centaine de pas, un chien me presente la queue. Fige, i1 flxe une phis petite bete
quelques enjamb6es de ll,Ji. nne s'inquiete pas de ce que la distance entre nous s'amoindri~ Je ,m'immo~ au point dele toucher presque. Un instant pour retenir mon souffie
et JC m elance, lut enfoncant Ia pointe de mon Soulier dans I' anus. Sauf aberration mentale, les petits chiens fuient lorsqu'on leur fait violence. Je compte la-dessus.
Je .ne possede pas de vastes sommes d'argent. Aussie, je me vois souvent contraint de
menttr.

a

1 wanted nothing but· pure atr m the closed horizon, I got trouble in my
Wh
en
· the pnv
· i1eged area ofunder
verticality.
As determined men we never know what•s up m
. standability. For it is the pmpose of the next-door ~a~a ~ teach us the lessons of .li~J;'
ility. 1n this sense, trust is mainly a detached affm Wl~ the ~ed current of ctvilization. Evenings greatly influence that current by imposmg restramts on the happy darkness; by directing a light towards the lonely.
It's a waste of time to 1mderstand the J!Qpular obsession that originated in the contem~Jt
for the stain on the picture. But whatever originates by the presence of o~ ~on m
total blackness cannot be dismissed in the contempt "a la deman~ generate. Obvt~us.ly,
nothing can come out of the deserted plaza at the heart of any action. Thus.. ~uthontati~e
language is at stake. It may be a question of time before each and every obJect empties
the feeling.
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ESCARMOUCHE DE FEERIF;
MONDIALE·
par Michel Lefebvre
A la course aux tropheee de chasse
de !'experience ou des dollarde
Bienvenu
Que les etoiles brillent
Oh moment de sacre que chante en cholera
la foule rl~s epidemies
Des paF,eB ct rlP-s par,es entieres de papier chips
Il est impr~snlonant surtout majestueux
le carr,o du spectacle
quand il vogue voir le cirque
Nourris~ez

les affamcs
les clameurs la musique et la nostalgia
Fthez la lumiere et les 4toilee
Toujours le champi~non le plus ero~
pour le tunnerre et le brouhaha
Verrons-nous courser le levrier
parier sur le score a la vitesse des lapine
Taus d'une seule et unique hysteria
Epates des hurlements de taus
autant qu'aux spasmes des fusees.
Challen~er n'etait qu'un beau spectacle
pour nous qui sommes loin de ce fameux cap du Carnaval
Lee ~ens de tutus et d'amidon
J'ecoutes ta chanson ole ole Carbonneau
Il monte sur de ~rands chevaux
Pourchassant la souris dans la video
S'attaque au miroir meme de son orgueil blesse
Don Quichotte de la Pouchka
Il importe quelques fois de se rapprocher
des P.lep.ies far~ies de !'intellect
mises au ban des farces et attrapes
Pris de panique devant le tableau nair de la maitresce

Sur des paquebote remplie de Jonathan
Des mythes aux brae tatoues de fer et d'argent sterling
marqu.; J ou 4 carats
Une cargaison pleine a ras bord d'arches de poudre
et de cobalt radio-actif
Comme des cavaliers de 1' apocalypse armes jueq,u' aux a ilea
Sur un continent perdu de mea ancetres
La foule retranchee sous lee palmeraies de petards hilarnnts
Lee petits parachutes comme de petits soldats
laisnent des nuages comma de la poussiere qu'on balaye
Dans lee flots noire de la nuit eortent lee rapacee
pour que les avione prennent des photos
de la mueique de la mueique
Une mascarade de foire ludique
pour le gouvernement mondial
Des maquettes aux modeles reduite a la guerilla
Des trous noirs rejetes de la ~alaxie
a cause de leur couleur
Dee sifflets solidee pour la chasse
Tour a tour ebloui bu et rencontre sur cee rives d'eet et d'ouest
peupleee de vrillee celestes comme un eaule
dont les feuille·S pleurent
a ras ] e d~(sert erode de grand vent
Le monde entier e'eeclaffe devant tant de poueeiere
Sur la peau des savanee au son des reactes
la priere melangPe de fureur et d'Alabama
Le serpent des oasis crache le feu vital dee crotalee
afin d'y venr,er l'eternel cousin
Saute sal te
Si ton trottoir sairo1e
Battu battP.
comme av~c urt collier
Dans un pare assiege
De forts et de moutons
Il faut battre le fer exactement
quand il est chaud
Ilion voisin
Si je lui raconte tout 11 saura
Si je lui dis tout il m'aidera
Il existe a n'en pas douter
beaucolJp de refup.:ies
Pour nous c'est evident
Qu'on me fouille sl je mens
Qu'on me poursuive si je fule
Je resterai bien cache
pour informer les inities
Je · £mural tou jnura ou vous trouver
Afin de voue devoiler tout ~a

lei on ~·esquinte pour juotifier
dPn commentaires
pt·och.en de la j'llousie

av~c

l•s Cache r~~ rna place,,,j'etais la le premier
Sur den mon U cu 1 '!B de me tal scrap
Lc flcuve coule en a~al pour la poesie de masse
Sea rnflnts couverts de t~tes
bercent la lumiere qui nous delate en plcine face
Toutes les minutes font pleuvoi~ des secondes d'dternitci,
pour l'oeil ebloui
Les paranolF• de Noel iJ.Juminent 1~ ciel de ca.de'iux
qui ne r.ont pao·nu beurre
Des boulcs de feu eclatent comme des vltrines
l'I'J l:mF::wt:- insul tant
Sur la 1wau insnnnibilisee par l'abondance
et la ris~n den caprices
ce rtlyaolmP nst encore puisr.ant et si fanlnsque
que sa f"'lPur nous P.leve au rang des espri!.s
r..~ club de chasr,e des pompiers a ·'c'sart
~. c.u:etne
.
.
u
e• cil

p1ur que ces incantations prot•~ent la ville rlu cicl
Le rnvltnillnmnnt conniste l d~clnmer ITSASA
Et oui le monrle emhnrque
On le chnt~uille on le m'lracas
tiP. noolvt>lles var:ues et de tempprament
C'Pst. la rt:volution ecrite au neon
dans ],, vitrine du ~oiffeur unisexe
Ln paradP. pnnne pour l"s re~ards curieux
de !'inquisition mn.p,nlfique
L'armee a triomphe de la ~uerre
Ce the~trn rait sourire lPs cliches
Y'en a tellement de pa~es
Des flechcs r.ont tire:es pour que 1 es b oucl1ers
·
boup,eut
c&te cour c8te Jardin
Len statistlquen de chartres
Le spleen national
Un bard par lequel on rentre
l'aulre par lequel on sort
Les rlrtonateurs tentent le dernier saut
pour que ce site enchanteur et interdlt
mnlgre le nol.r de monde
faB«<' diver ton espP.ce par le salut des art ificiers
Voll~ pour ln fin du bal Cendrilloh
Le pnrapluie de la lumiere eplendide
LP feu E'e r;~pproche 11 te brule
Il t 'acheve comme une apotMose de lumiere divioee
Pour que lea petits enfants ramassent lee
bouteilles
Sous la carcasse du pont Jacques Cartier
Mon Jean-BapHste
Ton mal chnn~e de place
En autant que e'arrachent lee clotures
et que se bolt l'elexir des bebes
le lalt boucle
·L'horlo~e Molson sonne l'heure du u.lae

La r,uerre des P.toilee

•·

le rlur fr imas

lore rl'une bnllade de masse au Pied du Courant
pres du monument pendu de patriotes
L'anclen entrep8t de la SAQ
Encore leo hP.licopteree
Tout de suite aprl!o 45 minutes de feux d'artlfic~s
Ta memoire apprend a oublier
F.:n autnnt qu'apcoure la foule au bapt~me
tu es cRpnble de reF,arder le monde en face
perche sur ta Notre-Dame
Oubl ie pas ta loi pour la protec.tion
ta pierre pourrait e'ecaler
Profite de la foule avec toi quand
tu marches
o'est p!us facile pour lee done
Souviens-toi Jean-Baptiste
que le cheveu prise PORne dans le vent
Quand il tombe on le lave
Quanrt 11 dort on le coupe
51 tu te frottes le cr~ne 11 sera chauve
r.orflflUe la clRmeur aura couve l'ocuf
on le rompera
pour qu. accouche batard .. un nouveau chef
loin de ta mrmolre et de ta sachristie
Au Palais de t es nom breux detours
,
planent

les vautours
Lorsque tu iras sans qu'on te seconde
faire ta toilette
Tu verrar. dans cette boule de crystal
qu'il n'y a point a qui parler
qui ne solt fructre de plein droit
par qui se dolt

/Li!P{J!L
Michel Lefebvre 1J86
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by JAMES GRAY

ONE
. TO

And in reply to ete.rnal circumstances
and the insiue being striped bare

MANY

COUP

DE

by

GRASP

bricoleurs

et.al.

All

the

men

are done with,the age of man remains
skulls
litter even every climate

After straping her(e) with realitny
Imagin
it is not a good way
to get buy but it is
a way to keep a thing
going BUT JUST TRY
AND
STOP·

lf})@Stos

TO ORIGINATE
IS CAREFUI.LY
PATIENTLT AND
UNDERS'lANDABLY
to oombine
p
0
E

ELLUL
What
a
dirty
Joke to leave everybody

What a way to begin a romance
1
Chance
omblnatlon.

·r~

or ~~

on (y )our SOLO
trick
p

expect her •••
·
She doth teeter and fly
for him all

into infinite
t rna

tangles of

IT MAKES YOU

ANALE~TIC

self constraint
1pat1on

it

81!1

DES CURIOSIT~S VAGUEMNT IMPUDIQUES.

LEAVES YOU
nervous
dry;
mouthed
decisive but vndecided
hearing
voices
in

,.,ID

DIS GUISE of selfknowledge
seeing
illusions
of
romantic
vision
and
the
pretention
of
origin and unquestioned
first-causes.

,.,"':II
,.0
c

0
0

c

..
....•

k.

~

N

Q.

ONE
w

LEFT

She lov,r Jim for what he was

BUT

u~~s
US fiers

FOUND AS
one

MANsLAUGHTER
livlng in an invenrted comma

1

of e wor d

An aspect of this lendscep·e concern is to do
with the removal of personality from the
picture,. but some find this humorless.

re treit
. ply

1
·•••• 8 n

OPERAti"Ye

!! •..•••••••••••••••
stagnation. No

th~t ••••. i

t;.

takes

endofertllization,

or1.e

Q
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t:.c>

l<now

Q

one"

(Everything becomes land ~cape
"'~
nlwrtys-alr~ady
are
iindivjdunls

[from]

the final
the safety

innumerable

J rear por t

changes,
9

Jane's father is Fred.
He is giving a pep-talk
To himself in front of the mirror.

TIME AND TIDE
by D. C. Robertson

We're losing more money Shit
No one cares No one wants to know
My wife is: earmarked
dead
a nuclear regulator
a cartoon character
Vaporised
No body

AND

TIME

what sort of food does she eat?
how does she cross her legs when she sleeps?
Remark on any odd. conspicuous phys1cal

LADING
A concrete lading was erected
around the rim of Lake Michigan
in order to protect the outlying
towns and cities from violent
tidal waves.
The lading is
ten feet tall.
fifteen feet
wide, and contains 450 tons
of steel and 3,500 tons of
concrete·.

I fell in love during wartime.
all giddy all over!
The radio:

Frank is a young sailor.

TWO-LINE

Pre-Authorized

ENTRY

tune

If only Jane could see this. What can I
do to explain my actions to ner {?>
feel as Thoagh another Has committed them
can)

time

rythm

At night the waves crash up in white spermy jettisons
Sailor's toss of their caps to the ladies
Jane wore scrap metal for
earings It was a new
fashion
rage.
Frank
hated it.
There isn't
enough of that stuff
to go around. "I believe
in peace.• Jane said.
Frank thought to himself,
"What a
sweet
dove•
or
"Oh
brother
what
a dumb bitch" or he
thought about sex

(Mostly coming
at the most innopor

space
a grey concrete lading separates
us from the lake the brash

water

EXPLAIN

placed at The edge of the lake crashes against

tide

More abbreviations He used abbreviations
to explain mundane things It was a
System of coding his life It was boring
A GIMICK!

It was her
I have a highway in
every town a tattoo
to explain everything
i've ever felt. "Run
your hands up and down
all over me" Frank said.

A girl with white flesh

E
X
p

There is a conspicuous reason for
arr-Qflhis actions which in turn
his character. Not many people
A
can understand why he does
( I ) the things he does. He is an odd
L

N

Mo

--:.::-::-:::::.·::-:..:Why

j;:-~oe.s_:~.·~ ~/s?l"
he

imagining his funeral:
"A true patriot, he
enjoyed his life in
the gutter Made flags

:~
~'

CHARACTER

(I'm leaying anyway

Explain how the water hits the lading

l§. this just another gimmick?

These headaches keep coming or going

Fred:

metal.

He sorts through his mail:

Payment:------~-

I can feel your eyes over
me when you're away from me
you leave pounding, thrattling
-Jane
A large cement ldding

C h i l. d r e . n !
Save yo~r s c r a p
Win b i q P r i . z e s !

lt's a cold summer mcrning
Frank sits on the lading
and rubs his hands over
his ··crewcut.
The water
is
especially
violent
and
Frank
feels
like
a character in one of
those old novels where
nature reflects ::he inner
turmoil of man.

ON LEAVE
Every six weeks, the sailors
are on leave.
They ~nter
a new city with approximately
$4~0 to spend within a period
of four to six days.

-

Now we're at war again and I\fe,.,

II'~~ ~

1~

.::t?.l!

,iJ.___ ,,
~~
-~··.~

She hasn t seen F e<i'"s"·e~i.'s in 4 years.
/
.) \ ~\ ..1.._ She only sees the. newspaper or the TV.
'It J ~ ~ '~·(3\Fred is always immersed in the media.
,. ,.._. i_~ _.
"I must always be informed. A lot of
,;:~:- ~t:}_.1 ~. ~)')'things are happening in the world today, •
!]'-~
~ j,·' Fred says.

Fred's wife is M a r i e .

.J:,&

TWO

The sailors are coming into town Ratty green gunny sacks slung over
their shoulders and heads of hair like chin bristles
Jane masterbates in her room. This room
is incredibly white and clean. Jane is
proud of her room. She isn't thinking
about thet (her pride?)(her room?) now ...
Jane looks out her window.

Marie: l<hen you ignore the
appearance of my flesh. I really
aa quite beautiful. No one
can touch me. My skin falls off
very easily.

~
· _.

FRED

•

YOU
~GOTIST
WE'RE AT WAR HERE.
Set aside

scrap metal for. armament

What decade is.it? -she wonders

Small black fissures
appear in the
concrete lading.
Years of water
having thrashed.the
surface now finally
tell.

a "peep-hole" ln
watches her repants and lead
Fred is having a
excitement
unbearable.

pressure eoint
Fred
I- do
he wonders.
Fred brings construction tools
up to Jane's r0011 while she and
her mother dre away. He installs
a remote camera in Jane's room.
the
lense
aimed
at
her

The lading is a necessitY in this town.
No one wants to be reminded of the lake.
Jane's mother is a nuclear regulator. She is always in the hospital
and because of this does not realize that Jane is dating many sailors.
Her mother thinks that Jane is only dating Frank and finds Frank to be
a fine. young man. Jane's mother does not mind the contraceptive
devices she found in Jane's bureau. Her mother only worries about
how many layers of skin she has left.

~ed Marie lies on the bed her

The end of the
legs rising and kicking "If I had
world
lived in Hiroshima after the
is
bombing, I would be judged very beautiful,"
more
No one has touched Marie in 4 years
revealing
She hasn't even touched herself.
than how we make it end

No~ing has changed here.
It's the same ritual.
Frank still uses too many abbreviations and spends dll
of his leave sitting out on the lading, ··staring out at
the lake.

Jane is ·having sex with another sailor
We do noe know his name and we aren't
·sure wny Jane is with him Cas a
specific "him">.

Her head bent into the mattress
·staring at a tattoo of a lizard
wrapping itself around a sword •.•

Where did you get

No

Fred has reached a decision: He will join up with
the others, letting his beard grow, searching for
scrap metal.
._
Frank is sitting
illaqining Jane's
voice is like (
(

on the lading,
voice. Her
) molasses
) slow pain

·
__,--(

-~

~ ~~,/
~ I
--e..

" " :ij
,..;;.
· ~ - ..,;:...__ ~

~~-~

that?

'

This is what acauires the men. and their time.
They are stolen by the allure of exotic'

Frank's mind wanders back to a few decades earlier when he was an even
younger sailer ...

Body
Wheres

I grew up in a hurry
They mad me
K i l. l.
a man
in a foreign country

So what are we doing in chicago?
When do we get
????????

YOU

to go to
Educational
disease

It's all my fault
I continued it
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(Nobody started it nowhere.
Now it's here (everywhere) and I'm involved)

..,

I

II

I

NO LESS THAN EVER
by R. J. Ferrelli
Human beings are essentially alone among species
mUIIlluring things they'd rather hear themselves
in their freedom to engage in sex all the time
to people they'd rather live without
[(h)em-b-lin 'stor-es 'lit 'niln]
irrespective of reproductive considerations
or seasonal changes
bring a gal home & pound on her bones,
wake up the next day with mouth-full-of-thoughts,
"hi"
... to cheer a woman at sexUill coitus is a matter of vigil,
''Because the woman can never give you ...."
·
[in-'vel-ep 'me with ak-yu-'za-shenz]
thoughts of ex-lovers echo off a distant wall of experience
they're all long ago, far away now ...
"Men have a way of taking things ··· "
degenerate your heart, smile and curl
I remind them they're still a part of my past
and I'm still
" ... taking things seriously rather than tragically."
and I'm still a part of theirs

attachment is essentially an addictive phenomenon.
''Because the woman can never give you ... "pictures of
them & put them above my bed as each one is confronted
& eventually conquered like the trophy room of an
arrogant safariman
,
.. ,
[in-'vel-ep 'me with i-'pif-e-nez. sav-lJ tok]
''Because the woman can nev~ give you what you wanL..."
compromise my interest in personality
& intellect for the sweat. twitch & gnmt of a good fuck
"Man is always more muddled than a woman."
I met one of his girlfriends and I joked with him about
sharing her. It was great because at the jazz bar I
held her hand, occasionally kissed her with him across
the table: no jealousy registered. We got back to his
apartment and when imminent entry became apparent
(irrespective of reproductive considerations or seasonal
changes) he walked her home-as if to acknow_ledge my
achievement without having me reap the bounties of my
flirtations: nothing was said, there was no conflict
between us.
(The biochemical switchboard of the
hypopituitary system clearly is critical
to.htiman bonding.)
"You will always be trying to dominate yourself,"
with mouth-full-of-thoughts,
·1li"

I could read to her and she could sing to me,
I could belch and eat scrambled eggs at 3 a.m. with her
(... women are delight. splendour, unrivalled fortune of
the house and above all, worthy of adoration).
Still, I could use an evening of moral decay
''Because the woman can never give·you what you want ..• "
glancing at her, her glancing at you,
both guilty, both silently happY
Delight of sight
Attachment of heart
Constant contemplation of the beloved
-thoughts of ex-lovers echo off a distant wall of experience-

['smel 'yor 'haer 'lin 'mi 'pil-o,
'fel 'mu 'chest 'lin 'yor 'bak]
Sometimes I think maybe you want an ilhlsive one
that is all the memories, the good memories
Attaclunent of heart
Constant contemplation of the beloved
the sweet eye-glances-glancing at her, her glancing at
you, both guilty, both knowing it, both silently happyOur brains have developed more complex thoughts and
feelings associated with the act of sex. the tender
clasping of bands, talks, late-night talks, perhaps you
combine all these and yearn for them so that you're not
wanting her per se ''Because the woman can never give you
what you want ..."but the rosy memories and hopes and
desires of her
I could read to her and she could sing to me,
I could belch and eat scrambled eggs at 3 a.m. with her
with mouth-full-of-thoughts,
"hi"
you want an illusive one, not the woman but womanness
Constant contemplation of the beloved

"Because the woman can 111!1/er give you what you want,
you make yourself out to be a martyr."
[(h)em-b-lin 'stor-es 'lit 'nlln.
i-'pif-e-nez, 'sav-ij 'tok]
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Been staring at a cutebeauty, petite young girl (5'2")she's reading a romantic novel, her pink tongue rolling
over her teeth (just ate an apple. Eve-like) ... blondish
red hair, blue eyes and a beautymark just beneath her
left eye; lips pink, shinymoist, full and tenderly curledwhere's she going? I've yet to know. She could get off
anywhere for all I know. I've got to know her name, where
she's going. Wearing a V-opened shirt (innocently sexy)
under a baggy blue sweatshirt (Oh, Imagination!) and baggy
green army pants ... what? 167 187 ... who knows? Sweet sad
blue eyes wisped with curling lashes, sitting two seats in
front of me. I've only said a cordial "hi" when she got
on. My eyes walk her alone across the park in sununer, my
eyes kiss her softly on the neck. my eyes sit her under a
tree, my eyes quietly make love to her. What does her
voice soUnd like? ... she's yet to speak a word, a thought,
(Oh, Imagination!)
Her mother greeted her when she got off.

Source material for "No Less Than Ever":
From Hooked on Love by Ruth Winter and Kathleen McAuliffe:·
"Human beings are essentially alone among species in their freedom to engage in sex
all the time, irrespective of reproductive considerations or seasonal changes."
''The biochemical switchboard of the hypopituitary system clearly is critical to human
bonding."
"Our brains have developed more complex thoughts and feelings associated with the
act of sex."
From Indian Sexology by Khazan Chand:
" •.• to cheer a woman at sexual coitus is a matter of vigil."
"(the stages of love in ascending order): Delight of sight. Attaclunent of heart,
Constant contemplation of the beloved...."
" ... women are delight, splendour, unrivalled fortune of the house and above all,
worthy of adoration."
from The World ofSex by Henry Miller:
"Man is always more muddled than a woman. ... Men have a way of taking things
seriously rather than tragically."

From Sexus by Henry Miller:
''Because the woman can never give you w~ you want, you make yourself out to be a
martyr."
"(.•. to dominate someone else doesn't inerest you), you will always be tiying to
dominate yourself."
Also

"Nothing V: May 23, 1983-Jan.l4, 1984" by R.I. Ferrelli
"Nothing VI: Jan. 16, 1984-?" by R.I. Ferrelli
The Third Mind by WilliamS. Bmroughs and Brion Gysin
(thanks, Tom)

.!

A LOT OF THINGS ADDED UP
by Joanna Gunderson
His wife, he seems to want her to take everything. His psychiatrist told him in the
beginning: get a lawyer, get a lawyer.
I could get a lawyer but should I make that sort of investment'? Perhaps I should be
buying things for myself. Perhaps I should get myself a skirt.
I was telling my psychiatrist. She said it wasn't clear enough for her to understand.
Can you doubt his wife is wrong'?
Now he has this confidante. I said: You found someone else. Go with her. Go with her!
Do you know what I mean'? It's as if you bought a new Cadillac and drove it up to me
and said: See, stupid, see my new Cadillac, there!
I want to write from no particular place at no particular time. Did you see those films'?
The camera moved back and forth over a table, a sto:ne, a ruler. There was a beautiful
brownish colom over the whole thing.
I want to do something like this: a dialogue between a man, a woman, the walls of a
room.
The pale walls.
At first I wanted to work.
In another a coffin was pulled through the streets by a camel. The gait of the camel
was beautiful.
The open coffin, the trees without branches, the clock without hands.
I wonder why she asked us to the publication party. She knows I don't like her work.
You'd think with all the acclaim she's gotten-but she's really very unsme.
I ended by not going to the shower.
They seem to be going ahead with it. I thought of buying something Mexican, some
. of those kitchen towels.
I haven't seen very much of my uncle. My mother told him about needing money. I
asked my mother for money but she's like an ostrich widl her head in the sand.
I could never marry, just someone around to be a father to the kid sometimes.
The thought that there might be something wrong, that I might not ~ able to have
kids.
I finally went to my uncle for money for therapy. I said to him: Look this is the time
in my life when I need money for clothes, for travel. He gave me a shoe store.
It's entailed, it's mortgaged.
I'm reading a book on the Sufis. There is a chapter: "Elephants in the Dark." They
believe in arriving at conclusions through other ways than thinking.
A friend of mine writes Sufi poetry. His family's worried about him. His father owns
Hemps. The people he knows-this girl. I think he attracts these people to him. She just
went downhill. She was smoking. She took his money for heroin. He was on for a while.
She finally killed herself. I think he shies away from attachments to some extent. . -

The_lawyer's very nemotic. A lot depends on how he is feeling.
All1t could mean to us. I tried to make my mother understand.
~y called in a specialist but Bert's lawyer didn't like him. He put his glass down on
a brief. It left a ring. So they decided not to use him. He may be the only one-A fortune .
. It's strange at this _critic~ ~e: members of Bert's family are starting to turn to him,
his brother has been m an mstitution for years, he turned up in his apartment.
He asked me about the whirling dervishes in the Bible. He talked with Bert for h
B~rt had to call the institution to come and take him back. He used words like a o:s~
os1s, apocalypse.
po e
When he was rune he was in a c~ accident. Before that he was a little ~ithdrawn
afterwards he was paranoid. They had to commit him.
'
I think it's good that Bert'.s family are turning to him.
I don't know what will happen about the bronzes.
We may split up at any moment.
I .couldn't li~e wi~ myself if my doing something could make a difference. After all 1
am mvolved w1th this guy.

[PAT A]PH(Y)SICS
by John Berndt
"Man ... man ... you just gotta... you got to ....
I'm gonna...you ...take it apart... "
-a derelict in Waterville, Maine.
[PATA]PH(Y)SICS:SCIS(X)HP[ATAP]

Introduction/ solutions to "informational"
problems.
(X) GIVEN

:4=singularity, 5=plurality,6=infinity
ALTERNATE GIVEN

:4=singularity, 5=singularity, 6=infinity
Yes, I went to the showing. It wasn't much good. Still I was glad I went. I met someone
I hadn'~ seen in a long time. He told me about WAT.
The ffim was well just embarrassing. It was an erect penis. It could have been interesting in some context but just it in itself....
H I could sell the store.
There's no one else. Bert stopped seeing everyone when he got the divorce. He left
her with the whole collection.
He left her in possession.
He already has a bank loan, to pay the alimony.
. His kids say: Come when she's out, we'll let you in.
I know a girl, she took bacon. English muffins, butter, milk and coffee, all fresh, and
she made the most terrible breakfest. I thought to myself: I love this girl but this girl
hates life.
Argent and pearls. Argent and pearls are spun between us.
I must have had five lnindred dollars worth of lingerie in my hands and no one came in
or said anything.
'
I feel that things are hard for me now.
When a man's heart is broken.
Growing up next to the Brooklyn Museum. the Brooklyn Public Library, but it's all
changed now.
The mahogany desk/The smell of cedar(l'he afternoon window.
A feeling of desolation.
Everything was over then.
The windows are covered(l'he mirrors covered.
I never thought of it but you're right.
Those are symbols of death.
He was doomed really, my father. I'll have a drink but it must be a very short one.
Strained his heart as a child. He died when he was only forty, after supper, just a few
days after we'd moved.
I was just beginning to feel that I didn't necessarily like my parents.
His mother and father coddled him, wouldn't let him play in the street. It's a miracle
he got so far, had a family of his own. .
We lived in the same town. my mother wouldn't let us see them much.
My grandfather gave up his business when he died. Just didn't feel like going on, he
said.
They wish my brother well but they won't be at the wedding.
The day he died I was particularly bad. They wanted me to leave my dog in the house
we were leaving for the night. I think it was the strain. his doing well, moving back to
the city to a nicer place. I insisted the dog come with us that night. I made a big fussand she came. I feel guilty about that and about not being sure I loved them.
So close I haven't really experienced them.
Not so different-the funeral was the same day, into the ground, there was something
white around his head.
The death I experienced most was when my dog died. I feel so free without him.
I've made my decision. I want to marry him but he ;still hasn't made his.
His kids say: Come when she's out-we'll let you fu.
He has doctor's bills, psychiatrist's bills.
So much depends on the lawyer. He doesn't have money. One lawyer wants some of
the bronzes as payment.
We might split up at any moment.
So much depends on his having the money now. I ·would hate myself when it could
mean so much to both of us.

1+2+3+1+2=6
1+2+3=4
1+2+3+ 1=5
1=reading this "information"
2=reiterating this information to someone else
at a later date.
3=1 +2+all exceptions to the catagory of "information"
(Y)GIVEN

·

:4=singularity, 5=plurality, 6=infinity
A~TERNATE GIVEN

:4=singularity, 5=singularity, 6=infinity
1+2=4 1+2+1=5 1+2+1+2=6
1=reiterating this information to someo11e else
at a later date.
2=all exceptions to the, catagory of "information"

THE RUBBER BAND
by Susan Parker
. Mommy, mommy why am I nmning around in circles
_where the pussy willows meow and the dogwoods b k bo
· andthe · k"
ar
wwowwow
cnc JOgs but does not run dry'?-asks
~ ~-ti-est little rutabaga in all 0 ' Dogpatch
nnsmg out the undies in the upstairs sink
thinking "abstinence makes the heart grow fonder
~ my herring boxes without topses" walk away from me
mto that dark, elastic sea.
The sea, you see,

but the shoes keep walking away from me.

Enter me doggie style-that is, you sit up and beg
and I'll roll over and play dead screamingshut up kid or I'll nail your other foot to the floor
where yom old man jerked off in a petunia pot
and raised a blooming idiot.
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IT'S JUST A STORY
by George Chambers

.

whereas: what we want(ed) is a dance
with the Dogribs, all the black night
the chums in band, trafflC of bodies
pounding, hand drums, women and men
and such little ones, the children

the enchiladas failed us!
the raw flour totillu
sank. sank (no, I said to her
do not throw them out

(wch is a fair translation .
of"freedom
''yellow ribbons
& other pieties
of recent note
(take it where you can get it
if you've got it right
itisyoms
you will let that thing
Mg you, that slipped out
of sight, mind

and meat, mostly, Chew. caribou chunks
with ''thick slices of lard"

so today cut them open
& scooped out the beans
&fried meat

when was it, where was I dancing
when I acknowledged the incredible softness of
woman. who was it

wish you were here!

HAIL DOGRlBI

& speaking "only in Dogrib, Chief Joe
Miquie" will:
.

slice the avocado thin, she says
put mayonaisse on the toast

Thank the Tribe for its labours
Hail them

r

r

Thank God for His bounty of food
andfun

:: · , Thank God for keeping us, our
families, this year, safe"
I have been in the woods with the dogs slopping along in the January thaw, in the path
as the dogs track what I carmot sense: beaver, muskrat, raccoon, fox
they circle and circle, nose to the text! a grey, wet day, overcast
a car without a muftler sputtering along the Cleek road

you will stop harping
upon it with harpoon
bar bar, you luu-been

YOU IS ARE
youvf!_!b
Jan29, Thmsday
waiting for the Joad
of horse-shit to arrive
we take down a section
of the ganien fence
delicious tomatoes in July
peas, spinach, some com
news from Stefan Grappelli-forget
what you are playing/repeat the fault
tky with the wind-take things as they go
if I had to play what was written down,
it would bore me to deatb/repeat the fault

ASSIMILATION BEFALLS THE DOGRJBS
(after the ceremonial dance they drove off
on their ·shiny ski-mobiles

let jazz be my metaphor
let the stumble continue

& my father is born in Salem. Massachusetts
in June of '92 and went forth

2:40pm, Charlie Green Thumb Hatslibarger
has arrived with a load of excellent,
very fine, nicely degraded horse manure .

and made his fortune and retired
to Falmouth, Massachusetts
where he now resides
by the sea, by the sea
we are alright
physically and mentally
just let us out
get back to chasin women

Our Father, who art on earth
demanding the doctors tell him

the fastest way out of here
& recmds that news
in his journal, the hand
steady, and graceful

underlining twice

massive strok
Daddy! Daddy!
What do you have
behind your back?

resist

resistant narr
ative, gnan:
ative, the m1es are
now, human

fur-trapping •.. not quite accurate
one traps an animal. say, raccoon
a fur-bearing animal, and one,
if said fur-bearer has not bled
to death attempting to rip its
foot free, bats the creature
to shatter its skull, and then
one
the trap and skins
the
a few deft cuts
of the knife, strip the skin off:
the face of the body the legs the tail
come off as one piece and toss the
red corpse aside, tiny circles of fur
above the paws, otherwise a skinned
carcass (those strong teeth evident,
shut tight in death, that ridiculous
nt tail that alive had been so fancy

SJirlnb

creatute,

in his pick-up trick-we back it down
to the vegetable garden and shovel & forlc
it out, the wife climbs up on the load
& forks it toward us, with a few special forkfuls
directed at me (my delight is in the shit
I throw, she says), at my very person
Charlie takes a few loads on his wheel-bu:row
to spead on the wife's flower beds,
strawbelry patch (Charlie's a retired t:ruclcer,
made the Peoria-Omaha nm for 35 years

Sgt. John McKeel, the stiff Marine says
measuring his words, his eyes watching closely

Gentlemen: our ftmction is to chasen women
How else would know
we love them
how else would we know'l
FebruuyOne
N"meteen Eighty One
One ohwlro
Tlllght me the munbers
The months The days
What wme the confusions
Sunday February One
Who are the ladies
Who straightened me out
Miss I..iDnehan Miss MacNamara
Miss '1 Did I think the days
Wme mine own extremities so that,
like my daughter visiting my shack
in Butte des Mortes would count
off the days 'of her stay, figure
she would, as she said, go home on her thumb?
Miss (almost have it, there, on the tip,
Miss Miss oh you are big and blonde and soft
Miss curly hair sweet voice, so 111!111'

(not
a choice
faith it will
cohere if
lam faithful, faithful
''I'd like to say hi
to everybody at home
who cares for me." Tyrone Biggs

a flicker glides in
lighls upon the waving branch
of the hackberry, still slill
checking it out, then grooming his
handsome winter smoking jacket
a field sparrow alights upon a nearby
twig, does not admDe said flicker,
said dappec in his red cap, his uppi~ beak
rushes him is repelled rushes again :
as more troops mive from thew~
makealife to mffle said intruder who: · ,
thinking better of such leisure, takes ·
off

in lieu of human contact,
tee vee, contact from the
neck up. specifically
the eyes,.eye to eye
"we'llbeok
says the US Marine (fonner guest of Iran
''when they let us
"out of here
"to chase the women

one incll mixed anow/Iain overnight
another inch same predicted today
as a cold front approaches from the NW
7:24am, +34F, low oVercast, wind SB 6

insert: JOHN D. MCKEEL Jr.: I don't know
how the rwnor got out about some of us
· hostages supposed to be suffering from
some mental condition. But I feel from
the people I've talked to since my stay
here at West point that we're all all
right. And as soon as they let us get
home so-especially the marines-we
can get back to chasing women, it's
going to be perfecL We are all all right,
physically and mentally.

NYT,Im/81
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TALES OF COB THE PIRATE
or IF WORDS MUST BE SIGNS, I-IV

by Mark Polizzotti
COBTRAVELSTHROUGHSM«TY
Erase mind erasing colour. White dog eating bone in snowstorm: this is Cob. In this
city of light he senses a growing awakening to the sensation of loss. In solitude do we
pursue our most subtle reasoning, and by virtue of this we are all petty men, groping to
fmd our hole in a smooth wall without pretension. Along the hotel decks he prowls for
the slightest information of afternoon riots, but all is in siesta now and only the magpies and church gargoyles find time to chatter. Then behind the wall that separates man
from sea, man from river, man from sidewalk, there, under the absent trodding of feet her
perceives the gremlin who is our desires. Leeringly <;:ob is called to, and readily he fol~~.

i

Along the night-encrusted walkways the gremlin takes Cob to the city docks (but there
are no docks in this city, how can this be?) and ruins to show him, with a triumphant
flourish of his right hand and especially of the last ·two fingers-which are slightly
wrinkled and yellowish-the most significant achievement one can boast to date. Cob
stares, but can see only a ragged vessel slipping across the second-hand waters toward a
moss-eaten grotto. The obvious symbolism of this escapes him, and he fmds himself
once more in the city, but all is so dark that he cannot see the sidewalk at his feet.
In vain does he escape to the country, the green hills only recall cars of light, the
fields are so many fruit and vegetable stands under the arcades of the Boulevard. Skulking
around the backalleys of this dream he looks for the motor mechanism of his phantasma,
but even the images themselves have not been presented to him. The suggestion is what
matters, leaving traces of doubt on which to build faulty foundations. In all of this a desire to wind time down into its smallest integral components. But the mechanism is
rusted and his nightmares will not run smoothly tonight.
Cob confined to bed. The darkness becomes a room, walls conspire, the furniture lies
in wait. Sweat like the noise of heaven bursts into his body's silence. All is turmoil, the
metamorphosis of the brow into a gluey mass, the sickness that accompanies all excursions into the land of self-denial. Cob lights a cigarette, pleased with this avoidance of
his best interests. The smoke catches in the ceiling panels and begins to crowd in the
space. Tempers grow worse, fighting becomes comni.on and mothers leave their children
to be eaten by wild-eyed beggars. Pederasty runs rampant. Cob throws a stone through
the jammed window, but only rats pour in from the furnace outside. They Cross themselves and stare at the ceiling. We believe they are crying.

METAPHYSICAL
TELEPATHIC ACTIVITY
by Andrzej Dudek-Dorer
Andrzej Dudek-Durer believes that he is the reincarnation of Albrecht Durer. He works out
of Warsaw, Poland. His arts activities include painting, graphics, photography, fme artsmusic, action, environment, metaphysical-telepathic activity. Andrzej Dudek-Durer's
works are in national and private collections in Poland, the U.S.A., Canada, Brazil,
Spain, Italy, France, England, West Germany, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Sweden,
Austria, Belgium, Holland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Portugal, Argentina, Australia, Denmark, Finland, Ireland,. Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, Uruguay, Japan, Mexico and
the Philippines. In this particular piece Durer is involved in a metaphysical-telepathic
installation in West Berlin. At first, the artist waits while preparing for a metaphysicaltelepathic communication. Later he attempts a metaphysical-telepathic communication
through dreams.

COB IN THE CITY
All these similarities confused him, he preferred difference, or stronger likenesses. When
he was alone it became an occasion to turn on the neon-then they would know, and
would they be sorry later! Nothing was open, the area circulated nonetheless. From here
to there, from there to here.•..
Cob crosses over to the difficult side, ripping faces as he goes, burying them under
the cobblestones. But he was so tired of all that-you can twist the same knife into the
same throat only so many times before it loses its q-'avour. Then comes the problem of
having to use your imagination-better to leave the "-'hole thing alone. So: take the bus
to another quarter, fold up accoutrements in pocket, razors, burning matches, long
thumbtacks, rusty syringe-and hop the next available transport to virgin country, there
to bury your face in ~sorted refuse and lop off an erotic organ or two.
At three in the morning everything changes. Cob shaves his head, cuts his nails, removes his underwear, draws lipstick lines on his chest and buttocks, puts on his heavy
construction boots and pulls the bed to the window. A rope made of old oilcloths and
tincan lids gets him out and down, the burns on his wrists mix with the scars inflicted
by self and others. Once in the alley he dances for the remaining mosquitoes to sting his
testicles-and then away! He has become the flashing carcass of his past, with no one to
reproach and no reproaches to make.
It is the hour of flying lizards. They choke the street and all who dare cross their path.
Cob stands among them like an infected scar under the eye. He doesn't know what to do
with his hands, but that's. not the problem. They tighten around a wad of nails he's taken
the precaution of bringing with him, to be used in just such an emergency. What are his
reasons for this? Blood spatters down his bending knees, providing a moment's comfort
in this rush of purulent humanity.

COB ON THE SEASHORE
Cob walks along the docks, ignoring interested eyes. With every step he feels the bite
of the crab lodged firmly between his heel and ankle, but the thought of prying it loose
does not occur. He walks over genies and wharfs, sliding tired shoes over remains of
egg. When all is said and done, it will not be this that glues soles back together. A hole
is a hole. Stumble, skin knee on post, gulp of salt-enough! back to land.
The jellyfish asks, "Is your throat really clogged with enough brine? Back into the
sea, you must become the fon:e of the waves!"
The blue hermit-crab asks, "Have your feet tunnelled enough beneath the burning
crust? Back into the sand, you must become the slimy bed!"
The drowned woman says, "You will be eel."
Cob hears this advice as he stumbled over getty and wharf. A hole is a hole. But he
lacks a zoological vision.
•

COB FIGHTS TO REGAIN c6NSCIOUSNESS
Once more Cob finds himself condenmed to the endltSs parade that is sleep. Rolling over
and over in what seems an enormous bed he finally &imes up against a signpost shoved
squarely in the ground. He is lying on.dry grass which begins to prick him as he tries to
decipher the. sign. The letters are garbled and the message is almost on the point of being read when a whistle sounds and it returns to obscurity. This process is repeated several times. Finally, a pauper (one of the old school) comes down the road and asks Cob
his opinion of the sign. He is forced to agree with it. The pauper appears pleased with
this and continues on his way, but he has only gone a few steps when the road turns into
hot lava and sucks him in. Nausea punches Cob; he realizes he still hasn't finished his
cigarette and so lights another.
Loneliness begins to invade him like a withered leaf rippling a calm po~l. He approaches a caf6 window and peers inside, in hopes of adding to the general discussion·
and therefore to his own self-worth. But all he sees is the shadow of a man groping
along the floor as if mortally wounded, while a woman comes out of the back room and
begins to ride the shadow, alternately stroking its face and strangling it. She holds one
of its hands behind its back and occasionally moves it .up and down the front of her
body. The shadow's face is convulsed with a pleasurable pain that wrests all control from
the facial muscles. Its mouth twitches and drools blood and moths from one end of the
room to the other. The woman looks up and noticed Cob outside the window. She laughingly makes an obscene gesture, and Cob decides to go in.
Once inside, he notices that everything is made of cardboard propped up with the
slightest wooden frame. In the far corner of the room he sees a group of rlgged immigrants struggling to launch a shiny new boat. Although the boat is close to the sea, they
can't decide on the best way to carry it, and waste their last precious seconds arguing
among themselves.

TH HUNGRY MENTAL
PACAFACTOR
by Philip Quinn
mnemonikos,

now,

now,

th glandular chain chance chink
th hulo hullow angel angle still
th nunca hading sunk in sun
th thinking ninga don't
th mega ocular th horse
th prime mary be gun in
as ass assiJ.Usist her
firsta fira liga long (decoy-th sixth legianalansome:..,.eyelash prop)
secona th wo (steppa bracker cons)
thirdda th m three thieves (ora pro nobis)
th sex th sixth th three removed
th empire fire
wacca sun sovereign
slay th minota
crisp falla th bac
head fest

yu
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Gi ambr'e
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ra sui remb
reauirem da da toi
re sui ramb da de toi a dal 1 lire

~LLE

tui i ramb
tui r ramb
tui r ramb • tab 1 oi •••
tui r ramb a tab 1 oi a dal'dera
ffaoupir]
bout'e a d 1 in
bona 8 d 1 in ka j! m!
bona a d 1 in ka ji mf a chen iasa
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eprendre lemdeux foi:J
le A deux foia
· le B una fois
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Aux e•place•enta indiqu6s dans la partition par le signa [ct] certain:
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gi ambr 1 ra 1••••
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j! t! ana I d'in
j! u ana a d'in
jt tt one a d 1 in
liinnn
I I d'in ' del 1 la
allbr'r• a d 1 i111
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ela al6na ken e d 1 in
•1• 616na ken a d 1 ln a dlal'•l•
pU Uaene
pUUeena
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[ailanes]
i!LLE It erl a eh eh 6 eh, eh ar ann6
t! ere • eh
tt crll • eh eh
t1 era a eh eh 6 eh, eh
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taaupirj
j1 cr~ a ch
(cc)(c~
j1 .ere a ch ch
j1 era a ch ch 6 ch, ch 6 cn6
11 i jt cr6 a ch6
t1 i j ! era • ch6 i ffffi~'aca
tl i Jt crl a ch, i ffffig 1 aca
Iffffffig 1 aca I I ch6 7
iffffffig 1 aca a • cha 7
aurp 1 ai affffig 1 a I I ch6 7
aurp 1 ai .affffig 1 a ca I I cha 7
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6fffffig'aca
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bake
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Gi aabr'ra I gi ••br 1 ra I gi aabr 1 ra I
~LLE Gi aabr'ral gi aabr 1 ra I gi ambr'r• I
(LUI · Re aui raab
re aui reab
raauiraa dllli • tai
raauire• de a toi
ra aui raab da a toi e dal'tra·
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re aui raab
reauiraa da a toi
rasuirem de a toi
raauire• de a toi a dal 1 lra ••••
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la leitmotiv A, puis la B an auparpoaant da ta•p• an tempJ
ea phon•..• du leitaotiv C
ar•iner dacreacendo avec le l&it•otivOE}
ong ailenca
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Bone
Bona a d 1 in
bane a d'in
bona a d 1 in
fi:LLE «saupirH J!
j.i t! an.e a
ji t1 one a
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0 bona a d'in
ke jl ml
ke jl m1
ka Jl mi e chen isss'
tl one a d 1 in
d 1 in
d'in
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Tententu
tententu
tententu
ten tentu
tententu
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Tentan au tlen k! asaac'aaasa
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E ti ••• Tententu a ki d6 1 6cout 1 a
E tl ••• Tantantu 8 kl de 1 6cout 1 a
fi.ui Tenten tau, tentan tau, tentan·tau ••• (aoupir)
Ch6 aup'au e zez 1 ais a assaac'i •••••
Chi aup 1 ou a zez 1 ois 1 Chl!i aup'ou e zez'oia ••••••' a aaaasa
ch6 oup 1 ou • an t'ou eaaac' a a •••••
chl!i oup'ou a on min euffff 1 6 aaaaac 1 I •••••
chl!i oup 1 a mi 1 oud 1 ps a1 a esaasa
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chl!i oup' ou 6 kl dl!i 6 cou 1 e Q~
fi:LL~ Chl!i 1 oup' ou
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ad ant ion a i l!_i · .• a gder.' be
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
Russell Banks' pataphy1ical research bao lead him to believe that the
ai~g"""'fiiiiC'tion in language call not only shape behavlour,,~t aigbt
also be au aaeat in pre•deatlnal ~antral.
~~~
Shaunt Basmajlan of Toronto, ls the unanimously elected President par
In~Perpetuel of the Supreme Council of Grand Masters of the Order of
the laaenae Exegesis of the Canadian "Patapbyaico Movement.
John Berndt 11 a visual•text artist & Field Aaent co~reopondin& indirectly
throiiih"'t'ii'eliontreal wing of the Canadian "Pataphyoica aoveaent.
Charles Bernstein ia a leading founder of the L•A•H•G•U•A•G•E group. He
travers-extensively, but reoides &lid worko in Hew York City.
Yves Boisvert is an exciting new Montreal "pata•poet. This il bi1 fir1t
appearance in Raapike.
. Jean-Lue Bonaplel, a.k.a. "Kiki" ia "Pataphyaieal Maitre Chef du Chefs
of Eastern Cuisine. He la a also musician, poet, and performance artist
llvin& and vorkln& in Montreal where he 11 called, "enfant-terrible".
Monty Ceutain a.k.a. lotvan Kantor is a aedla·wlzard originally fro•
Hungary,-;;o.;-rrving in Hew York via Montreal. He 1a "The Specialist in
Confusion" and Chief Delegate of Hew York in tba World Heoiat Conopiracy.
George Chambers livao and works Peoria, lllinoio. The~~~ baa
compared his work to that of Rabelaio and Sterne. This is hil first
appearance in Raapike.
Carol Daillaire is a bi&hly ouccessful Quebec artist/writer. Carol is
th......-P'&tapbysical Inveotigator of Py,raaidolo&y and Vaccuua Cleaner• in
Quebec. Tblo 11 his first appearance ln Raapike.
Jean-Paul Daoust io a regular contributor to Raapike. He i1 the Maitre
de Hollywood~ti&ationa at Crocodilology ln the Montreal "Patapbyolco
Group. He recently authored~~ Masigues·(VLB Edlteur).
Andrez Dudak·Durer 11 the Wizard of Psychic Telecoaaunicationo and Mall•
ar~ing out of Poland. He claims to be the re-incarnation of the
creat Albrecht Durer. Andrez has been correoponding with Raapike for yearo.
Brian Edwards is Ramplke'a Auotrellen connection. He 11 quickly
becomlng-.-re&Uler contributor. Apart froa beln1 a world-celebrated
writer, he il en in1tructor at Deakin University in Victoria.
Ray:ond Federaan lo the founding aeaber of the "Fiction Collective
Preas • Hla critical stance baa been an influence on the editorial
direction of tbla aagazlua. Thil il hlo flrot appearance in Raapike.
R.J. Ferrelli viailantly writeo and worko in Papillion, Nebraska •.
:r;;;;;s Gray il Raapike'a. Booton Editor. He il ·aho a Retro-active Satrap
ontii"e"Supreme Council of "Pataphyoiciano. He can ba contacted at the
followin& address; 11 Oakland St. Boston, llaoo. 02135.
Joanna Gunderoon il the publisher of Red Dust pre••· She liveo and worko
in~ork City. This is her first appaarsnce-iu Rajfikd aagazine.
Kiebel Lefebvre works in Montreal where be is ou t e e itorial staff of t~e
a&aazine L 1 0ell Recbaraeable. He la the ~iaaemlnateur of Dlalafor•atioD and
ludistin&uiaheble Ideas in the Montreal Pataphyslcs Group.
Alan Lord lL B.a•pike'a Montreal correapoadina edltor. He la the eaalneer
behiUd ~Ultiaatua aerlea at Foufounes Ele~triguea. He io preoently
organizin& the oecond Ultiaatua performance festival complete with video
and 33 1/3 L.P. audio docuaentation. Monoieur Lord i1 a Retro-active Satrap
Supre•e in the Canadian "Patapbyaica Hove•eut.
Ooka llakoto ia a Grand Haoter of Writing and Criticioa. He il living and
workina~kyo. This i1 his firat appearance in Raapike aaaaaine.
~ lliki is editor of Line aasazine, this is his first Raapike article.Roy
lives ~i1 Field Asent-or-Literary Wonders in the Vaacouver, B.C. branch
of the Canadian "Patapbysics Movement.
Napoleau Moffat has been called the "areateat llvin& poet in any
language in Montreal". This ia his first article in Ra•pllte.
Paul !!IL is an visual-text artist par excellence. He holds the Chair
for Applied "Pataphysics and Dialectieo of Blablabla and llateology. He
currently works in Paris, France, and this 11 bio first la•pike article.
1£ Hicbol kindly eareed to help edit this issue of Reapike. He is a
much-eerebrated writer currently workin& and teachin& in Toronto. He
vas recently honoured in a •ld•career Festschrift volu•e featurln&
essays about and texto dedicated to his work publiohed in Open ~
Series 6, Ho'o. 5 & 6, (Sua•er, Fell 1986) edition. bp Hicbol ii alao
one of the Supreaet Satraps of the Canadian "Pataphyoical aoveaent 11 well
as bein& Grand Master of Stratesic Eristic~ and Alphabet Reaeareb.
Opal Louis Ratione was bora in Encland but lives ia Oakland California
via Can~He-ra&Doo•Wop disk jockey with KPFA radio Fll-94 .on your
dial. Keep an eye out for his new book c/o Underwhich editions. Opal
Louis Hationo ia Satrap Supreme of the California "Patapbysical Studies
in Mythoarapby of the Exact Sciences and Aloaono•y.
Alain Paincbaud is a bot younc Montreal writer. Tbio i1 hi• first
appearanee in Rampike.
.
~ ~ is a regular Rampike correspondent. A writer and artiot,
be is currently workin& and livin& in Hungary where he head• the
Departaent of "Pataphyaical leaeercb in Contrepeteri and Pornoaopby.
Susan Parker is Toronto'• own punk•Kriana poet-performance artist. She
ia-.-ris~ontributor to Rempike aagaaine and lllstreao of
"Pataphysical Cepbalorgy and Experiaental Hecrobioaio.
John· Riddell ia a resular contributor to Rampike. He is the "Pataphyoicel
i&Ste~asuioe & Paeudo-Poychic of Adelphia• a.k.a. Lleddir Hhon Hhoj.
Rooeaary Sullivan ia a superb literary critic. end writer who recently
visited Central America. She ia alao an lnatruc~or at the Univerlity of
Toronto. This is B.ose•ary's first appearance in R.amplke eaaaalne.
Richard Trublar io a accouatic•textual specialist workin& with the aound
eu~T~editor with Undervbich Editions. He is one of the Grand
Satraps of the Canadian "Petaphysical aove ..ent. A.lt.A. "Doug Uplands", he
has conducted numerouo·archaeloaical digs & textual re•conotructiono.
Kirby Olson io an art critic fro• Seattle Wash. who often write• for Hiab
Perfor•anee-aageaine in California. Thia ia Kirby's firot Reapike article.
~ Oppeuhel• is world-renowned for his sculptural vOrk and
performance art. He haa eontributed regularly to Raapike and il one of
the aasazine'a original supporters. Dennis lives and work& out of Hew
York City, U.S.A.
Placid is a aaster of vi1ual and very oeriouo cartooa-osrapby. He live•
an~• out of Paris, France and so•etiaes contributes to Casual
Casual aaaaziue. This il his firot Re•pike article.
.
""""i8iit Poliaaottl io doing a aerial of texts on "Cob the Pirate". He ia
eurr;;tly living and workiuc soaewbere ia the United States of Aaerica.
Philip quinn i• an up-and•ca•ing Toronto writer lnteroted in aatheaatico.
Tbio is hh firat "patapbyoical appearance in Raapike.
,
Tristan Renaud i1 a Montreal coapooer, writer and editor of the forthcoaing
•ag.zr;;;;- Salut Leo ~· Thh ia bi1 firot Ra•pl1te article. ·
.!!..:..£.:. Robertson is a Chicago writer vitb a great.·interest in apatio•teaporal
pb~aomena. This is his first appearance in Rampike aegazine.

NOTES ON THE
COVER ILLUSTRATION
by Gary Shilling
The cover of this issue was specifically designed for offset
lithography. The colours and plates were carefully
manipulated during the printing process. As a result, the
image on the cover of this and every copy of the magazine is
not a reproduction of an existing work, but an original in
every sense of the word. The notion of de-mystification of the
art object as a precious reflection of reality has its basis in
tum-of-the-century Constructivism. The images for this cover
were found and assembled using a collage technique. Utilizing
the means of production at the printing press results in a
product that is removed from the artist's hand but at the sathe
time subject to the artist's influence. A kind of remote
gesticulation results, a gesticulation that reflects the machine
more than the artist.
The colour effect was .achieved by using a lithographic
process. Whether scanned by a laser, separated by a process
camera, or mechanically separated, the ultimate effect is one
of full colour. This effect is produced by using the primary
colours, yellow, magenta, and cyan. If viewed under a
magnifying glass, a rosette pattern similar to Seurat' s
pointillist technique is seen and it is this feature which
essentially tricks the eye into seeing full colour.
The image on the cover is produced from three originals,
each in one of the primary colours. A metamorphosis
continues throughout the printing process, from image on
paper, to image on acetate, to image on metal printing plate,
until the actual printing of ink on cover stock takes place. The
technique used on this cover resembles early methods of
colour separation. The hard edges of colour undergo changes
during the printing. They are created by cutting a "mask"
which blocks the colour from one colour-plate, while allowing
it in the next. After all colour plates have been printed in
consecutive order, the overall effect is one of remote
realism-a kind of automatic action.
The actual image chosen for this cover features two men
locked in a desperate embrace. This is in counterpoint to the
images of both women and machines breaking free. The
resulting dialectic suggests a dynamic interaction between
stasis and kinesis as well as death and life. From a Biblical .
point of view, as well as a modem-day point of view, the
elements of women and machines represent creations froiD.
man. These creations are then followed by' and in
juxtaposition with, an uncontrollable self-destrUction.

Maurice Roche·ta an established Preach writer and co•poser. Hia aany novels

in~ircuo-aad Codex. Hio work baa appeared iu journal• auch 11 Tel

'guel and-sur=itance:-Thra is his first•appearance in Raaplke maaazine:Anony•e Sanresret is aa eneraetlc Montreal pOet, painter and •usiclan.
The editors have no regreto in publiohing Anonyae'o article in Raa,ike.
(La) Societe de Conoervation du Present i1 a progreooive arti1t1 aroup
coapooed of; Jean Dube, Phillip;-c~ Alain Beraeron. They are
currently active in Montreal and form a inveotiaatory tea• working parallel
and parpendieular to both the Heoiot and "Pataphysical aoveaeato.
Roland Sabatier, is the Maitre de Lettrisa at "Pata•philology in Pario
Fr~He is a foreign "pata•opondent, and a contributing editor to
Raapike aaaazine.
,.
.
Gary Shillins ia a Toronto artiot. He did the eover-laage for tbl1 iooue
and his coaaeuto and photo are included iaside the back eover of this iooue.
Philippe .!2!.!!..!.!. io the foundin& editor of the influen.tial Parllien
critical journals !!l guel, and L'Iafini. He wa1 a pioneer and critic
of the Nouveau Roaan. This is hio oecond appearance in lampike. He ia an
Automatic Grand Satrap of "Petapbyoico.
~ Townsley lived for soae ti•e in Florida but i1 nov writing and
working out of Syracuse. Thil i1 hi1 firlt Rampike appearance.
David UU haa been widely recocnized for bio unique poetics. He i1
curnutlyvor.kin& ·out of Vancouver, B.C. David U·U il the Grand Field
Inveati&ator and Devisor of Epistolary Evidence·with the Canadian
"Patapby•le• •oveae~t.
.
Borio Wanowitch is a aaater of computer aedia•te~hnology ~urrently
livr;a-and working in Montreal. He io a reguler.contributar to laapike,
end a Grand Aabaooador (Montreal) of the World Heoiot Conapiracy.
Michael Winkler· il a regular ~orreapondent to Rampilte aaga&ine.• He i1 lv
tb~ ~ FieU ~orreapondent of Orthographic Lin&uhtica frn•:
·
the llid·West United Statea toJtba Canadian "Pataphy•ics lloveaent •. ·
Errata;
KUU'IIecCoraack inforaa us that coaparina.,~.tlac' 1 to lie's ia, like ·
comparing Apple• to IBII'a. I~ apite of our.aio-opelling~in ~be •rood"
iooue, ohe io definitely a ~Coraack • .Our apoloaiaa .,K,a:r,en,l,·:wa,'eaait, •
reoponoe froa David McFadden end Steve llcCaffe,~y,,.,': ,. ·.
·,; ·,
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Portrait

of the artist with his dog, SaDy.- Photo by Katherine Buck.

